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THE NATURE OF ANISOTROPY IN GAIN CONTROL POOLS 
Yeon Jin Kim 
June 24, 2011 
When observers view a naturalistic (llj) broadband image, the various spatial 
components present in the image stimulate many detecting-mechanisms that suppress 
each other. This suppression is anisotropic, being relatively greater for mechanisms that 
detect horizontal components and least for oblique-detecting mechanisms (c.f., Essock et 
aI., 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim et aI., 2010), and leads to better sensitivity to and 
greater salience of obliquely-oriented structure when viewed in the presence of 
broadband background (the 'horizontal effect', Essock et aI., 2003). It is thought that 
anisotropic suppression reflects a gain control mechanism whose output is intented to 
equalize the neural response to the orientation content biases in natural scenes. 
Here we further investigate the dependence of this gain control anisotropy on 
temporal and spatial frequency by measuring tuning properties of these pools. 
Experiment 1 evaluates (1) the shape and the peak suppression of temporal frequency 
tuning functions for grating targets at 10 fixed spatio-temporal combinations by varying 
the temporal frequency of the lifbroadband masks, and (2) whether the observed 
suppression show the horizontal effect. Experiment 2 evaluates the same properties for 
spatial frequency tuning. 
iv 
The results showed that multiple local gain control pools across the spatio-
temporal locations are tuned in temporal frequency and spatial frequency, and all of these 
pools are stronger at horizontal. Surprisingly, results showed that multiple temporally-
tuned pools are revealed with a broadband mask, whereas prior studies using very 
narrowband masks have shown only 2 (or 3) temporally-tuned channels (e.g., Lehky, 
1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et 
aI., 2009). We proposed that to drive these pools, the use of an appropriate broadband 
mask which can rise above a certain detection threshold of each of the underlying many, 
unknown, and lesser sensitive temporal detectors is crucial, and thereby can create strong 
suppression between detectors tuned to similar temporal rates which form local (' tuned ') 
pools. 
v 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important concepts underlying our understanding of vision is that 
encoding-mechanisms I in the different visual stages selectively respond to visual features 
falling within a region of the visual field known as their receptive field2 . In higher visual 
stages, the visual features that many encoding-mechanisms respond to become more 
complex and larger in size. In particular, encoding-mechanisms in the retina or LGN are 
selective for small spots of light (Kuffler, 1953). In VI they respond highly to oriented 
contrast patterns at different spatial scales, motion flickers and directions of motion 
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975; Albright, 
1984). In the later visual areas, the encoding-mechanisms process relatively complex 
spatial forms and motions rather than simple contrast. Specifically, in V2 the mechansms 
are selective for contours (Ito & Komatsu, 2004). In V4, they are selective for outline-
shapes, two-dimensional shapes and colors (Pasupathy, 2006). In IT (Inferotemporal 
Cortex), the mechanisms are selective for faces and objects (Logothetis, Pauls, & Poggio, 
1995), and in MT (Middle Temporal Cortex) the mechanisms prefer to encode various 
directions of motion, pattern motions, and orientations (Van Essen & Gallant, 1994; Pack, 
Conway, Born, & Livingstone, 2006; Pack & Born, 2008). 
1 It is also referred to cells, analyzers, detectors, channels, filters, or detecting mechanisms, mechanisms by 
various scientists 
2 The receptive field can be defined as a small region of the visual field in which the presence of a stimulus 
will alter the firing of that cell. The receptive field of a single photoreceptor cell in the retina, for example, 
can be said to be limited to the tiny spot oflight, within your field of vision, that corresponds to this 
photoreceptor's precise location on your retina. But in each succeeding visual pathways from retina via 
LGN to cortex, the receptive fields become increasingly complex, and they become even more complex 
when it comes to the neuron of the higher visual cortex (e.g., IT and MT) as described in text. 
This cortical hierarchy increasing in receptive field complexity and size of 
preferred stimuli is consistent with encoding-mechanisms at each stage which refine the 
selectivity of their input stage by pooling (or combining) similar input (i.e., similar 
orientation, spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and direction of motion etc) from the 
preceding stages in order to remove redundancy present in visual input, but it occurs 
within a given stage 3 (Barlow, 1961). By removing redundancy at each stage, receptive 
fields allow the cells to efficiently encode the local (small) visual features (e.g., oriented 
edges of fine lines, etc) present in the visual field at the early stage (V 1), and further into 
higher stages they become more concerned about the global visual field consisting of 
local visual features. As a result, their ability to encode the fine-detailed features present 
in the global visual field might become gradually poorer, whereas their ability to encode 
at least some types of complex global objects, such as faces and cars, would increase (c.f., 
Dakin, 2009). Through this sequence of complex encoding processes at a sequence of 
visual stages, we can finally get a coherent and meaningful visual perception about the 
natural environment. 
With respect to the orientation encoding at the early cortical stage (VI), one of the 
well-documented efficient coding strategies would be an anisotropically-weighted gain 
control pooling process which can be achieved by mutual suppression between units 
tuned in similar orientations of content in natural scenes (i.e., Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen 
& Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006; Essock, Haun, & Kim, 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim, 
Haun, & Essock, 2010; Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2011). Specifically, this suppression is 
relatively greater for units that detect horizontal content and least for oblique-detecting 
3 It has long reported the presence of connectivity that supports not only feed-forward, but also feedback 
activity in the visual system (see Sill ito, Cudeiro, & Jones, 2006). 
2 
units which form a gain control mechanism (pool) whose output is intended to equalize 
the neural response to the orientation content bias in natural scenes (i.e., the most 
prevalent horizontal content in Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005). By removing redundancy 
(the prevalent horizontal content), the incoming inputs, such as local oriented-contrast 
features within a local region of the visual field, can be efficiently pooled (combined) and 
then these processed signals at a given stage can be efficiently transported to the higher 
visual stages (V2). Here we further investigate the nature of this anisotropy in a gain 
control pool by measuring the temporal (Experiment 1) and spatial (Experiment 2) 
frequency tuning properties of these pools across the different spatio-temporal 
combinations, and assessing at which combinations of spatial and temporal frequency the 
horizontal effect exists. 
1.1 Natural Scenes 
Encoding-mechanisms underlying human vision at the early stage (i.e., the primary visual 
cortex or VI) respond to contrasts in natural scenes at a relatively wide range of 
orientations, spatial frequencies, temporal frequencies, and directions of motion within 
small regions of the visual field (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975; 
Albright, 1984). With respect to the encoding manner, Barlow (1961) hypothesized that 
the visual system develops in response to various visual features from the natural stimuli 
it is exposed to and does so in a manner that is efficient-- specifically, by removing 
redundancy present in natural stimuli. This enables the visual system to transmit as much 
visual information as possible through its limited information capacity, termed as the 
3 
efficient coding hypothesis (Barlow, 1961) which was influenced by information theory4 
(Shannon, 1948). This well-documented hypothesis has been widely used as a main 
paradigm for understanding neural encoding processes that underlie visual systems, 
which grants significant insight into the relationship between natural scenes and encoding 
processes underlying the visual mechanisms. 
Recently, many of the works have shown that many encoding-mechanisms and 
processing strategies in the visual system are optimally suited to encode the visual 
features present in the natural scenes in several ways, but the agreement across works is 
increasing efficiency by removing redundancy in order to maximize information transfer 
strategies. Firstly, neural networks and computational models demonstrate that arrays of 
linear neurons with properties that are found in the primary visual cortex (V 1) appear to 
maximize the 'sparse response' (i.e., removing redundancy, e.g., Barlow, 1961) to natural 
scenes. Specifically, it was shown by demonstrating a learning algorithm that attempts to 
find sparse linear codes for natural scenes (i.e., Olshausen & Field, 1996). Secondly, by 
removing redundant visual information in natural stimuli through the 'nonlinear gain 
control sensory processing' which has been termed as the gain control mechanism. 
According to this idea, the statistical properties of natural stimuli are thought to be 
efficiently processed by a bank of linear detectors (i.e., VI simple cells). Each detector's 
response is half-wave rectified and squared, and then divided by a weighted sum of the 
squares of the rectified responses of its neighboring detectors (i.e., pooling by similar 
4 Infonnation theory (Shannon, 1948) provided the mathematical framework for analyzing communication 
system. Iffonnally defines concepts such as infonnation, channel capacity, and redundancy. Barlow's 
hypothesis treats the sensory pathway as a communication channel in which sensory spiking is an efficient 
code for representing sensory signals. The spiking code aims to maximize available channel capacity by 
minimizing the redundancy between representational units. Both the efficient coding hypothesis and 
infonnation theory share a key prediction of the efficient coding hypothesis is that sensory processing in the 
brain should be adapted to natural stimuli. 
4 
orientation and spatial frequency in order to remove redundant visual information present 
in natural stimuli, see Wainwright, Schwartz, and Simoncelli, 2001; Schwartz and 
Simonceli, 2001; Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004). Finally, the Gestalt law 
of' good continuation' (i.e., it has been explained that a variety of phenomena 
demonstrate the importance of continuity in human perception) provides a plausible 
insight. This suggested that various visual features present in natural stimuli are grouped 
by similar features to construct meaningful shapes (i.e., Marr, 1982; Field, Hayes, & Hess, 
1993; Hess & Dakin, 1997). In this notion, the responses of detectors tuned in various 
visual features within a small region of the visual field are combined (or 
grouped/integrated/pooled) by similar visual properties, such as similar orientations, 
movement details and spatial scales (i.e., Bex & Dakin, 2002; Bex, Simmers, & Dakin, 
2003; Dakin, 2009). 
More recently, by examining images or movies from the natural environment, 
several researchers continuously related their statistical regularities to the encoding 
processes underlying the performance of various visual tasks in terms of spatial 
frequency (Field, 1987; Brady & Field, 1995; Cass, Alais, Spehar, & Bex, 2009), 
orientation (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim, Haun, 
Essock, 2010; Haun & Esock, 2010; Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2011), temporal frequency 
(Dong & Atick, 1995), and local direction of motion (Dakin, Mareschal, & Bex, 2005) in 
order to understand the neural mechanisms underlying these encoding processes and 
perception. The common results across these works suggest that the statistical regularities 
of images and movies from the natural environment are especially germane to the neural 
encoding underlying human visual systems and visual perceptions, and it therefore 
5 
warrants wider study. 
Informatively, images and movies of the natural environments are distinctive 
because they contain particular types of spatial and temporal structures which have been 
referred to as the statistical regularity. Thus, in order to understand the typical behavior 
(i.e., encoding processes and strategies) of these mechanisms, we must first study the 
structure of natural scenes. Indeed, several works on the statistics of images (i.e., Field, 
1987; Burton & Moorhead, 1987; Ruderman, 1997; Tolhurst & Tadmor, 1997) and 
movies (i.e., Dong & Atick, 1995; Dakin et aI., 2005) from the natural environment show 
that images and movies have remarkably constrained statistical regularities. With respect 
to the 'spatial frequency' (e.g., spatial scale) of typical natural scenes, it is reported that 
the amplitude spectrum (ignoring orientation) across images of the natural environments, 
which is relatively consistent across scenes, falls approximately as 'llfa " where fis 
spatial frequency, and the exponent a is approximately 1.0 (Field, 1987; Tolhurst & 
Tadmor, 1997; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001). This indicates that the amount of 
amplitude spectrum of any natural world image peaks at the larger scales (low spatial 
frequency) and decreases with increasing scales (high spatial frequency) of the image 
content. With respect to the 'temporal frequency' (motion details can be decomposed by 
the fundamental temporal frequency components through the Fourier analysis technique) 
of the natural movies, it was reported that the same 11f spectral property was also found 
(Dong & Atick, 1995). These findings indicate that the images and movies from the 
natural environments are dominated by particular spatial and temporal components which 
are lower spatial and temporal frequencies (i.e., the 1lfspectral property indicates that the 
low frequency components in natural images are most redundant). Further details of these 
6 
1 (( properties with respect to spatial and temporal frequency contents will be described in 
Section l.l.l.a and Section l.2.2.a, respectively. In addition, with respect to the 
orientation (i.e., natural scenes typically contain a wide range of the 'orientation' 
contents), it is reported that the amplitude spectrum (ignoring spatial frequency) across 
natural scenes is typically anisotropic (c.f., Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006). 
Specifically, the amplitude is most for horizontal, intermediate for vertical, and is least 
for oblique orientations. This indicates that natural scenes are indeed dominated by the 
horizontally oriented contents (the horizontal content bias). Finally, with respect to the 
local motion directions (i.e., the local motion directions, such as up/down, left/right, and 
off-cardinal diagonals) of the natural movies (or time-varying natural images), it was 
reported that the local spectral distributions at the different motion directions are typically 
anisotropic (Dakin et aI., 2005). Specifically, the local motion power spectrum at the 
horizontal and vertical directions is relatively much higher and broader than at oblique 
directions of motion. This also indicates that the spectral distributions of the motion 
directions are also biased (i.e., it seems to be biased in horizontal and vertical motion 
directions). Note that the statistical regularities of the natural environment have been 
described by the power or amplitude spectra (i.e., the power spectrum is equal to the 
square root of the amplitude spectrum). Further details with respect to the anisotropy in 
the orientation contents of the natural scenes (i.e., Switkes, Mayer, & Sloan, 1978; Van 
der Schaaf & van Hateren, 1996; Coppola, Purves, McCoy, and Purves, 1998; Hansen & 
Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006), and in the motion directions of the natural movies (i.e., Dakin 
et aI., 2005) will be described in Section l.l.l.b and Section 1.2.2.b respectively. 
Next, we can then relate these well-documented statistical regularities to the 
7 
mechanism of neural encoding underlying the visual perception by measuring behavioral 
performances (e.g., sensitivity or salience, etc.) for the particular stimuli resembling the 
statistical properties of the natural stimuli. Specifically, the 1 if property is very useful 
because we can say confidently that these images stimulate the encoding-mechanisms in 
a way that is similar to natural stimulation. When you look at a natural movie, you are 
exposing the visual system to many spatial frequencies, orientations, temporal 
frequencies, and directions of motion simultaneously. Further, all of those frequencies, 
orientations, and directions of motion have a relatively consistent relationship in terms of 
their relative amplitudes (or contrasts/powers). Thus, the same would be true if you 
expose the visual mechanism to a stimulus resembling the statistical properties of the 
typical natural scenes (e.g., 1ifproperty), since it contains the same frequencies, 
orientations, and directions of motion, at the same relative amplitudes. In order to asses 
this issue psychophysically, several works have extensively investigated how the 
mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the performance of visual tasks represent 
these statistical regularities. One agreement across these studies is that the observers 
always underestimate the prevalent visual structures, such as low spatial frequencies 
(Cass, Alais, Spehar, & Bex, 2009), low temporal frequencies (Cass et aI., 2009), cardinal 
orientations (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 206; Essock et aI., 2009; 
Kim et aI., 2010; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim et aI., 2011), and cardinal directions of 
motion (Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson, Loffler, Wilkinson, & Thistlethwaite, 2001) in order 
to compensate for the comparatively less prevalent visual structures, such as high spatial 
frequencies, and high temporal frequencies, and oblique orientations, and oblique 
directions of motion. In this view, further psychophysical studies will be described, 
8 
specifically with respect to the spatial frequency in Section l.l.l.a, and orientation in 
Section 1.2.1, and temporal frequency in Section 1.2.3.a and direction of motion in 
Section 1.2.3.b. Critically, what occurs to cause the perceptual underestimation to the 
most dominant low spatial/temporal frequencies and cardinal directions of motion. 
With respect to the orientation dimension, we have suggested a plausible model 
(Essock et aI., 209; Haun & Essock, 2010) which well describes one fundamental 
question of how efficiently the horizontal content bias present in natural scenes is 
processed by the mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the orientation perception. 
Much of our understanding of orientation processing comes from studies that measure 
behavioral performance for simple sinusoidal grating, which is very narrow in spatial 
frequency and orientation and present at uniform contrast (Appelle, 1972; Blackmore & 
Campbell, 1969; Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Movshon & Blackmore, 1973, Essock, 
1980). The typical finding across these works is that visual performance (e.g. sensitivity) 
is constantly superior to the horizontal and vertical orientations relative to the oblique 
orientations, termed as the oblique effect (Appelle, 1972). Current understanding of 
orientation processing, however, comes from studies that measure the behavioral 
performance for visual stimuli resembling the statistical regularities of the natural scenes. 
It is reasonable to assume that these stimuli stimulate the encoding-mechanisms 
underlying the human visual perception in a way that is similar to natural stimulation 
(Bex et aI., 2007; Olshausen & Field, 2005; Hansen & Essock, 2004) and this assumption 
is also supported by several neurophysiological studies (Baker & Issa, 2005; Basole et aI., 
2003). Thus, we can understand more realistic orientation processing which occurs in 
everyday viewing situation. In order to investigate this, the orientation perception was 
9 
measured using by conditionally manipulating visual stimuli either narrowband (simgle 
gratings or line) or naturalistic (1/j) broadband stimuli and the significant change in 
orientation perception was observed. Specifically, when viewing a naturalistic image, 
visual performance is best for oblique orientations and worse for horizontal than vertical, 
termed as the horizontal effect (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2006; 
Essock et aI., 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim et aI., 2010; Kim et aI., 2011). Whereas 
when viewing a narrowband pattern (single grating), most observers show an oblique 
effect, and if more content is added to the image, the anisotropy is the horizontal effect 
(Hansen & Essock, 2006). In order to understand what underlies the now well-
documented significant change in orientation perception (i.e., from the oblique effect to 
the horizontal effect), we have suggested a model of the anisotropic gain control pool 
(Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004) whose effect is pronounced when viewing 
a pattern of broadband spatial content in Section 1.3.1. b. We suggested that the additional 
content creates more response activities in channels which contribute to the gain control 
pool, whereas the response activities in channels might not significant with narrowband 
stimuli (Hansen & Essock, 2006; Essock, et aI., 2009; Kim et ai., 2010; Kim et aI., 2011). 
Such anisotropic suppression in the gain control pool could be a direct consequence of 
corresponding biases of cortical neurons (Li et aI., 2003), indicating more neurons tuned 
to horizontal than other orientations and vertical than oblique orientations. In addition, 
the orientation biases of the typical natural scenes (Hansen & Essock, 2004) indicate that 
there are the most physical energy at the horizontal, least at the obliques, and 
intermediate at the vertical orientation. Based on this well-documented statistical 
property, we have suggested that the horizontal effect would be linked to the anisotropic 
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gain control pool which is a very efficient coding strategy of the early visual processing 
stage (V 1) that serves to equalize the neural representation of natural scenes with respect 
to orientation (i.e., Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004). Specifically, this 
anisotropic gain control pooling process equalizes the prevalent contents (i.e., the 
horizontal> vertical> oblique orientations bias) in typical natural scenes as increasing 
suppression at the horizontal orientation results in less sensitive performance at the 
horizontal. From this point of view, the horizontal effect anisotropy would be a good 
example to show that the encoding-mechanisms underlying the visual system are likely to 
have evolved to reflect natural stimuli, and in order to equalize the prevalent content 
within the natural scenes -- a specific optimizing processing strategy to "whiten" the 
neural response to the orientation content biases in natural scenes. By removing 
redundancy (the prevalent horizontal content) through the anisotropically-weighted gain 
control pooling process (strongest at the horizontal) at the early orientation processing 
stage (V 1), the incoming local contrast information within a small region of the global 
visual field can be efficiently pooled. These pooled signals can be then efficiently 
transported to their higher visual stages. This conditional pooling process can be achieved 
by mutual suppression between channels (Foley, 1994) in Section 1.3 .1.a.iii in which 
each channel's response is divided by a gain control pooling signal which comes from its 
neighboring orientations and spatial frequencies. This is part of a process of gain control 
that serves to equalize the orientation biased natural scenes. From these points of view, 
the significant change in orientation perception would be a great example to show that the 
encoding-mechanisms underlying the visual system or the human visual performance are 
likely to have evolved to reflect natural scenes, and in order to equalize the prevalent 
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content (by removing redundant horizontal contents) within the natural scenes - specific 
optimizing processing strategy to "whiten" the neural response to natural scenes via 
anisotropically-weighted gain control pool. By doing this process our visual system can 
take two advantages: (1) the incoming input, such as local contrast features within a small 
region of the visual field, are conditionally pooled (i.e., with different weighted-
suppression at different orientations) and then the processed signals at a given stage can 
be efficiently transported to the higher stages, and (2) the perceptual visibility to the 
comparatively less dominant oblique contents would be enhanced. 
Current work will mainly explore the nature of the anisotropy in the gain control 
pools with respect to the temporal frequency and spatial frequency by measuring the 
tuning properties of these pools. Specifically, the results with respect to the temporal 
frequency demonstrated the existence of multiple local gain control pools at different 
spatial and temporal surface, and all show the horizontal effect anisotropy. Whereas prior 
studies (i.e., Lehky, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen 
& Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009) have used very narrowband masks 
and shown only two or three temporally tuned channels in Section 1.2.1, current work 
(Experiment 1) shows that multiple tuned temporal mechanisms are revealed with 
broadband masks. In this view, further descriptions (i.e., why could prior studies only 
find 2 (or 3) temporal detectors?) will be specifically addressed in Section 1.3. Before 
moving to the Method Section, several relevant studies with the current work will be 
described in order to provide theoretical and general backgrounds. 
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1.1.1 Content and Bias in Natural Scenes 
a. Spatial Frequency (llj) 
In the past two decades, numerous researchers have examined the statistics of natural 
images to understand their particular characteristics, using various image analysis 
techniques. The Fourier analysis is one of the most widely-spread image-analysis 
techniques which provides contrast (corresponding to amplitude or power spectrum in 
Fourier domain) distribution at various ranges of spatial frequencies and orientation, 
which is termed as the 2-dimensional amplitude spectrum (i.e., the amplitude spectrum 
which is defined as the square root of the power spectrum). Specifically, the Fourier 
domain represented through the Fourier transform has its origins in mathematical studies 
(i.e., Fourier theory) of periodic function (e.g., sinusoidal gratings with different 
amplitudes, frequencies, orientations, and phases). From the Fourier transform of an 
image, one obtains the 2-dimensional amplitude spectrum which clearly demonstrates 
amplitude distribution as a function of spatial frequency and orientation. We can, thus, 
compare contrast (or amplitude or power) distribution of one image with other images 
accurately. 
The amplitude spectrum (i.e., ignoring orientation) across natural scenes, which is 
relatively consistent across scenes, falls approximately as 'llfa " where fis spatial 
frequency and the exponent a is approximately 1.0 (Field, 1987; Tolhurst & Tadmor, 
1997; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001). The exponent, 'a = -1.0' has been considered one 
of the typical properties of natural images. A number of studies have provided that the 
amplitude spectrum falls with frequency if) by a factor of about 11f (hence, the power 
spectrum is equal to the square root of the amplitude spectrum, 11f-2). However, there are 
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somewhat deviations for the exact exponent, a, but the general agreement for the slope 
across natural images has been that of an observed range from -0.6 to -1.6 (Field & Brady, 
1997). Interestingly, this 1 if property was also found in the temporal frequency dimension 
(Dong & Atick, 1995) which will be discussed later. 
This 1 if property showing across natural scenes has been used to develop a model 
of spatial frequency processing of the early visual system (V 1) by Field (1987). It is 
widely known that the human vision at the early stage consists of arrays of encoding-
mechanisms (or cells, channels, detectors, sensors or filters by others) which are selective 
to 'local' regions of space, spatial frequency and orientation. At given knowledge, Field 
(1987, 1993) raised one interesting question of how this' 1 if regularity is represented and 
processed by the human visual system. This question was approached by looking at the 
1ifstructural regularity of natural scenes and observing how this structure relates to the 
visual system's encoding of spatial patterns. To predict plausible answers, Field (1987) 
proposed that natural scenes are approximately scale invariant with regard to their 
contrast across scale. For example, if an image magnifies any particular region, one is not 
likely to find an increase or decrease in the amount of contrast at any scale. In a 
photograph, the contrast can be measured by the variance in pixel luminances (here taken 
as the standard deviation of pixel luminances, particularly it can be described to root-
mean-square (RMS)) and if the scale invariance idea is true the variance should remain 
roughly constant independent of the viewing distance. Field (1993) suggested that the 
variance is roughly constant as one magnifies any local region of the image. It thus can 
be expected that one should not expect to find either more or less variance in the image as 
one magnifies a particular region. This invariance in contrast across scales was well 
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described in terms of the amplitude or power spectrum of the image (Field, 1987). 
Previously, Field (1987) demonstrated that the lifpattem has equal spectral 
amplitude in each multiplicative spatial frequency interval by Parseval's theorem. In this 
theorem, each octave of spatial frequency content in a 1 if structural image will have the 
same contrast by a root-me an-square (RMS) contrast (i.e., this idea has been used when 
we construct stimuli, see Essock et ai., 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010). This again implies 
that if the amplitude of images fall-off as 1 If, there is equal amplitude in equal octaves. In 
this sense that scaling all frequencies by a factor (e.g., moving forward or backward in an 
image) has little effect on the shape of the amplitude spectrum, which was initially 
referred to the scale invariant property (Field, 1987). For example, the total energy 
between 1 and 2 cpd is equal to the energy between 8 and 16cpd because these two bands 
have equal octave intervals. 
Subsequently, this idea of scale invariant in contrast across scales (Field, 1987; 
1993) showing equal energy in equal octaves has been related to the 'contrast constancy' 
(Georgeson & Sullivan, 1975) to describe the finding that 'high' contrast gratings of 
different frequencies are perceived as equal in contrast when they are roughly equal in 
physical contrast (Brady & Field, 1995). Brady and Field (1995) pointed out one 
problematic issue with respect to the contrast sensitivity function. In particular, this 
problem occurs from the attempt to generalize from threshold to suprathreshold 
sensitivity. At threshold, sensitivity to stimuli (generally sinusoidal gratings) peaks 
around 4cpd and shows a significant drop at both lower and higher frequencies. However, 
sensitivity at high contrast (suprathreshold contrast), when measured by contrast 
matching shows a much flatter function, termed as the 'contrast constancy' (Georgeson & 
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Sullivan, 1975). Brady and Field (1995) assumed that this invariance of suprathreshold 
sensitivity across frequency has been presumed to underlie a more interesting 
phenomenon. Specifically, our perception of contrast at different frequencies in the 
natural environment remains fairly stable across changes in viewing distances or scales. 
However, it has not always been made clear how the energy of such scales change with 
viewing distance and whether or not this idea of equal energy in the equal octave would 
be conserved. In this view, some apparent problems regarding our perception of natural 
world scenes will occur. The amplitude spectra of typical natural scenes are indeed not 
flat, but lifin amplitude spectra being decreased with increasing spatial frequency (i.e., 
low spatial frequency bias). As described above, if the contrast energy in the natural 
environment is scale invariant (i.e. the contrast is independent of scale or viewing 
distance), the energy of natural scene would be flat. Instead, at supratheshold contrast 
sensitivity in perception, however, reveals the flat, and the similar results (i.e., the flat 
sensitivity at suprathreshold (0.3RMS contrast) across spatial frequencies) are also 
demonstrated by Cass, Alais, Spehar, and Bex (2009). In addition, a flat sensitivity 
function can not explain why our perception of contrast remains invariant when an object 
scales in size. 
To solve this problem, Brady and Field (1995) provided a model of broadband 
contrast sensitivity in which mechanism bandwidths increase with frequency (constant in 
octaves) to effectively equalize its perceptual response to low spatial frequency biased 
naturally occurring input (llj), a phenomenon is referred to as "whitening" (Brady & 
Field, 1995; 2000; Field & Brady, 1997). This implies that the high spatial frequency 
energy will be overestimated by our perception whereas the low spatial frequency energy 
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will be underestimated in order to equally perceive all spatial patterns. It can be easily 
demonstrated to observers. For example, consider the three images shown in Figure 1. 
On the left is a white noise (i.e., lifo which is physically flat spectra), in the middle is a 
llfl noise, and on the right is a llf2 noise. We can easily notice that the white noise 
pattern (physically flat spectrum) appears to be dominated by high frequency structures 
while the llf pattern appears to have structures at a variety of scales (perceptually 
balanced). The llf2 pattern appears to be the low spatial frequency dominant. This 
example clearly demonstrates that the high spatial frequency energy is overestimated, and 
the low frequency energy is underestimated by our perception. In this view, similar 
results are also reported by Cass et al. (2009). Cass et al. (2009) suggested that this 
spatial whitening might confer both computational and metabolic advantage by 
equalizing its response to the 'low frequency bias' (11f) present in natural images, 
thereby removing input redundancy (i.e., low spatial frequency bias) and increasing 
informational efficiency (Barlow, 1961; 2001; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 200 1). 
Informatively, any images and movies of the natural environments exhibit 1lfin their 
amplitude spectra in both spatial frequency and temporal frequency dimensions. This also 
raise a question of whether there exists a temporal whitening process analogous to that 
observed in the spatial frequency dimension and further details will be considered in 
Section 2.2.2.a. 
b. Orientation 
The amplitude spectrum (i.e., ignoring spatial frequency) across natural scenes is 
typically anisotropic, showing the horizontal effect anisotropy. Specifically, the amplitude 
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is most for horizontal, intermediate for vertical, and least for oblique orientations (i.e., the 
analyses of the orientation averaged amplitude spectra typically shows lif characteristics). 
This anisotropy of natural scenes is firstly examined by Switkes, Mayer, and Sloan 
(1978). Switkes et al. (1978) examined images using the Fourier analysis and found that 
a significant bias of power (i.e., the power is equal to the square root of the amplitude 
spectrum) at the cardinal (i.e., horizontal and vertical) orientations exists, and also this 
anisotropy regardless of whether the image content was pure natural outdoor scenes or 
(indoor or outdoor) carpentered scenes. The same results were demonstrated by Coppola, 
Purves, McCoy, and Purves (1998) who also examined images from a similar category as 
the Switkes et al. (1978) and found a predominant orientation bias in the horizontal and 
vertical orientations. Several researchers (Van der Schaaf & van Hateren, 1996; Hansen 
& Essock, 2004, 2005; Oliva & Torralba, 2001) also reported the predominant horizontal 
and vertical spectral bias through the Fourier analysis, specifically, more horizontal than 
vertical (Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006). 
More recently, this strong statistical regularity demonstrated across natural scenes 
is used to relate neural processing and visual perception in order to predict one crucial 
issue of how efficiently this orientation bias is represented by encoding-mechanisms 
underlying the human performance of visual tasks. 
1.2.1 Human Performance With Respect To Orientation 
Orientation is one of the fundamental dimensions in natural scene perception, and has 
been studied for almost half a century. Much of our prior understanding of orientation 
processing comes from studies by measuring the behavioral performance for simple 
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sinusoidal gratings that are narrow in spatial frequency and orientation content and 
present at uniform contrasts, which can assume to create only individual detector's 
response (Blackmore & Campbell, 1969; Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Movshon & 
Blackmore, 1973; Essock, 1980; Daugman, 1984; Phillips & Wilson, 1984). Whereas, 
current understanding of orientation processing comes from studies by measuring the 
behavioral performance for visual stimuli that resemble the statistical regularities of 
natural scenes, and they can create comparatively more realistic complex responses from 
population detectors (i.e., natural scenes typically contain broad ranges of spatial 
frequencies and orientations which can assume to stimulate multiple detectors' responses). 
Critically, the significant change in orientation perception--i.e., from the oblique effect 
(Appelle, 1972) to the horizontal effect (Essock et aI., 2003)-- was obtained as adding 
more content to the narrowband stimulus (Hansen & Essock, 2004). Specifically, when 
narrowband content such as a resolution-acuity stimulus is viewed, visual performance 
for oriented content is best for horizontal and vertical contents and worst for oblique 
orientation contents. If more content is added to this narrowband content stimulus, the 
anisotropy in orientation perception shows a horizontal effect that visual performance for 
oriented broadband content is best for oblique orientations, and worst for horizontal and 
vertical (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2006). To predict underlying neural 
processing and visual perception, a series of studies has been provided, and one 
hypothetical model which well describes the significant change in orientation perception 
has been suggested in our lab. 
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a. The Oblique Effect 
The classical oblique effect (Appelle, 1972) refers to the finding that visual performance 
such as a resolution acuity task is much better for narrowband stimuli (e.g., gratings and 
lines) oriented horizontally or vertically than for grating stimuli oriented at oblique 
orientations. This anisotropy in orientation perception has been termed as the oblique 
effect (Appelle, 1972). Subsequently, numerous studies using various tasks demonstrated 
the oblique effect which implied that the oblique effects obtained on these various tasks 
are all considered equivalent. To clarify this, this oblique effect was specified with the 
tasks which divided it into two classes (Essock, 1980). One class of oblique effect was 
obtained with measures which reflected the basic function of the visual system (e.g., 
contrast sensitivity, acuity and discrimination) and termed as the class 1 oblique effect 
corresponding to the classical oblique effect. The term class 2 oblique effect referred to 
oblique effects obtained on paradigms which reflected later stimulus processing and 
memory by measuring reaction time (RT) for oriented line targets (0°, 45°, 90° and 135°) 
with different response tasks (i.e., identification, detection, and classification). The results 
showed that for detection and classification tasks, observers responded equally quickly to 
all orientations (i.e., mean RT = 514ms). In a task requiring identification of orientation, 
observers didn't respond equally quickly to all orientations (i.e. mean RTs to the obliques 
(l095ms and 1098ms for 45° and 135° respectively) was 188 ms longer than to the 
average of the horizontal (888ms) and vertical (929ms) orientations). These results 
indicate that the source of the class 2 oblique effect obtained in RT tasks is greater 
confusability between the 45° and 135° oblique lines than between the horizontal and 
vertical lines when identification of orientation is required (Essock, 1980). In other words, 
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the class 2 oblique effect seems to include the inclination to better remember and more 
efficiently code information relating to vertical and horizontal orientations, thus this is 
thought to be more cognitive or higher level in nature. 
The classical oblique effect (the class 1 oblique effect, Essock, 1980) in 
orientation perception was systematically tested using narrowband grating stimuli with 
various spatial and temporal frequencies, and it was reported that the magnitude (i.e., 
cardinal/oblique sensitivity) of the oblique effect increased with increased spatial 
frequency (Campbell et aI., 1966; Camisa, Blake, & Lema, 1977) and decreased with 
both increased temporal frequency (Camisa et aI., 1977; Essock, 1982) and increased 
eccentricity (Berkley, Kitterle, & Watkins, 1975). 
What are the bases of the anisotropy in orientation processing? It is generally 
agreed that the oblique effect results from neural bias, not retinal (Vogels & Orban, 1986) 
(i.e., the optical characteristics, such as astigmatism, dioptric effect, or diffraction) and 
eye-movements (Weymouth, 1959) do not explain this effect because it is still found 
when the contributions of these variables are eliminated (Nachmias, 1960; Campbell et 
aI., 1966). Campbell and Maffei (1970) found that the amplitude of the visual evoked 
potential recorded from the occipital scalp was greater with horizontal and vertical 
stimuli than with oblique ones, but not in the electroretinogram. De Valois et aI. (1982) 
carried out physiological single cell studies in the primary visual cortex (V 1) of the 
monkey, and found that there are more cells tuned to horizontal and vertical orientations 
than oblique orientations. The fMRI studies on humans showed an increased response to 
horizontal and vertical orientations (i.e., Furmanski & Engel, 2000; Furmanski, 
Schuppeck, & Engel, 2004). There seems to be a good match between the oblique effect 
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anisotropy measured psychophysically and the response of neurons in the primary visual 
cortex (VI). However, opposite results indicating a decreased response to horizontal 
orientation, an intermediated response to vertical orientation, and the highest response to 
the oblique orientations-the classic horizontal effect- were recently reported (Mannion, 
McDonald, & Clifford, 2010). In order to (l) clarify the discrepancy between these two 
groups of fMRI results (i.e., Furmanski & Engel, 2000; Furmanski, Schuppeck, & Engel, 
2004; Mannion et aI., 2010) and (2) further speculate the cortical representation of the 
orientation structure of natural environments, additional follow-up fMRI study is highly 
encouraged. 
Furthermore, Li, Peterson, and Freeman (2003) have used a database to analyze 
cell populations in the cat's striate cortex to determine possible difference as a function of 
orientation. They found that both the number of cells and the widths of orientation tuning 
vary as a function of preferred orientation. Specifically, more cells prefer horizontal than 
vertical orientations, and comparatively fewer cells prefer oblique orientations (i.e., 
horizontal> vertical> oblique orientation bias) (Maffei & Campbell, 1970; Mansfield, 
1974; Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Orban & Kennedy, 1980; De Valois, Yund, & Helper, 
1982). Orientation tuning widths are most narrow for cells preferring horizontal 
orientations. These findings are most prominent for simple cells in V 1 tuned to high 
spatial frequencies. 
Surprisingly, one intriguing correspondence is that there is more information in 
natural scenes at horizontal and vertical orientations than oblique orientations (Coppola et 
aI., 1998; Hansen et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006) and horizontal more 
prevalent than vertical (Hansen & Essock, 2004). This effect is even stronger in human 
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made environments, but it is still manifest in the natural environment (Hansen et aI. 2003; 
Hansen & Essock, 2004). These series of findings clearly support that the mechanisms of 
neural encoding underlying the performance of visual tasks are likely to have developed 
to reflect natural scenes. Specifically, there are more cells tuned to cardinal orientations 
than oblique orientations at the early visual stage (VI) which is surprisingly matched 
with the image content bias presented in natural scenes, favoring the cardinal than the 
oblique contents. 
b. The Horizontal Effect 
Much of our understanding of orientation processing comes from studies using simple 
sinusoidal grating stimuli that are narrowband in spatial frequency and orientation 
content and present at uniform contrast (Blackmore & Campbell, 1969; Campbell & 
Kulikowski, 1966; Movshon & Blackmore, 1973; Lennie, 1974; Furmanski & Engel, 
2000), and the typical finding is that performance is superior for horizontal and vertical 
orientations relative to 45° and 135° oblique orientations, termed as the 'oblique effect' 
(Appelle, 1972; Essock, 1980). To understand more realistic orientation processing 
occurring in everyday viewing of the world, the use of broadband spatial contents that 
resemble the amplitude spectrum of natural scenes (i.e., IIf) should be a fundamental 
next step (i.e., because these broadband patterns would cause more realistic complex 
responses from detecting-mechanisms tuned to multiple spatial components in the 
broadband stimuli, Basole et aI., 2003; Baker & Issa, 2005; Mante & Carandini, 2005; 
Olshausen & Field, 2005; Bex et aI., 2007). 
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To address this issue, the visual performance (i.e., perceptual strength or salience 
which can be adjusted by the magnitude of content by observers) for oriented visual 
stimuli of either narrowband (i.e., gratings) or lifbroadband patterns was measured by 
using a suprathreshold matching paradigm (Essock et aI., 2003). Specifically, the logic 
underlying the visual performance is that if the perceptual strength or salience is equal for 
all orientations (horizontal, 45°, vertical, and 135°), the magnitude of the content (or 
perceptual strength or salience) should be equal for all orientations. If not, the magnitude 
of the content should be biased in a particular orientation. The results showed two 
distinctive anisotropies in orientation perception in the following. The classical oblique 
effect was observed only with a narrowband grating pattern (single orientation and high 
spatial frequencies). This indicates that the perceptual strength for horizontal and vertical 
stimuli was better than oblique stimuli. However, with broadband stimuli (i.e., about 20° 
in orientation and 1 octave in frequency) the horizontal stimuli were seen most poorly, 
the oblique stimuli were seen best and vertical stimuli were seen intermediately, which 
was referred to as the 'horizontal effect' anisotropy (see Figure 4 in Essock et aI., 2003). 
Showing the significant change in orientation perception (i.e., from the oblique effect to 
the horizontal effect, increasing the spatial frequency and orientation band respectively) 
should be counted as an important hint in order to understand more realistic orientation 
processing and thus develop more realistic models of orientation processing. 
To understand what underlies the now well documented significant change in 
orientation perception, we have suggested an 'anisotropically-weighted gain control 
model' (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; Essock et aI., 2009) that provides 
evident neural processes to account for the change in orientation perception, and further 
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details underlying processes of this model are described in Section 1.3.b. 
1.3.1 Gain Control Models 
The main input signal which is fed into VI is, as described above, a simple contrast 
structure (e.g., contrast at different spatial frequencies and orientations) that generally 
make up the content of natural scenes at any given point in time consist of a complex 
amalgamation of variation in contrast (i.e., difference in luminance between light and 
dark regions of an image). It is widely known that cells in VI respond to local (or small) 
contrast within a small region of the visual field at a wide range of spatial frequencies and 
orientations. Specifically, orientation selectivity is the most striking feature of cells in the 
primary visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959). The standard description of this stage of 
visual processing is that of a set of linear filter banks where each cell responds to contrast 
at an oriented edge at a certain location within the visual scene. From a vision scientist's 
point of view, we would like to understand why an orientation selective filter bank (V 1) 
provides a useful scene encoding. The underlying neural processing of visual perception 
will be considered in the following section. 
a. Background 
i. Visual Masking 
Most studies of human vision hold that the early stage of visual processing (primary 
visual cortex or VI) involves an array of mechanisms, each responsible for detection 
within a subset of the stimulus domain. The first evidence was derived from experiments 
on the detecting of spatial patterns that suggested the existence of mechanisms 
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differentially tuned to spatial frequency (Campbell & Robson, 1967). The physiological 
findings are that most cortical cells (corresponding to psychophysical mechanisms) 
highly respond to contrast structure (e.g., contrast oriented edges and spatial frequencies) 
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) that generally make up the content of the natural scenes at any 
given point in time consists of a complex amalgamation of variation in contrast. In 
particular, a given cell responds only if its receptive field is stimulated by a pattern 
containing components lying within a restricted range of orientations and spatial 
frequencies. This idea has been referred to as a channel (also called detector, unit, cell, 
filter, mechanisms, or pathway by various researchers). This idea has been used for many 
psychophysical researchers to investigate the response property of pattern-sensitive visual 
mechanisms (or channels) using simple grating stimuli, which are narrow in spatial 
frequency and orientation bands and are present at a uniform contrast (i.e., contrasts 
presented in natural scenes are typically extremely complex). A variety of additional 
psychophysical paradigms (e.g., adaptation, subthreshold summation have also been used 
to investigate unknown channels' functional properties, but current works mainly adapted 
the masking paradigm) have been used to investigate the pattern-sensitive visual 
mechanisms underlying an unknown mechanism, and masking, which is one of the most 
dominant paradigms as described in the following. 
Masking is a robust psychophysical phenomenon (Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson, 
McFarlane, & Phillips, 1983; Foley, 1994; Meese & Holmes, 2007; 2010) in which the 
presence of one stimulus (the mask) interferes with the visibility of another (the test). In 
a masking paradigm, the threshold for detecting a particular target pattern, including 
orientation and spatial frequency, is increased by the presentation of a temporally and 
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spatially superimposed mask. It is assumed that sensitivity to a test pattern of a particular 
orientation and spatial frequency will be mediated by a single tuned channel (called filter, 
detector, unit, mechanism, and pathway, etc) which is analogous to a set of cortical 
neurons. Masking effects are greatest with test and mask stimuli of the same orientation 
or spatial frequency. Changing the orientation of the masking stimulus or its spatial 
frequency alters how much test threshold is elevated. This is taken as an index of the 
response of the tuned pathway to these stimuli. The masking effect has a narrow spread 
across spatial frequency, about 1.5 octaves (Wilson, McFarlane, and Phillips, 1983) 
consistent with the spatial frequency bandwidth of primary visual cortex cells (e.g., 
De Valois, Albrecht, and Thorell, 1982; Movshon, Thompson and Tolhurst, 1978). 
Orientation tuning (half-width at half-height) is similarly narrow (15-30 deg, Campbell 
and Kulikowski, 1966; Phillips and Wilson, 1984; Blake and Holpigian, 1985; Anderson, 
Burr, & Morrone, 1991; Snowden, 1992; Snowden & Hammett, 1996; Cass, Stuit, Bex, & 
Alais, 2009), which also supports the idea that pattern masking taps mechanisms at the 
level of the cortex. Thus, masking studies have assumed that psychophysical masking 
functions directly reflect the responses of pattern-sensitive cortical mechanisms. . 
ii. The Origin of the Gain Control Mechanism 
Early Channel Models 
Much of our understanding of early spatial vision comes from studies using narrowband 
grating stimuli at uniform contrasts. Based on these, it has been widely provided that the 
models of early spatial vision draw on an insight of Fourier's analysis5 (Campbell & 
5 Fourier analysis is a mathematical technique that allows any continuous waveform to be expressed as the 
sum of a set of simpler waveforms,. In vision research, Fourier analysis can be used to express a stimulus 
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Robson, 1968; Campbell, Cooper, & Enroth-Cugell, 1969; Campbell, Carpenter, & 
Levinson, 1969; Maffei & Fiorentini, 1977; Thomas & Gille, 1979). According to this 
insight, each simple contrast pattern of a visual scene can be decomposed into 
fundamental contrast features at different orientations and spatial frequencies. The 
different features are processed by multiple spatial channels6 within the visual system 
with some degree of independence, termed as the 'independent channel' model 
(Campbell & Robson, 1968; Graham, 1989). 
Additionally, masking was supposed to occur only when the mask excited the 
mechanism used to detect the test stimulus, termed as a 'within-channel model' (Legge & 
Foley, 1980). In this within-channel model, a test-detecting mechanism is stimulated by 
the mask stimulus, which reduces the signal-to-noise ratio for the observer, typically by 
compressing the detecting-mechanism's response at high mask contrasts and accelerating 
response at low contrast (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson, 
1980; Wilson McFarlane, & Philips, 1983; Phillips & Wilson, 1984). 
Legge and Foley (1980) proposed a simple model of the detection of a spatial 
contrast pattern (test) superimposed on other presented spatial contrast patterns (masks 
differing from the test in spatial frequency, orientation, and other pattern dimensions). 
The task was to discriminate the test plus mask from the mask alone (two-alternative 
as the sum of a set of sinusoidal contrast gratings. The utility of Fourier analysis stems from the fact that it 
is possible to predict performance- of a cell or psychophysical mechanism- in a task involving 
discrimination ofluminance patterns from knowledge of the sensitivities of the cell or mechanism to the 
sinusoidal components of the patterns (Campbell & Robson, 1968). 
6 The generalized idea of a channel refers to a filtering mechanism, something which passes some, but not 
all, of the information that may impinge on it (De Valois & De Valois, 1988). Spatial or temporal frequency 
channels which transmit whatever input is present above a particular frequency are termed high-pass, those 
which transmit below a particular frequency are termed low-pass, and those which transmit within a 
restricted frequency region are termed band-pass. A system that filters with multiple channels, then, would 
be one with a number of different band-pass channels tuned to different frequency ranges, plus possibly 
low-pass and high pass channels at either end of the range. 
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force-choice procedure). Contrast-increment threshold (contrast discrimination) for the 
test was measured as a function of mask contrast and the shape of contrast response 
function was in the following. When mask and test patterns are simultaneously presented, 
contrast discrimination functions are dipper-shaped, with a region offacilitation at low 
mask contrasts and a region of masking at higher mask contrasts (called the dipper 
function). In particular, this facilitation region (the dipper which drops below the absolute 
detection threshold that means facilitation effect) at low contrasts is said to be due to a 
positively accelerating, nonlinear contrast transducer function (Nachmias & Sanbury, 
1974). However, masking at higher stimulus contrasts has generally been attributed to a 
compressive nonlinearity (Legge & Foley 1980). This nonlinear process is referred to as 
the 'contrast gain control' (or nonlinear transducer7) (Note: the high contrast is 
corresponding to suprathreshold contrast, which is thought to stimulate the contrast gain 
control process). This idea owes much to observations of neural activity within the visual 
cortex (Burr, Morrone, & Maffei, 1981; Bonds, 1989; DeAngelis, Robson, Ohzawa, & 
Freeman, 1992) where, at suprathreshod contrast, suppressive interactions are thought to 
keep cells of limited dynamic range within the useful region of their operating 
characteristics through contrast gain control (Albrecht & Geisler, 1991; Heeger, 1992). 
Another possibility is that the response variance or noise ofV1 neurons increases 
with increasing contrast (Itti, Koch, & Braun, 2000; Tolhurst, Movshon, & Dean, 1983), a 
phenomenon shown psychophysically (Kontsevich, Chen and Tyler, 2002; Gorea & Sagi, 
7 This sigmoidal-shape shows the contrast response function of the transducer of Legge and Foley (1980) 
that show how 'contrast for threshold discrimination' (AC) varies with contrast level. In this function, AC 
first decreases as contrast increases from zero, then show a large increase at high contrasts. This provides a 
dipper-shape (sigmoidal-shape) contrast discriminate function which is also true for VI neurons showing 
sigmoidal with acceleration at low contrasts and compression or saturation at high contrasts (Albrecht & 
Hamilton, 1982; Tolhurst, Movshon, & Thompson, 1981). 
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2001). Increased noise at high mask contrast must increase the discrimination threshold, 
even if the transducer function were linear. It can be, thus, thought that a physiological 
explanation of the dipper should not rely only on considering how response amplitude 
depends on contrast (Chirimuuta & Tolhurst, 2005). Although we cannot rule out this 
possibility in current dissertation experiments, it can be sure that noise level is always 
constant for stimuli using entire experiments (because we measured an observer's ability 
to discriminate between suprathreshold contrast stimuli, a fixed contrast is only used). 
Thus, it is indeed true that our measurements (discrimination thresholds) should be most 
likely the consequence of the gain control process and also a constant noise which can be 
ignorable. 
Cross-Orientation Masking 
However, it has become widely demonstrated that, at suprathreshold contrast, a mask can 
raise the detecting threshold without exciting the detecting-channel, (Foley, 1994; 
Snowden, 1994; Meese & Holmes, 2003; Meese & Holmes, 2007; Meese & Holmes, 
2010) which was against both early independent- and within-channel models. This cross-
orientation masking effect, in which the detection of a target is masked by a 
superimposed mask stimulus at orthogonal orientation, is now widely accepted in spatial 
vision. This implies that cross-channel interaction between the test and mask stimuli 
suppress each other. Thus, the visibility of the test is reduced (Foley, 1994; Meier & 
Carandini, 2002; Meese & Hess, 2004; Petrov, Carandini & McKee, 2005; Meese, 
Summers, Holmes, & Wallis, 2007; Meese & Holmes, 2007; Meese & Holmes, 2010). At 
suprathreshold contrast, this nonlinear suppressive interaction between channels tuned to 
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different orientations is part of a process of contrast gain control that serves to increase 
the contrast range over which cortical neurons can effectively respond and keep stimulus 
selectivity (Heeger, 1992; Geisler & Albrecht, 1992; Carandini & Heeger, 1994). This 
cross-orientation masking would be a strong hallmark of the gain control process with 
respect to the orientations. Current work will mainly investigate the tuning property of 
the gain control mechanism with various stimulus dimensions (orientation, spatial 
frequency, and temporal frequency). 
Subsequently, this approach has been used to account for psychophysical 
modeling. Foley (1994) has proposed a most influential model of masking (or 
normalization or nonlinear transducer model by other researchers), which shows the 
selectivity of the tuned spatial channels through a contrast gain control signal that 
suppresses responses to a particular target pattern. According to this model, the gain 
control signal comes from contrasts at frequencies and orientations similar to the test 
target. Beyond the general gain control models (Bonds, 1989; Albrecht & Geisler, 1991; 
Heeger, 1992), Foley's model has properties that are specific to the orientation of the 
mask. Specifically, Foley's model (Foley, 1994) has been used to account for the cross-
orientation masking effect in the following way. There are interactions between the mask 
and test mechanisms. Foley's model has proposed that these interactions are inhibitory 
(or suppressive). The interactions in particular are specific to the orientation of the mask. 
For example, when the orientation of the mask and test target are both vertical, the 
inhibitory weight is the most, whereas, when the orientation of the mask and the target 
are orthogonal, the inhibitory weight is much less, but still inhibits the test target. Within 
this line of thinking, current work assumes that this model (Foley, 1994) captures spatial 
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channel (e.g., orientation and spatial frequency) interactions, in that suppressive 
weighting of spatial bands neighboring the target is stronger than that of channels with far 
away spatial bands. 
iii. Foley's Model of Pattern Masking 
Foley's model (Foley, 1994) has been expanded with respect to the specific contrast gain 
control model of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (1) responses made by test and mask 
components respectively by considering orientation selectivity. In this model, a contrast 
gain control mechanism has properties that are specific to the orientation of the mask. 
The core idea was to add an additional term to the denominator (see Equation 1). An 
additional term represents suppression among the channels through a 'contrast gain 
control pooling process' that is a weighted (Wi) contribution to suppression from mask 
and test components. Their model of orientation-selective pattern masking can be 
considered as follows. When an identical mask was added to the test stimulus (i.e., iso-
orientation mask condition in which the test and mask pass through the same set of linear 
channels), threshold elevation as a function of mask contrast produced that characteristic 
dipper function at low mask contrast (i.e., facilitation) and masking at higher mask 
contrasts (Legge & Foley, 1980; Foley, 1994). The result suggests that a local 'within-
channel' nonlinearity exists that facilitates at low mask contrast, but masks at high 
contrast. When an orthogonal mask is added to the test (i.e., cross-orientation mask 
condition: the test and mask no longer pass through the same orientation-selective 
channels). However, the facilitation dip disappeared at low mask contrasts and the 
masking function shifted horizontally from left to right (i.e., masking). This result 
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suggests that a pooled nonlinear gain control process that operates over a broad range of 
orientation-selective channels (i.e., 'between-channels') is tuned to different orientations 
(Bonds, 1989; Heeger, 1992; Albrecht & Giesler, 1991). By fitting the model to his data, 
Foley (1994) systematically demonstrated the orientation tuning bandwidth for excitatory 
and inhibitory terms and that the tuning bandwidth for the inhibitory term was much 
broader than the excitatory term (see Figure 7 in Foley, 1994). These orientation tuning 
properties correspond to the orientation tuning property of the gain control mechanism 
(i.e., broadly tuned for cross-orientation masking and narrowly-tuned for iso-orientation). 
In other words, this model clearly shows the tuning property of the gain control 
mechanisms. 
If the test and mask patterns are processed by two exclusively distinct channels, 
then logically no threshold elevation would be observed in the cross-orientation mask 
condition. However, a substantial amount of masking was found. Thus, this result can not 
be explained by the previous within-channel model (or a single-channel model, Legge & 
Foley, 1980). To solve this problem, Foley proposed a new masking model and this 
model is given by 
EP 
R==----LW, .J,q +z (1) 
where R is a response from the channel after the nonlinear gain control process. Wi is a 
weighted contribution to inhibition from mask components (i.e., the broadly-tuned sum of 
many different mask orienations). J is a divisive inhibitory term from the mask pattern 
that pools activity across channels (i.e., it is referred to as the contrast gain control pool) 
that is itself being inhibited (i.e., self-inhibition)). E is the excitatory term from the test 
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pattern. Z is a semi-saturation constant (Z>O) (i.e., the model parameters p and q control 
the slope of the accelerating and compressive part of the nonlinearity (p>q)). The 
response (R) seems to consider relatively simple kinds of nonlinear combination, such as 
multiplication or division, which was motivated by the divisive nonlinearity of cortical 
cells in VI that have a broadband divisive input as well as the input that is due to 
excitation of the cells' receptive fields (Bonds, 1989; Heeger, 1992; Carandini & Heeger, 
1994; Geisler & Albrecht, 1992). Note that the contrast gain control model is the 
generalized hypothetical model (Equation 1). The adjusting of the contrast response 
function of cortical cells by contrast normalization (i.e., divided by the conditionally-
weighted inhibitory pooling term to the denominator in Equation 1) is a part of the 
process of cortical gain control. By doing this, cortical cells can efficiently respond to the 
contrast range over and maintain stimulus selectivity (i.e., orientation, spatial, and 
temporal frequency). This model has been widely and continuously used by many vision 
scientists to account for the unknown of spatial, orientation, and temporal pooling 
processmg. 
b. Orientation Biased Gain Control Model 
A cross-orientation masking effect provide a strong insight that there is a considerable 
amount of inhibitory interaction between the test and mask stimuli even for large 
orientation differences of up to 90° (Foley, 1994). This inhibitory interaction in particular 
is specific to the orientation of the mask. For example, when the orientation of the mask 
and test are both vertical, the inhibitory interaction are the most strong, whereas when the 
orientation of the mask and target are orthogonal, the inhibitory interaction are much less, 
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but still inhibit the test target. Within this line of thinking, the present work assumes that 
this model (Foley, 1994) capture spatial channel interaction, in that suppressive weighting 
of the spatial of spatial bands neighboring the target is stronger than that of channels with 
far away spatial bands. The presence of inhibitory interactions between the test and mask 
stimuli can not be explained by prior 'within-channel' models (Legge & Foley, 1980) 
because, in this model, masking is supposed to occur only when the mask excites the 
mechanism used to detect the test stimulus. 
To solve this discrepancy, Foley (Foley, 1994) suggested one crucial idea 
indicating nonlinear suppressive interactions between channels tuned to different 
orientations underlying the gain control pool (or mechanism). It has been widely 
suggested that this suppressive interaction between channels is a part of a process of 
contrast gain control that serves to increase the contrast range over which cortical 
neurons can effectively respond and maintain stimulus selectivity (Geisler & Albrecht, 
1992; Heeger, 1992; Foley, 1994). In this view, changing the orientation of the mask 
stimuli alters how much the test threshold is elevated, and this can be taken as an index of 
the response of the tuned channels to these tests and mask stimuli. Logically, the 
threshold elevation as varying the mask orientation (Foley, 1994) should be 
corresponding to a part of a process of contrast gain control that serves to increase the 
contrast range and maintain stimulus orientation selectivity. Importantly, Foley 
demonstrated two orientation tuning selectivity of the gain control pool---one is a broadly 
pooled nonlinear gain control process that operates over a broad range of orientation-
selective channels tuned to different orientations (cross-orientation masking). The other is 
a narrowly pooled nonlinear gain control process that operates a narrow range of 
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orientation-selective channels tuned similarly with the test orientation, which is a 
meaningful finding. 
Recently, Essock and colleagues (Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; Haun & 
Essock, 2010; Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2010; Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2011) have tested 
Foley's mode of contrast masking using lifbroadband patterns resembling the statistics 
of natural scenes, which can create more complex and realistic responses from channels 
(Note that Foley (1994) previously tested his model with a limited range of stimulus 
values, such as a single spatial frequency and orientation, which can only create a few 
channels' response) and the horizontal effect anisotropy is found in the following. When 
measuring the threshold for detecting a narrowband test grating masked by a lif 
broadband mask stimulus, the threshold for horizontal test orientation is greatest, 
intermediate for vertical, and least for oblique orientations, termed as the horizontal effect 
(Essock et aI., 2003). This fits well with the earlier findings of greatest salience and 
sensitivity for oblique content and leas salience for horizontal in broadband patterns 
(Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006). To 
interpret the encoding processes underlying this anisotropy in orientation perception, we 
applied the core idea of gain control process to the horizontal effect anisotropy. 
Specifically, when a pattern of broadband spatial content is viewed, the multiple spatial 
components in the patterns stimulate detecting-channels that suppress each other (Foley, 
1994). The suppression between channels tuned to the multiple spatial components in the 
broadband pattern is anisotropic, being relatively greater at horizontal and least at oblique 
orientations, which is termed as the 'anisotropically-weighted gain control pool', and this 
idea can be achieved by adding one term to the denominator in Foley's model (Foley, 
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1994). The general concept of the anisotropically-weighted gain control pool (Essock et 
aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004) in Equation 2 accounts for the content-dependent 
orientation effect. By adding more spatial frequency and orientation content, the evident 
transition of the oblique effect to the horizontal effect is shown respectively (Essock et aI., 
2003; Hansen & Essock, 2006), and it was suggested that this change in the visual 
anisotropy results from the anisotropic ally-weighted gain control pool (strongest at 
horizontal), whose effect is pronounced when viewing a pattern of broadband spatial 
content. The additional content creates the response activity in channels; however, it is 
not significant with narrowband stimuli. 
In order to show this, the current orientation biased model (shown in Figure 2 
below, Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004), one must add an orientation biased 
term to the denominator (Oi, see Equation 2), in order to show that the weighted 
contribution to inhibition from the mask components (Wi, see Equation 1 in Foley Model) 
are not equal for all orientations, but are anisotropic (strong at horizontal). Specifically, 
we added one additional term, the orientation biased inhibitory term (Oi) to the 
denominator (see Equation 2), which is weaker at oblique orientations, intermediate at 
vertical, and strong at the horizontal orientation, which results in the horizontal effect 
anisotropy. To account for this perceptual anisotropy in orientation processing, we 
provide a plausible model which is the same with the Foley's model (Foley, 1994) of 
pattern masking except the orientation bias term (Oi) to the denominator. This model is 
given by 
EP 
R = (2) Io, ·w, ,],q +z 
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where R is a response from the channels after the nonlinear gain control process. W; is a 
weighted contribution to inhibition from mask components. 1 is a divisive inhibitory term 
from the mask pattern that pools activity across channels (i.e., it is referred to as the 
contrast gain control pool) that is itself being inhibited. The core idea of this model is to 
add an orientation term (0;) to the denominator in order to account for the content-
dependent orientation effect. Thus, 'the inhibitory pooling' term (i.e., LO, . w, ·1,) is 
biased in orientation (i.e., suppression is greatest at horizontal, intermediate at vertical, 
and least at oblique orientations). E is the excitatory term from the test pattern. Z is a 
semi-saturation constant. Therefore, the response of output channels at different 
orientations differs due to the anisotropic weighting of the divisive suppression, which 
shows the horizontal effect. 
The horizontal effect anisotropy subserved by the anisotropically-weighted gain 
control pool has been continuously demonstrated for contrast (Haun & Essock, 2010), 
temporal dynamic (Essock et aI., 2009; Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2011), surround/overlay 
suppression and context effect (Kim & Essock, 2010). These types of cortical suppression 
and gain control are importantly accounted for in the new standard mode of the visual 
cortex (see Figure 1 b, Rust & Movshon, 2005). 
Current work was designed to systematically investigate the nature of the 
anisotropy in the gain control pool with respect to temporal frequency and spatial 
frequency by measuring tuning properties of this anisotropic gain control pool. The 
results demonstrate the existence of multiple local gain control pools, and that all pools 
show the horizontal effect anisotropy. 
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i. Value of Efficiency: Whitening 
Orientation is one of the fundamental dimensions in natural scene perception and it is 
being explored in detail in our lab. It has been reported that typical natural scenes exhibit 
a bias in image content, favoring horizontal and vertical orientations relative to the 
oblique ones. We have suggested that this orientation bias in natural scenes drives 
the 'horizontal effect' anisotropy in orientation perception. In particular, visual 
performance (e.g., sensitivity) for oriented content is best for oblique and worse for 
horizontal than vertical orientations when viewing oriented naturalistic-broadband spatial 
contents (e.g., natural scenes, Essock, et aI., 2003; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; 
Haun & Essock, 2010). Most observers, however, show an oblique effect (worst 
performance at oblique orientations, Appelle, 1972) when narrowband content (such as a 
grating target) is viewed. In addition, if more content is added to the image, the 
anisotropy is a horizontal effect (Hansen & Essock, 2006). The oblique effect anisotropy 
has been attributed to a neural bias and has been related to a corresponding anisotropy in 
the number of early cortical neurons tuned to different orientations (i.e., Mansfield, 1974; 
Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Orban & Kennedy, 1980; DeValois et aI., 1982; Li, Peterson, 
& Freeman, 2003). We have suggested that the change in the visual anisotropy results 
from the anisotropic contrast gain control mechanism (strongest at horizontal), whose 
effect is pronounced when viewing a pattern of broadband spatial content. The additional 
content creates more response activity in channels contributing to the contrast gain 
control pool, whereas the response activity in channels is not significant with narrowband 
stimuli (Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2006; Essock, et aI., 2009). 
Such anisotropic suppression in the gain control pool (or mechanism) could be a 
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direct consequence of the corresponding bias of cortical neurons (Mansfield, 1974; 
Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Orban & Kennedy, 1980; DeValois et ai., 1982; Li et ai., 
2003), which indicates that more neurons are tuned to the horizontal than to other 
orientations and vertical than oblique orientations. In addition, the orientation bias of 
typical natural scenes (Switkes et ai., 1978; Coppola et ai., 1998; Hansen & Essock, 
2004; 2005; 2006) indicates the most amplitude (or power/contrast) at the horizontal, 
least at the oblique ones, and intermediate at the vertical orientation. We have suggested 
that the horizontal effect is linked to the' anisotropic contrast gain control pool', which is 
a very efficient coding strategy of the early visual processing stage that serves to equalize 
the neural representation of natural scenes with respect to orientation (Essock et ai., 
2003). In particular, this anisotropic gain control processing equalizes the prevalent 
content (i.e., the horizontal> vertical> oblique orientation bias) in the natural scenes as 
increasing suppression at the horizontal orientation results in less sensitive performance 
at the horizontal orientation, whereas as decreasing suppression at the oblique 
orientations results in enhanced sensitive performance at the obliques. Therefore, the 
horizontal effect anisotropy is a great example to show that the encoding-mechanisms 
underlying the visual system are likely to have evolved to reflect natural scenes, and in 
order to equalize the prevalent content within the natural scenes - specific optimizing 
processing strategy to "whiten" the neural response to natural scenes via anisotropic 
contrast gain control pool (see Figure 3). 
Taken together, by removing redundancy (the prevalent horizontal content) 
through the anisotropically-weighted gain control pooling process (strongest at the 
horizontal) at the early orientation processing stage (VI), the incoming local contrast 
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features within a small region of the global visual field can be conditionally pooled. 
These pooled signals can, then, be efficiently transported to their higher visual stages 
(V2). This conditional pooling process can be achieved by mutual suppression between 
channels, in which each channel's response is divided by gain control pooling signals, 
which come from its similar orientations and spatial frequencies (see above Equation 2). 
This is part of a process of gain control that serves to equalize the horizontal content bias 
present in typical natural scenes (i.e., Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 
2006; Essock et aI., 2007; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; Haun & Essock, 2010; 
Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2011). Subsequently, the perception of comparatively more global 
structures (e.g., large contours, curved contours, textures, surface) can be achieved by 
encoding-mechanisms at preceding higher visual stages in which the global pooling 
occurs by integrating locally extracted visual signals from early stages (i.e., VI) over 
space. 
1.2. Processing the Temporal Dimension 
The natural environment in which we live is dynamic. Our visual systems used the 
spatio-temporal information contained in the two-dimensional images on the retina to 
generate a rich set of perceptions about the characteristics of our visual environment 
which is three-dimensional world. For example, motion in the retinal image conveys 
information about the shape of an object, and also about the movement of objects. These 
perceptions arise in a very brief time and require little conscious effort, yet they are the 
results of sophisticated information processing strategies that entail many stages of 
analysis (i.e., Van Essen & Gallant, 1994). The visual system is hierarchically organized, 
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but with extensive two-way information between levels, i.e., the perception of form (the 
shape of objects) and of motion (where things are moving) (i.e., Pack, Conway, Born, & 
Livingstone, 2006). This cortical hierarchy increasing in complexity is consistent with 
encoding-mechanisms at each visual stage that refine the selectivity of their input stage. 
Processing signals are fed into each processing stage where selectivity at each stage is 
derived by combining input from the preceding stages. The following section mainly 
discusses the motion pathway, specifically the early motion processing stage (i.e., VI) in 
which local motion information (e.g., motion details such as flickers and directions of 
motion) within a small region of the global visual field are mainly processed. 
Several works have shown that many encoding-mechanisms and processing 
strategies in the visual systems are optimally suited to encode the various motion 
structures (e.g., flickered motion, speed and direction of motion etc) presented in the 
dynamic natural scenes. The strong agreements across works is increasing efficiency by 
removing redundancy in order to maximize information transfer strategies (Eckert & 
Buchsbaum, 1993; Dakin et aI., 2005; Cass & Alais, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009; Dakin et aI., 
2010). It can be achieved by integrating similar local motion details into a more 
meaningful global motion structure presented in the dynamic natural environments 
(Nishida, Ledgeway, & Edwards, 1997; Bex & Dakin, 2002; Perrone, 2004; Dakin, 2009; 
Bartels, Zekin, & Logothetis, 2008; Meso & Hess, 2010). In particular, the receptive 
fields of the early visual mechanisms (V 1) are relatively small and selective for contrast 
at simple stimulus attributes, such as spatial frequency, orientation, temporal frequency, 
and direction of motion (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975; Albright, 
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1984). Moving from VI to higher motion processing stages (MT), visual perception 
attempts to get more meaningful movement percepts (i.e., in a contrast-independent 
manner) other than physical contrast (a local contrast of object motions or motion details 
such as flickers) (i.e., in a contrast-dependent manner, VI). This indicates that a more 
meaningful motion perception can be obtained by the combined (or grouped) responses 
of a number of neighboring detectors tuned to similar local temporal details (i.e., flickers 
and direction of motions at limited spatial scales) making up global motion stimuli. 
With respect to pooling/or grouping, the Gestalt laws of 'good continuation' (i.e. 
Marr, 1982; Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993; Hess & Dakin, 1997) provides a plausible 
account. According to this notion, such local information is integrated by 'similar' 
temporal patterns (e.g., similar, temporal frequency, direction of motion or similar speed 
etc). Specifically, this idea has tested for moving elementary patterns (e.g., dots or Gabor 
elements) (Bex et aI., 2003), and the same conclusions are suggested (Bex & Dakin, 
2002; 2005). The aperture problem9 (Marr, 1982; Pack & Born, 2001; Dakin, 2009; Kane, 
Bex, & Dakin, 2009; Kane, Bex, & Dakin, 2011) would be a good example, which shows 
this issue of how local motion signals are integrated into a coherent global motion. By 
integrating local information into a global structure, the visual system might efficiently 
8 Gestalt psychologists developed a list of laws to account for many of the known phenomena of perceptual 
grouping (e.g., Wertheimer, 1938). Among notable these, the law of good continuation played a central role. 
The law has been invoked to account for the perception of continuity under a variety of conditions 
including a number of geometric illusions. Although the phenomena which are described by this law 
demonstrate an important organizing principle in human vision, the law of good continuation is little more 
than a description of these phenomena 
9 To correctly perceive a realistic object motion in natural environment, the human visual system can not 
simply encode motion signals at different positions on an object contour. Encoding-mechanisms (or cells) 
in early visual system (V 1) is sensitive to visual input in local (or small) part of the visual field, as if each 
cell is looking at the visual field through a small window (or aperture). Within an aperture, the motion 
direction of a contour is ambiguous because the motion component parallel to the contour cannot be 
inferred based on the visual input, but perpendicular to the orientation of the contours. This aperture 
problem implies that motion sensitive cells in primary visual cortex will always respond to a contour that 
crosses their receptive field, independently of its true length and orientation, as long as its direction is 
consistent with the preferred direction of the neuron (Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992; Pack & Born, 2001). 
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encode motion directions (i.e., beyond VI, this pooling processing is based on long-range 
excitatory interactions among neighboring receptive fields with similar orientations, Field 
et aI., 1993). 
However, comparatively little is known about how the motion details (i.e., 
flickers/temporal frequency) at limited spatial scales are encoded by detecting-
mechanisms underlying the early visual stage (V 1), although many works have done 
beyond the early stage (VI). There still remain many unresolved issues concerning the 
functional architecture of temporal processing mechanisms at the early stage. Although 
the existence of multiple and narrowly tuned spatial frequency detecting-mechanisms is a 
reasonably well-established property of the spatial processing, it is not clear whether the 
same principle holds for temporal processing at the early stage (V 1). With respect to the 
number of temporal channels, many prior works have suggested that there are only two 
(or three) and broadly tuned temporal channels (e.g., Legge, 1978; Mandler & Makous 
1984; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Snowden & Hess, 
1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Boy tone & Foley, 1999; Cass & Alais, 2006; Cass et 
aI., 2009). Much of our understanding of temporal processing at the early stage (VI) is 
based on the results of masking experiments employing very narrowband mask stimuli 
that are narrow in spatial frequency, orientation content at uniform contrast (also 
narrowband temporally). Unlike these narrowband flickering-mask stimuli, natural scenes 
have 1/j characteristics in amplitude and broad distributions of spatial frequency and 
orientation (Field, 1987) are dynamic, and contain variable contrasts. It is reasonable to 
assume that these images might relatively create more realistic responses from the 
encoding-mechanisms underlying the human visual system than the narrowband 
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flickering-mask stimuli. By using the dynamic naturalistic mask image, logically we can 
create more realistic responses from encoding-mechanisms and then predict more 
realistic temporal processing. Although much analysis of the statistical property of natural 
scenes has suggested that encoding-mechanisms underlying the human visual system are 
tuned to optimize the encoding of spatial information present in natural images (Field, 
1987; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001; Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2006; 
Essock et aI., 2009), comparatively little is known about the processing of dynamic 
natural scenes (Dong & Atick, 1995; Dakin et aI., 2005; Dakin et aI., 2010). 
In order to address this issue, several researchers recently examined the time 
varying natural images (Dong & Atick, 1995; Dakin et aI., 2005) to relate statistical 
regularity to encoding-mechanisms underlying human visual perception (Cass, Alais, 
Spehar, & Bex, 2009; Dakin, Apthorp, & Alais, 2010). In particular, they examined how 
efficiently human visual systems encode some statistical regularities present in dynamic 
natural scenes in order to predict underlying neural coding processes, although this issue 
has been well-documented with respect to spatial properties (i.e., Field, 1987; Foley, 
1994; Essock et aI., 2004; Essock et aI., 2009). However, little is known about this 
processing of dynamic natural scenes at the early stage (VI), although many studies 
address this processing at the higher stage (i.e., MT). Current work is focused on VI level 
temporal processing by using dynamic naturalistic images (l/j, Dong & Atick, 1995) in 
order to predict early realistic temporal-filtering processes. 
In the following section, general prior notions suggesting a limited number of 
temporal channels (i.e., 2 (or 3) temporal channels) are firstly considered. Then, two 
statistical properties of dynamic natural scenes: (l) a 1/f property of amplitude on 
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temporal frequency in dynamic natural scenes (Dong & Atick, 1995) and (2) 
anisotropically-distributed energy presented in dynamic natural scenes (i.e., cardinals> 
oblique energy bias, Dakin et aI., 2005). Finally, several psychophysical studies 
addressing an crucial issue of how efficiently these statistical regularities present in 
dynamic natural scenes are processed by the mechanisms of neural encoding underlying 
the human performance of visual tasks (e.g., Cass, Alais, Spehar, & Bex, 2009; Dakin et 
aI., 2005) will be discussed. By doing this, it can be speculated whether the same 
principle holds for temporal processing at the early stage like spatial processing. 
1.2.1. Background 
An interesting question is how the visual system processes generally distinct temporal 
visual properties: 'stationary or slow' versus 'flickering or rapid', these are commonly 
referred to as 'sustained' and 'transient'. How does the visual system process these 
distinctive visual properties? Human psychophysical studies in terms of sustained and 
transient mechanisms' properties go back to the early 1970s. In order to determine their 
properties underlying human temporal sensitivity functions, various experimental 
paradigms have been used. Specifically, masking was one of the widely-cited paradigms 
which have been used to determine their characteristics (see further details about the 
masking paradigm above in Section 1.1.3.a.i). During the early 1970s and 1980s the 
dominant account of this masking phenomenon was the 'independent channel' (Campbell 
& Robson, 1968; Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Graham, 1989) and within-channel 
model of masking (Wilson et aI., 1983; Philips and Wilson, 1984; Harvey & Doan, 1990). 
Numerous psychophysical studies have provided interesting evidence of these two 
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distinct visual mechanisms operating within our vision. The functions subserved by these 
two mechanisms have been characterized in many ways: spatio-temporal tuning (Keesey, 
1972; Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973; Kulikowski, 1971, Tolhurst, 1973a, 1973b; Kelly, 
1979; Wilson, 1980; Gorgeson, 1987; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 
1998), contrast gain control (Burbeck & Kelly, 1981; Wilson & Humanski, 1993; Wilson 
& Kim, 1998; Snowden, 2001; Hammett & Snowden, 1995; Boynton & Foley, 1999; 
Meese and Holmes, 2007; 2010; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; Kim, Haun, & 
Essock, 2011), temporal properties (Breitmeyer & Julesz, 1975; Keesey, 1972; Tolhurst, 
1973a, 1973b; Stromeyer et aI., 1982), reaction time (Breitmeyer, 1975; Breitmeyer & 
Julesz, 1975; Tolhurst, 1975a; Harwerth & Levi, 1978; Vassilev & Mitov, 1976; Totev & 
Mitov, 2000; Mitov & Totev, 2005), temporal integration (Nachmias, 1967; Spitzberg & 
Richards, 1975; Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1977; Legge, 1978; Hammett & Snowden, 1995), 
orientation bandwidth (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Blackmore & Nachmias, 1971; 
Movshon & Blackmore, 1973; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Blake & Holopigian, 1985; 
Phillips & Wilson, 1985; Anderson, Burr, & Morrone, 1991; Snowden, 1991; Snowden & 
Hammett, 1996; Cass, Stuit, Bex, & Alais, 2009), and the retinal locus (Sharpe & 
Tolhurst, 1973a, Tolhurst, Sharpe, & Hart, 1973; Snowden & Hess, 1992; Kim et aI., 
2010). 
Although these numerous human psychophysical studies have suggested 
remarkable evidence of two distinctive mechanisms, there are still several unclear issues. 
Firstly, the general idea, that two temporal mechanisms are thought to process visual 
signals using a parallel, has been challenged by some researchers of the' cross-
orientation' masking effect (Burbeck & Kelly, 1981; Kelly & Burbeck, 1987; Foley, 
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1994) which is speed variant (the ration of the temporal frequency to the spatial 
frequency, see Meese & Holmes, 2007; 2010), and the asymmetric suppressive masking 
effect in which high temporal frequency mechanisms appears to suppress those selective 
to lower frequencies but not vice versa (Anderson & Burr, 1985; Cass & Alias, 2006; 
Cass, Alais, Spehar, & Bex, 2009). Secondly, one group of researchers supported that the 
spatial properties of the visual process from its temporal characteristics might not be 
separable and vice versa, (i.e., Legge, 1978; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Wilson, 1980; 
Tolhurst, 1973) which is termed as spatio-temporal interactions. The other group 
suggested that the spatial properties from its temporal characteristics can be separable, as 
pointing out the significant change in the shape of the temporal frequency tuning in 
sensitivity depend upon the spatial frequency (i.e., Robson, 1966), termed as separable 
properties or spatio-temporal covariation (i.e., Robson, 1966; Burbeck & Kelly, 1980; 
Kelly, 1966; Baker & Cynader, 1988; Baker, 1990; Foster, Gastra, Nagler, & Pollen, 
1985; Baker & Issa, 2005; Yu, Verma, Yang, Tibballs, Lui, Reser, & Rosa, 2010). 
Although there are several arguable issues regarding the general notion addressing the 
limited number of temporal mechanisms on one side, numerous studies exploring their 
distinct properties recognize the existence of many and unknown temporal mechanisms 
on the other side. More recently, this discrepancy seems to be cleared by several 
surprising neurophysiological studies (i.e., Basole, White, & Fitzpatrick, 2003; Baker & 
Issa, 2005; Mante & Carandini, 2005; Shoham, Hubener, Schulze, Grinvald, & 
Bonhoeffer, 1997; Sun, Ueno, Waggoner, Gardner, Tanaka, & Cheng, 2007; Issa, 
Rosenberg, & Husson, 2008; Yu et aI., 2010). Further details regarding these works will 
be described in the following Section 1.2.1.d. 
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The approach to studying sustained and transient mechanisms differs between 
earlier and more recent years. The different properties of them have been explained by 
the earlier channel models, which expect that masking was supposed to occur only when 
the mask excited the mechanism used to detect the test (Campbell & Robson, 1968; 
Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Graham, 1989). Whereas in the recent years, one widely 
held view of this process supposes that interaction between the mask and test 
mechanisms (i.e., cross-channel interaction), and explicit models are inhibitory, which is 
termed as a cross-channel interaction model (i.e., Foley, 1994; Ross, Speed, & Morgan, 
1993; Meier & Carandini, 2002; Chen & Foley, 2004; Meese & Hess, 2004; Petrov, 
Carandini, & McKee, 2005; Cass & Alias, 2006; Meese & Holmes, 2007; Meese, 
Summers, Holmes, & Wallis, 2007; Essock et aI., 2009; Meese & Holmes, 2010). Unlike 
the earlier channel model, a within-channel model (Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson, 1980; 
Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Philips & Wilson, 1984; Harvey & Doan, 1990) in which 
masking involves the combination of the mask and test stimulus within a single 
mechanism, this cross-channel inhibitory interaction model predicts that the mask should 
attenuate the perceived contrast of a test stimulus even for large orientation differences of 
up to 90° (the cross-orientation masking, Meese & Holmes, 2007; 2010). Based on these 
cross-channel interaction models, several human psychophysical studies have attempted 
to observe sustained and transient properties (Petrov, Carandini, McKee, 2006; Saarla & 
Horzog, 2008; Meese & Holmes, 2007; 2010; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; Haun 
& Essock, 2010; Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2011). 
In this new channel model (cross-channel interaction, Foley, 1994; Meese & 
Holmes, 2007; 2001), the focus is on the phenomenon of suppression, which has had a 
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long history in psychophysical vision research and has been used by numerous 
researchers for different purposes. The general idea of suppression is originated from the 
masking experiment. Masking is the psychophysical phenomenon, as described above, 
where the presence of one stimulus (the mask) interferes with the visibility of another 
(the test). There are probably several different processes involved in the various masking 
phenomena in the literature, but the one which is thought to underlie several of them is 
suppression (i.e., Foley; 1994; Boynton & Foley, 1999; Olzak & Thomas, 1999; Chen & 
Foley, 2004; Chen & Tyler, 2008; Meese & Holmes, 2004; Meese & Hess, 2004; 2007; 
2010; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; Kim et aI., 2011). Furthermore, researchers of 
most contemporary models of suppression tacitly assume that cross-orientation masking 
is scale invariant (Graham & Sutter, 1996; Watson & Solomon, 1997; Brady & Field, 
2000), but there is surprising evidence to challenge this assumption that cross-orientation 
masking is scale variant (i.e., the cross-orientation masking effect is not seen at the higher 
spatial frequencies because the loss of sensitivity in that region means that the mask does 
not rise to sufficient potency, Burbeck & Kelly, 1981; Meese & Holmes, 2004; 2007; 
2010). 
A subsequent erosion of the earlier channel models and introducing a new channel 
model have changed our approach to dealing with sustained and transient mechanisms 
properties, considering two mechanisms' properties in terms of suppression. Some studies 
exploring suppression also provide very interesting evidence to support sustained and 
transient mechanisms' properties. The functions subserving their properties have been 
characterized more recently in many ways: spatio-temporal tuning (Mesese & Holmes, 
2007; Meese & Baker, 2009; Kim et aI., 2010), temporal properties (Wilson & Kim, 
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1998; Saarlea & Herzog, 2008; Essock et ai. 2009), temporal integration (Yu & Levi, 
1999; Petrov & McKee, 2009), orientation tuning (Petrov, Carandini, & McKee, 2005; 
Meese & Holmes, 2007; Cass et a., 2009; Essock et aI., 2009; Meese & Baker, 2009; 
Mess & Holmes, 2010; Kim et aI., 2011), and the retinal locus (Xing & Heeger, 2001; 
Petrov, Carandini, & McKee, 2005; Petrov & McKee, 2009; Kim et aI., 2010). 
a. 2 or 3 mechanisms 
The sustained and transient distinction was introduced by Keesey (1972) who proposed 
that the different threshold level may represent separate pattern and motion perceptual 
systems. Subsequently, this idea was reinforced in studies by Tolhurst (1973) and 
Kulikowski and Tolhurst (1973). Before beginning, it should be made clear that the 
sustained and transient dichotomy derived largely from studies, in which observers view 
'very narrowband grating stimuli' in the presence of uniform flicker mask stimuli which 
is very narrowband in spatial frequency, orientation, and temporal frequency. The terms 
'sustained' and 'transient' refer to the inferred perceptual or psychophysical mechanisms 
here. These two temporal mechanisms generally differed in several respects. First, the 
sustained and transient systems were presumed to have different spatio-temporal tuning. 
The sustained system is optimally sensitive to stationary grating of moderate spatial 
frequency. That is, it is 'lowpass' in the temporal frequency dimension, but 'bandpass' in 
the spatial frequency dimension. The transient system on the other hand, is tuned to low 
spatial frequency (lowpass spatially) and moderate temporal frequencies (bandpass 
temporally) (see Figure 4). 
In addition to sensitivity differences, these two mechanisms differ functionally. 
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The sustained system signals the presence of the stationary spatial pattern, whereas 
activation of the transient system results in the perception of temporal change (flicker or 
motion). Later, these studies were found to be consistent with a model proposed by Legge 
(see Figure 10 in Legge, 1978). He viewed the transient system as a single lowpass filter 
with an upper limit of about 4 cpd. He theorized that the sustained system operates from 
as low 0.375 cpd to high spatial frequencies, with the upper cutoff being the acuity limit 
of about 60 cpd. This indicates that there is some overlap between two mechanisms 
around low spatial frequencies. A study by Stromeyer, Klein, Dawson, and Spillman 
(1982) also suggested that the sustained system may extend even to low spatial 
frequencies. In Legge's experiment (Legge, 1978), detection was mediated by the 
transient system up to a spatial frequency as high as 1.5 cpd where the sensitivity profiles 
of the two systems cross (or overlap). From this, it is reasonable to assume that a transient 
mask selectively depressed the transient system so that the sustained system could 
mediate detection at lower spatial frequencies because of overlap between two 
mechanisms around low spatial frequencies (Legge, 1978; Stromeyer et aI., 1982). 
Kulikowski and Tolhurst (1973) indicated that the transient system extends to at least 
20cpd, the highest used in their study. Murray, MacCana, & Kulikowski (1983) showed 
upper limits ranging from 20 to 28 cpd, depending on temporal factors. 
In most of these studies, the conclusion that the transient mechanism had 
sensitivity at high spatial frequencies depends entirely on subjective pattern and motion 
thresholds. Based on these studies, we might guess that we could not separate the spatial 
properties of the visual process from its temporal characteristics: the effect of the spatial 
characteristics of the stimulus depends on its temporal characteristics and vice versa 
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(Legge, 1978; Lehky, 1985; Snowden & Hess, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & 
Alias, 2006). However, it should be made clear that this idea indicating nonseparable 
properties between the spatial and temporal characteristics derived largely from studies, 
in which observers viewed sinusoidal grating target probes in the presence of spatially 
and temporally narrowband mask stimuli in prior works (i.e., further details of mask 
stimuli across several psychophysical works, see Table 1). In other words, the use of 
spatially narrowband mask stimuli modulated in time by temporally narrow frequency 
would create a few individual detectors' responses (i.e., Shoham, Hubener, Schulze, 
Grinvald, & Bonhoeffer, 1997; DeAngelis, Ghose, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 1999; Sun, Ueno, 
Waggoner, Gardner, Tanaka, & Cheng, 2007). It is reasonable to assume that the 
responses generated by narrowband mask (a single grating) would not strong enough to 
evoke unknown, less sensitive, and many temporal frequency-tuned detectors, but would 
have strong enough to evoke only well-known two (or three) most sensitive temporal 
frequency tuned detectors with maximal sensitivity around 8-12 Hz (i.e., Basole et aI., 
2003; Baker & Issa, 2005). In order to create more realistic responses from unknown and 
many temporal frequency-tuned detectors at the early visual stage (VI) and thus to 
develop more realistic models of the human temporal processing, the use of more realistic 
pattern (i.e., naturalistic scenes) seems to be fundamental. Critically, we can not totally 
exclude the reasonable possibility that there are indeed many temporal detectors 
underlying the human temporal sensitivity function, and prior mask stimuli (narrowband) 
was not adequate to generate these many and less sensitive temporal detectors, From 
these points of view, it is reasonable to think that this nonseparable decision obtained 
using spatially and temporally narrowband mask stimuli should be an oversimplification. 
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Here, it seems to be needed more special cares to verify this issue and further details with 
respect to these views will be described in the following Section 1.2.1.d. 
Furthermore, Anderson & Burr (1985) provided an interesting asymmetric 
masking in which masks of high temporal frequency (i.e. most likely processed by 
transient, bandpass mechanism) only mask the low temporal frequency test (i.e., most 
likely processed by sustained, lowpass mechanism), but not vice versa (i.e., Cass & Alias, 
2006; Cass et aI., 2009). When considering the data of Robson (Robson, 1966) shown in 
Figure 5, we can observe that there is some overlap between two temporal mechanisms 
around low temporal frequencies. This overlap would be one of the plausible reasons of 
why the asymmetric masking (Anderson & Burr, 1985) are occurred. The similar results 
were reported by Cass and Alias (2006) and Cass et aI., (2009). This result is interestingly 
interpreted by them that this asymmetric suppressive architecture (i.e., low temporal 
frequency target are strongly masked by the high temporal frequency mask, but not vice 
versa) may serve an equalizing function to compensate for the preponderance of low 
temporal frequencies in natural movies (which have Ilfamplitude spectrum, Dong & 
Atick, 1995; Cass et aI., 2009), and in this view several relevant works will be described 
in Section 1.2.3.a. 
Third Channel? 
Although the terms 'sustained' and 'transient' are generally used to describe 
electrophysiological response, numerous attempts have been made to link particular 
visual percepts to sustained or transient to neural mechanisms. For example, percepts of 
patterns and flickers (or forms or motions) were thought to arise specifically from the 
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responses of sustained and transient mechanisms respectively. Another type of visual 
channel in the high velocity region (i.e., low spatial and high temporal frequencies) has 
been termed as a 'third channel' (Burbeck & Kelly, 1981; Kelly & Burbeck, 1987; Hess 
& Snowden, 1992; Langley & Bex, 2007) relating to sustained and transient mechanisms 
properties. Burbeck and Kelly (1981) found that masking by an orthogonal grating of the 
same spatial and temporal frequency as the test grating produced substantial contrast 
threshold elevation when both the test and mask were of 'high velocities' (the ratio of the 
temporal frequency to the spatial frequency), but not in any other frequency region. In 
that study, they interpreted this to mean that there were two types of mechanisms: one 
type in the high-velocity region, and one type elsewhere in the spatio-temporal frequency 
domain. The fact that orthogonal masking has a profound effect in the high velocity 
region suggested that the underlying mechanism in that region is not as narrowly tuned 
for orientation as are the mechanisms responsible for thresholds in the rest of the spatio-
temporal frequency domain. They also found that the mechanism in the high-velocity 
region is more broadly tuned for spatial frequency than the other mechanisms that have 
been revealed in masking studies. The results were confirmed and extended by Ferrara 
and Wilson (1985). Legge (1978) suggested that there was a single mechanism that is 
most sensitive to high temporal and low spatial frequencies - a so-called transient 
mechanism-and multiple sustained mechanisms handing the rest of the spatio-temporal 
frequency domain. In this model, each sustained mechanism has narrower tuning for 
spatial frequency than does the transient mechanism. Orientation tuning is not considered. 
Hess and Snowden (1992) proposed that a third temporal channel is apparent only when 
testing at very low spatial frequencies (i.e., see figure 4-7 and 12 in Hess & Snowden, 
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1992). A third channel idea is supported by previous studies using a variety of different 
techniques (Mandler and Makous, 1984; Hess & Plant, 1985; Lehky, 1985; Hess and 
Snowden, 1992; Snowden and Hess, 1992; Waugh & Hess, 1994; Fredericksen & Hess, 
1998; Ascher & Grzywacz, 2000; Langely & Bex, 2007). However, it is still cloudy 
whether or not the third channel is independent from them, or belongs to transient 
mechanisms, because of scant psychophysical studies. 
Taken together, it is well documented that the overall temporal sensitivity function 
is composed of a limited number of broadly tuned temporal mechanisms (Keesey, 1972; 
Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973; Legge, 1978; Pantle, 1983; Breitmeyer, Levi, & 
Harwerth, 1981; Holiday & Rudock, 1983; Mandler & Makous, 1984; Anderson & Burr, 
1985; Hess & Plant, 1985; Lehky, 1985; Hess and Snowden, 1992; Snowden & Hess, 
1992; Waugh & Hess, 1994; Fredericksen & Hess, 1997; Ascher & Grzywacz, 2000; 
Cass & Alias, 2005; Langely & Bex, 2007; Cass et aI. , 2009), although the estimated 
number of temporal mechanisms varies among 'two' (Keesey, 1972; Kulikowski & 
Tolhurst, 1973; Legge, 1978; Pantle, 1978; 1983; Breitmeyer, Levi, & Harwerth, 1981; 
Holiday & Rudock, 1983; Mandler & Makous, 1984; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Cass & 
Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009), 'three' (Mandler & Makous, 1984; Anderson & Burr, 
1985; Hess & Plant, 1985; Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Snowden & Hess, 
1992; Waugh & Hess, 1994; Fredericksen & Hess, 1997; Ascher & Grzywacz, 2000; 
Langely & Bex, 2007). 
Critically, these well-documented notions that indicate only 2 (or 3) temporal 
channels (i.e., Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Snowden & Hess, 1992; 
Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009) are typically based on 
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the results of experiments employing narrowband mask stimuli, which are very 'narrow' 
in spatial frequency and orientation content and present at uniform contrasts. Based on 
this stimulus condition, only 2 (or 3) common temporally tuned detectors (i.e., the peak 
masking effect constantly appeared at one of the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequencies 
which are around 1-2 Hz, 8-12 Hz, or a very high temporal frequency (i.e., around 20 Hz, 
see figure 12 in Hess & Snowden, 1992)) are observed. From this, we still can not totally 
exclude the possibility that the narrowband mask stimuli is not adequate to stimulate the 
many, unknown, less sensitive temporal detectors whose detection threshold are different. 
We propose that to drive many of them, an appropriate mask stimulus which can rise 
above a certain detection threshold of each of many temporal detectors is crucial. To 
asses this idea, we need to measure the tuning of the masking function of each detector 
by naturalistic (I(f) broadband mask stimuli which would stimulate the encoding-
mechanisms underlying the visual system in everyday viewing situation, and might create 
more realistic response from many temporal detectors underlying the early stage of the 
human temporal processing. 
b. Implications of the Shape of Temporal Sensitivity Curve 
The general notion of human spatial vision holds that the early stage of visual processing 
involves an array of multiple linear channels in which each process contrasts at different 
orientations and spatial frequencies at a small location within the visual field. In this view, 
the first evidence was derived from experiments on the detection of spatial stimuli that 
suggested the existence of multiple channels differently tuned to the spatial frequency 
(Campbell & Robson, 1967) and orientation (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Campbell & 
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Kulikowski, 1966; Hubel & Wiesel, 1959). A considerable amount of studies soon 
followed showing that these spatial channels can be characterized by their temporal 
properties (Robson, 1966; Kelly, 1966; Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973; Koenderink & van 
Doorn, 1979). These studies showed that the shape of the human temporal sensitivity 
function typically varies with the spatial frequency. Typically, it was reported that at low 
spatial frequencies the temporal sensitivity function has a bandpass temporal 
characteristic with a peak sensitivity around 10Hz, while lowpass characteristics, with a 
peak sensitivity around 1 Hz, are found at high spatial frequencies. 
Specifically, Robson (1966) demonstrated the effect of spatial frequency upon the 
temporal contrast sensitivity function. The temporal sensitivity curve has bandpass 
temporal characteristics at a low spatial frequency pattern with a peak sensitivity around 
10 Hz (a 0.5 cpd pattern in Figure 5), which shows reduced sensitivity at low temporal 
frequencies. Conversely, lowpass temporal characteristics at high spatial frequency 
pattern with a peak around 1 Hz (4, 15 and 22 cpd patterns in Figure 5) shows enhanced 
sensitivity at low temporal frequencies. This clear reverse relationship between the 
temporal frequency and spatial frequency preferences indicates that the temporal 
characteristics of each of underlying mechanism would be independent of the spatial 
frequency at which they are measured. This implicates an evident separable property in 
the spatial and temporal frequency dimensions (i.e., If they are not separable, the shape of 
temporal sensitivity curves should not depend upon the spatial frequency, such as 
lowpass temporal characteristics at low spatial frequencies or bandpass characteristics at 
high spatial frequencies, but didn't). 
The significant change in the shape of temporal sensitivity curves with different 
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spatial frequencies may be attributed to a 'slower time course of inhibition' from the 
surround mechanisms than that of excitation from the center mechanism (i.e., Wilson, 
1980; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975). Specifically, the 'lateral inhibitory surround 
mechanism' (i.e., relatively insensitive to low spatial frequencies) is assumed to be slower 
than that for excitation from the center mechanism, so that the response to high spatial 
frequency patterns should increase the sensitivity to low temporal frequencies (i.e., 
Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975; Wilson, 1980). In this view, Stromeyer, Klein, Dawson, and 
Spillmann (1982) demonstrated that poor sensitivity for the low spatial frequency pattern 
(i.e., 0.12- 1 cpd) can be enhanced by modulating itself in time. These seem to emphasize 
the importance of the lateral inhibitory mechanisms (i.e., the non-classical receptive field 
that is the surround region). 
Based on these lines of thought, it can be logically assumed that through the use 
of an appropriate mask stimulus, we would be able to observe multiple single peaks from 
the masking function when temporal frequency of the test and mask matches (i.e., 
indicating many temporal frequency-tuned detectors which was already well-documented 
in spatial frequency dimension), not only one of the 2 (or 3) common peaks from the 
masking function centered at one of the 2 (or 3) common categories. Typically, the peak 
masking effect for grating targets appeared at one of the 2 (or 3) temporal frequencies in 
which one is at 1 Hz (sustained or lowpass mechanism), another (transient or bandpass 
mechanism) is around 10Hz, and the other is observed at a very high temporal frequency 
region (or termed as third channel) (i.e., see Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; 
Fredericksen, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009). Based on this, it would be 
carefully suggested that these appropriate mask stimuli (i.e., more realistic and complex 
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mask stimuli) which can rise above a certain detection threshold of each of many, 
unknown, less sensitive temporal detectors is crucial. This particular mask patterns which 
can be seen in everyday viewing situation and create more realistic response activities 
from these temporal detectors might be adequate to stimulate many, unknown, and less 
sensitive temporal-detectors, and thereby would elicit significant mutual suppressive 
interaction between temporal-detectors tuned to similar temporal frequencies. Current 
work (Experiment 1) examines this idea with a particular mask pattern which is 
naturalistic (1/j) broadband spatially and but narrowband temporally which might be 
adequate enough to elicit the responses from many temporal frequency tuned detectors. 
c. Current Approach of Temporal Processing 
The approach to exploring the mechanisms of temporal processing significantly changed 
since the cross-orientation masking (the cross-channel interaction can be considered as 
part of a process of contrast gain control process, Foley, 1994) is tuned to the speed (i.e., 
the ratio of the temporal frequency to the spatial frequency) (i.e., Meese & Holmes, 2007; 
2010). Boynton and Foley (1999) raised a question of what underlies the well 
documented dependence of temporal sensitivity on spatial frequency, such that the 
temporal dependence is bandpass at low spatial frequencies and lowpass at high spatial 
frequencies (Robson, 1966; Kelly, 1966). They assumed that this well known dependence 
of temporal sensitivity on spatial frequency might be subserved by the contrast gain 
control mechanism with different contrast gains. This assumption was achieved by 
measuring the TvC function for each test and mask in different spatio-temporal 
combinations and the same vertical orientation. One notable finding among their results 
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is that when test and mask stimuli have 'low spatial and high temporal frequencies', the 
rising portion of the Tve function is steeper (high contrast gains) than for 'high spatial 
and low temporal frequencies' (see Table 3 in Boynton & Foley, 1999). These results 
strongly suggest that at leas two classes of gain control mechanisms exist. Specifically, 
the large slope (high contrast gains) occurs when the low spatial and high temporal 
frequencies are used and the small slope (low contrast gains) occurs when the high spatial 
and low temporal frequencies are used. Previously, the similar results are also reported 
that the contrast response function (sigmoidal contrast response function, Legge & Foley, 
1980) for low spatial/high temporal frequency mechanisms shows greater response 
suppressive compression (high contrast gains) than for high spatial/low temporal 
frequency mechanisms (low contrast gains). 
More recently, this idea indicating at least two nonlinear gain control mechanisms 
at low spatial/high temporal frequencies (high-speed) and high spatial/low temporal 
frequencies (low-speed) (e.g., Burbeck & Kelly, 1980; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Boynton 
& Foley, 1999) has been demonstrated by cross-orientation masking experiments. This 
experiment showed that the cross-channel suppression indicating part of a contrast gain 
control process is tuned to the speed (Meese & Holmes, 2007) by measuring the cross-
orientation masking effect for each test and mask in different spatio-temporal 
combinations. The important finding (Mess & Holmes, 2007) was that the cross-
orientation masking effect is systematically increased with the ratio of temporal to spatial 
frequency (i.e., strongest at high speed). By fitting a gain control model to their data, the 
results showed that the weight of suppression (indicating gain control pool) increased 
with the ratio of temporal to spatial frequency. This result indeed indicates that the gain 
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control pool (i.e., suppressive interaction between orientation-tuned channels) is tuned to 
the ratio of the temporal frequency and spatial frequency (or speed). 
d. Separable Properties in Temporal and Spatial Frequency Dimensions? 
Psychophysically, it is well documented that at high spatial frequencies, the human 
temporal contrast sensitivity has 'lowpass' temporal characteristics (i.e., a peak temporal 
sensitivity around 1Hz), while 'bandpass' temporal characteristics (i.e., a peak temporal 
around 8-12 Hz) are found at low spatial frequencies, using only narrowband grating 
stimuli in spatial and temporal frequency dimensions (Robson, 1966). This well-
documented dependence of temporal sensitivity on spatial frequency provides a plausible 
insight that the individual properties of temporal detectors at the early stage (V 1) might 
covary with spatial frequency. In other words, it is reasonable to infer that the individual 
characteristics of each underlying temporal mechanism are independent of the spatial 
frequency. If the spatial and temporal frequency dimensions are not separable, the shape 
of the temporal sensitivity curves (Robson, 1966) with different spatial frequencies 
should be the same shape. However, the shape of temporal sensitivity curve is evidently 
distinctive across the spatial frequencies, such as the lowpass temporal characteristics at 
high spatial frequencies and the bandpass temporal characteristics at low spatial 
frequencies. Taken together, we might logically assume is based on the significant change 
in the shape of temporal frequency sensitivity curves that the individual properties of 
temporal detectors underlying temporal mechanisms would be separable with spatial 
frequency (Koenderink & van Doom, 1979; Watson & Nachmias, 1977). If these are 
indeed covary (indicating separable properties of the spatial and temporal frequency), the 
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prior assumption that there are only two or three temporal detectors would not be 
logically true. Further special cares seem to be strongly needed to clarify this issue. 
In the following sub-sections, several influential psychophysical (Ascher & 
Grzywcz, 2000) works provide a plausible insight in terms of the separable properties of 
the spatial and temporal frequency dimensions. In addition, several neurophysiological 
backgrounds (Basole et aI., 2003; Baker & Issa, 2005; Mante & Carandini, 2005; Yu et aI., 
2010) provide a new prospective of how the organization of spatial and temporal 
information in the primary visual cortex are encoded. The common agreement across 
neurophysiological works is that any arbitrary combinations of stimulus features within a 
complex image are efficiently represented in small receptive fields of cortex. 
i. Psychophysical Hints 
The prior studies (Anderson & BUIT, 1985) that assumed only two or three temporal 
channels would be challenged (i.e., Ascher and Grzywacz, 2000) in the following ways. 
Specifically, several detection models of temporal processing are based on the 
assumption that detection occurs when the activity in the channels most sensitive to the 
stimulus rises above a certain threshold. If both of these assumptions are true, then one 
would expect to see 'discrete jumps' in the temporal tuning of the masking function as the 
function of the mask is shifted from being close to the peak temporal frequency of one 
channel (most effective/or sensitive) to the peak temporal frequency of another channel 
(least effective/or sensitive). When considering the data of Anderson and Burr (1985) 
(e.g., their figure 4), however, one does not observe such discrete jumps, but smooth 
transitions instead. What indeed underlies such a smooth transition in the masking 
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temporal frequency? 
In this view, two plausible explanations were provided by Ascher and Grzywacz 
(2000). Firstly, the assumption about only 2 (or 3) temporal channels could be wrong, and 
the smooth shift in peak masking could then reflect shifts between the peaks of many 
temporal channels. For example, the similar idea can come from the orientation tuning 
curve obtained by a masking paradigm (c.f., Phillips & Wilson, 1983). Masking effects 
are constantly greatest with the test and mask stimuli of the same orientation. By 
changing the orientation of mask stimuli, one can measure how much a test threshold is 
elevated. This is taken as an index of the response of the orientation-tuned channel to this 
stimulus. A peak masking position in the orientation tuning indeed points out the peak 
sensitivity of each of the underlying orientation channels. When considering the data of 
Phillips and Wilson (1983) (e.g., their figure 1), one did not also observe such discrete 
jumps, but smooth transition instead. This result has been interpreted that the smooth 
shift in peak masking reflects shifts between the peaks of many orientation tuned-
channels. This strongly indicates that there is a considerable amount of suppressive 
interaction between channels tuned to the test and mask orientations. Similarly, the 
finding of the smooth shift in peak masking (Anderson & Burr, 1985) in the temporal 
tuning would be possibly interpreted by the same logic in the following way. By 
changing the temporal frequency of the mask, one can measure how much a test 
threshold is elevated. This would be taken as an index of the response of the temporal-
frequency-tuned mechanisms to this stimulus. Thereby, it is reasonable to think that a 
peak masking in the temporal tuning of the masking function would correspond to the 
peak sensitivity of each of the underlying temporal frequency-tuned channels. 
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Specifically, when the temporal frequency of the test and mask match, the detection 
threshold for a test would be greatest (i.e., but prior works show that the peak masking 
effect constantly observed at one of the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequency positions 
when narrowband mask stimuli are used to measure the tuning). By increasing the 
difference between the test and mask temporal frequency, the threshold for a test is 
'smoothly' decreased (i.e., this provide a strong possibility that the smooth shift in peak 
masking might reflect shifts between the peaks of many temporal frequency tuned-
channels). Secondly, the assumption that detection is due to the suprathreshold response 
of the most sensitive channels would be flawed. However, this second explanation 
suggested by Ascher and Grzywacz (2000) would be ruled out by a prior psychophysical 
study (Hess & Snowden, 1992). Hess and Snowden (1992) undertake such problematic 
assessment using a novel temporal masking paradigm, which evaluate the temporal 
properties of the most sensitive mechanisms. Ajust suprathreshold test of fixed contrast 
and spatio-temporal combination (4 dB above detection threshold) is masked by a series 
of variable contrast mask of the narrowband spatial (i.e., sum of 4 sinusoidal gratings) 
modulated by single temporal frequencies. When considering the data of Hess and 
Snowden (1992) one did not also observe such discrete jumps, but smooth transitions 
were observed. 
From these points of views, it might be carefully inferred that the use of 
narrowband mask stimuli which has been used by prior studies (e.g., Lehky, 1985; 
Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Snowden & Hess, 1992; Fredicksen & 
Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et ai., 2009) might only stimulate most sensitive 
(the conventional) temporal frequency-tuned channels with maximum sensitivity at 
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approximately 8-12 Hz, not the unknown and many hypothetical temporal frequency-
tuned channels which are lesser sensitive than the conventional temporal channels. 
Thereby, it leads to only detect the most sensitive temporal frequency-tuned channels 
which show the peak sensitivity at a 1-2 Hz (lowpass temporal characteristics), 8-10 Hz 
(bandpass temporal characteristics), or a very high temporal frequency-tuned mechanism 
(i.e., around 20 Hz, see figure 12 in Hess & Snowden, 1992). In order to develop more 
realistic models of the temporal processing and verify whether this hypothesis is true, the 
use of more realistic dynamic mask stimuli, that can create the more realistic responses 
from many, unknown and lesser sensitive temporal channels, seems to be crucial. 
Specifically, it is reasonable to assume that the use of narrowband mask stimuli would 
not be strong enough to evoke unknown many temporal frequency-tuned channels, but 
would have strength to evoke only well-known 2 (or 3) most sensitive temporal 
frequency-tuned channels. Taken together, in order to create more realistic responses 
from the many hypothetical temporal frequency-tuned channels and develop more 
realistic models of the human temporal processing, the use of the more realistic and 
complex mask stimuli, such as dynamic broadband patterns, is inevitable. 
In this view, several neurophysiological studies (i.e., Basole et aI., 2003; Baker & 
Issa, 2005, Mante & Carandini, 2005) strongly emphasized the importance of the use of 
the more realistic, and complex visual patterns. According these works, these moving, 
complex visual stimuli can create more realistic responses from population cells at the 
early visual stage (V 1). Then, one can develop more realistic models of the spatial and 
temporal visual processing. In the following section, recent crucial neurophysiological 
reports that provide an important neurophysiological framework at the early cortical stage 
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(VI) will be considered. Finally, one plausible reason of why the prior works (Lehky, 
1985; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass 
& Alias, 2006; Langly & Bex, 2007; Cass et aI., 2009) indeed failed to observe these 
many, unknown, less sensitive temporal channels would be provided. 
ii. Neurophysiological Reports: Spatial and Temporal Tuning 
Much of our physiological understanding of spatial and temporal visual processing comes 
from studies (Movshon, Thompson, & Tolhurst, 1978; Foster, Gastra, Nagler, & Pollen, 
1983; Baker & Cynader, 1988) that measure an individual cell's response to a 
combination of the spatial and temporal frequency of very narrowband grating stimuli. 
The common agreement across works is that a considerable amount of cortical cells 
exhibit the separable tuning properties for the spatial and temporal frequency (Movshon, 
Thompson, & Tolhurst, 1978; Foster, Gastra, Nagler, & Pollen, 1983). It also appears to 
be the case that the majority of cells in the striate cortex exhibit lowpass temporal 
properties (Foster et aI., 1985; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975), whereas, in some areas of the 
prestriate cortex the majority of cells exhibit bandpass temporal properties (Foster et aI., 
1985; Movshon et aI., 1978). This indicates that there seems to be two distinctive 
temporal mechanisms which are referred to a lowpass and bandpass dichotomy. This 
lowpass and bandpass dichotomy has been strongly supported by several 
neurophysiological studies (Shoham et aI., 1997; DeAngelis, Ghose, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 
1999) and a fMRI study (Sun et aI., 2007). 
More recently, Yu et aI. (2010) assessed one issue of how the separable property 
between the spatial and temporal frequency dimensions is changed systematically across 
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the retinal locations by using very narrowband gratings. Yu et al. (2010) reported that 
most VI cells (marmoset) had separable spatial and temporal frequency tuning near 
central representations of cortical areas. However, the some proportion of cells exhibit 
significant spatiotemporal interaction increased in the representation of far peripheral 
vision (>50°). They interpreted these results with respect to the efficient coding point of 
view in the following way. Cells representing the far periphery of the visual field are 
crucial for behaviors, such as defensive reaction, posture and locomotion, which demand 
precise determination of retinal speeds at relatively short latencies. Thus, visual 
processing in the periphery may have been shaped by a distinctive set of evolutionary 
pressures, resulting in a more sophisticated degree of 'pre-processing' of speed at the 
level of VI, as well as a particularly massive projection from peripheral VI to the 
topographically equivalent regions ofthe superior temporal motion processing (Palmer & 
Rosa, 2006). On the other hand, it is also possible that the degree of spatiotemporal 
interaction observed in different regions ofthe cortex depends on receptive field size. 
Accurate representations of motion, including speed, may benefit from integration over a 
larger spatial aperture (Grzywacz & Yulle, 1990; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993), and 
perhaps larger receptive fields constitute one of the factors that facilitate a more 
sophisticated level of spatiotemporal interaction in the peripheral representations. 
iii. Neurophysiological Reports: Cortical Map of Separable Tuning Properties 
How are natural scenes or complex images encoded at the early stage of the visual 
system? One plausible explanation could come from single-unit studies (Hubel & Wiesel, 
1959; 1977). According to the findings of Hubel and Wiesel, it is well-documented that 
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the primary visual cortex has a modular structure. Specifically, it is composed of multiple 
hypercolumns, and each one contains orientation minicolumns, in which encoding cells 
are selectively responsive to the line of all orientations from a particular region of the 
visual space and for both eyes. Based on this neurophysiologial notion, we might be able 
to provide a plausible answer about the question in the following way. When viewing a 
natural scene, our visual system extracts information at different orientations and spatial 
scales. Typically, encoding-mechanisms underlying human vision at the early visual stage 
(V 1) respond selectively to fine detail contrast oriented-features within natural scenes 
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; 1977) (Note that we don't know the whole story of how 
hypercolumns work). Although this spatio-temporal model does not account for all 
responses within VI, it does, with reasonable accuracy, predict population responses to a 
variety of complex stimuli. 
Much of our understanding of the organization of the primary visual cortex has 
been explored by using very 'narrowband grating stimuli', which can create only the 
individual cell's response (i.e., Shoham et aI., 1997; DeAngelis, Ghose, Ohzawa, & 
Freeman, 1999; Sun et aI., 2007). The common agreement across these 
neurophysiological works is that there are two segregated temporal frequency 
mechanisms (i.e., the sustained and the transient). This finding surprisingly corresponds 
to the psychophysical finding of two temporal-frequency mechanisms (i.e., lowpass 
('sustained') and bandpass ('transient') in Robson, 1966; Keesey, 1966; Kulikowski & 
Tolhurst, 1973; Legge, 1978; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1979). Unlike these simple 
gratings, the natural scenes that contain the broad orientation and spatial frequency 
contents can create more realistic and complex responses from population cells. It is 
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reasonable to think that cells with different tuning properties respond to the same location 
of an image simultaneously, but not always in a manner that is predictable from their 
responses to individual simple bars or gratings (Gallant, Connor, & Van Essen, 1998; 
Ringach, Hawken, & Shapley, 2002; Basole et aI., 2003; David, Vinje, & Gallant, 2004). 
Although many researchers have examined response properties of cortical single cells 
with very narrowband grating stimuli, relatively little is known about how the different 
response tuning properties are affected by the complex and static/or dynamic naturalistic 
stimuli. In the early cortical stage (V 1) of visual processing, a natural scene is thought to 
be represented (or encoded) in a different functional dimension that is selective for 
specific features, such as orientation, spatial frequency, direction of motion, or temporal 
frequency. Thus if we know the response properties of the primary visual cortex which 
are important determinants, we should able to predict how particular images are 
perceived. In order to predict this, previously cortical maps 10 of orientation and spatial 
frequency preference have been considered in the primary visual cortex by using simple 
sinusoidal grating stimuli (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; 1977). However, more recent imaging 
studies (Basole et aI., 2003) suggest that the maps of these two spatial parameters (i.e., 
orientation and spatial frequency) are not sufficient to describe patterns of activity in 
different orientation domains generated in response to complex moving stimuli. In order 
10 The information necessary to represent visual scenes resides in the spatial and temporal properties of a 
distributed pattern of neural activity in the primary visual cortex (White & Fitzpatrick, 2007). This activity 
arises from the aggregate responses of individual neurons that are differentially tuned to features of visual 
stimuli, such as their position in visual space (Bonhoeffer & Grinvald, 1991) or the energy engendered by 
their orientation, spatial frequency, and direction of motion (Basole et aI., 2003; Mante & Carandini, 2005). 
For primates, cells with similar preferences are clustered into radial columns, which are arrayed in a 
systematic fashion across the cortical surface. The arrangement of response preferences in V 1 into so-called 
functional map was firstly recognized by Hubel and Wiesel, who probed the organization of visual cortex 
with microelectrodes and neuroanatomical tracers (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959, 1977; 2005). Two groups of 
researchers have argued that this functional map should best be considered a map of orientation in space-
time, i.e., a map of spatiotemporal energy (Basole et a!., 2003; Mante & Carandini, 2005), rather than a 
map of contour orientation per se (Bonhoeffer & Grinvald, 1991). 
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to directly assess this issue, Baker and Issa (2005) investigated how the cortical 
organization of spatial information (i.e., the orientation and spatial frequency) is involved 
in encoding complex motion stimuli in terms of the linear filters of the theoretical spatio-
temporal energy model (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) which has been used as a framework 
for characterizing the response properties of individual cortical cells (Basole, 2003; 
Mante & Carandini, 2005). Baker and Issa (2005) showed that the distributed pattern 
activity in the cortex generated in response to complex motion images can be 
characterized by three maps of separable tuning properties: orientation, spatial frequency, 
and temporal frequency tuning. The maps of these three tuning properties are sufficient to 
describe the activity in orientation dimensions that have been measured in response to 
drifting complex images. This finding provides a plausible insight that the classical 
description of cortical organization that has been developed by using narrowband images 
might not be sufficient to describe the more realistic response tuning properties of the 
cortex to the complex motion stimuli (Basole et aI., 2003; Baker & Issa, 2005; Mante & 
Carandini, 2005). 
Based on these findings, one can logically assume that, in order to develop a more 
realistic model of temporal processing, the use of the more realistic images is crucial. 
Specifically, the broadband patterns (i.e., naturalistic and 1/f) would create more realistic 
responses from population cells in the V 1 stage, which is adequate to elicit the separable 
tuning properties between the spatial and temporal information from population cells. In 
only this case, we can expect that the many temporal frequency-tuned detectors could be 
observed based on these neurophysiological findings. However, the narrowband grating 
stimuli would create an individual cell's response, which might not be adequate to lead 
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the separable tuning properties (Baker & Issa, 2005), and thus only 2 (or 3) temporal 
mechanisms (i.e., these are comparatively sensitive than other unknown temporal 
mechanisms underlying the human vision at the early stage) are observed by prior 
psychophysical masking studies (e.g., Lehky, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hess & 
Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009). 
After exploring much of the work, one might say that one mechanism, 'sustained', 
is most likely sensitive to stationary, or slow, temporal visual properties. The other 
mechanism, 'transient', is most likely sensitive to flickering or rapid visual information. 
For example, the fact that low spatial frequencies are processed by a relatively transient 
mechanism and high spatial frequencies in a more sustained one can be inferred from 
several studies, as described above. From a demonstration of this well-known fact, 
however, it does not logically follow that there must exist two different underlying 
mechanisms. This conclusion follows only if we also assume that these two mechanisms 
have separable spatial and temporal characteristics (i.e., that the temporal characteristics 
of each underlying mechanism are independent of the spatial frequency at which they are 
measured). Further crucial neurophysiological studies provided a strong insight into how 
visual information about spatial and temporal information of a natural scene is encoded in 
the primary visual cortex. Several neurophysiological studies have developed a spatio-
temporal energy model (Basole et aI., 2003; Baker & Issa, 2005; Mante & Carandini, 
2005) that addresses how a variety of complex motion stimuli are encoded within the 
primary visual cortex. 
These crucial neurophysiological backgrounds can be used to account for two 
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psychophysical plausible hypothesises of the human temporal processing, which are 
documented by Hess and Snowden (1992). Two psychophysical hypothesises provide a 
crucial perceptual framework that show how the individual properties of initial spatial 
and temporal detectors are organized. One of the two hypothesises is the sensitivity 
scaling hypothesis, in which the dependence of temporal sensitivity on spatial frequency 
(e.g., the lowpass and bandpass dichotomy) may be due to the fact that the peak 
sensitivity of each of the underlying temporal detectors exhibits a strong relationship with 
spatial frequency (nonseparable properties between the spatial and temporal frequency). 
This idea would be used to account for the prior studies, which have shown a limited 
number of temporal mechanisms (Lehky, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hess & 
Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009). The 
common factors across prior studies are that detection thresholds were typically measured 
for single grating targets with a wide range of spatio-temporal (all targets were 
sinusoidally contrast reversing in time) properties (the target stimuli). Then, each target's 
detection thresholds were measured in the presence of narrowband masking stimuli (i.e., 
Lehky, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 
1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass, Alias, Spehar, & Bex, 2009) and further details of the 
mask stimulus are summarized in Table 1. Then, the ratio of the mask threshold to the 
unmask threshold is plotted as a function of the mask temporal frequency, which is 
referred to as the temporal frequency tuning curve. Most of the results showed that a 
single peak masking effect position underlying the temporal frequency tuning curve is 
observed constantly around either 1 Hz or 10Hz (also or a very high temporal frequency, 
20 Hz from Hess & Snowden, 1992). If there are many temporal frequency tuned 
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detectors, we should be able to observe the single peaks masking effects when the 
temporal frequency of the test and mask stimuli match (like narrowly tuned spatial 
frequency detectors), however, 2 (or 3) common peak masking effects are observed in 
prior masking studies. According to the neurophysiological findings (Shoham et aI., 
1997; DeAngelis et aI., 1999; Sun et aI., 2007), the narrowband mask stimuli can only 
stimulate a limited number of the most sensitive individual temporal detectors, and the 
response signals created by the narrowband masks is not strong enough to elicit 
comparatively less sensitive and many temporal detectors. Thus, the peak masking 
positions always appear at around 1 Hz, 10Hz, or a high temporal frequency (i.e., around 
20 Hz, see figure 12 in Hess & Snowden, 1992). In other words, the response patterns 
created by very narrowband mask stimuli seem to lead the nonseparable properties 
between the spatial and temporal frequency dimensions (Baker & Issa, 2005). 
The other hypothesis (Hess & Snowden, 1992) is the covariation hypothesis, in 
which the dependence of temporal sensitivity on spatial frequency (i.e., the lowpass and 
bandpass dichotomy) may be due to a spatio-temporal covariation in the temporal 
properties of either individual detectors or the population of detectors. Specifically, this 
idea can describe that the detectors tuned to the low spatial frequencies prefer the high 
temporal frequencies, detector tuned to the middle range of spatial frequencies prefer the 
middle range of temporal frequencies, and detectors tuned to the high spatial frequencies 
prefer low temporal frequencies. These indicate that each detector's preferred temporal 
frequency depends on the spatial frequency and separable properties in the temporal and 
spatial frequency dimensions (see figure 1 in Hess & Snowden, 1992). However, this idea 
can not describe the detectors tuned to the low spatial/low temporal frequencies or the 
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high spatial frequency/low temporal frequencies. With respect to this separable property 
of the spatial and temporal frequency dimensions, several recent neurophysiological 
works (Basole et at, 2003; Baker & Issa, 2005; Mante & Carandini, 2005) suggested 
interesting results that the more realistic and complex motion stimuli generate more 
realistic cortical maps of separable tuning properties of orientation, spatial frequency and 
temporal frequency. From this insight, when the naturalistic (l/f) broadband mask 
patterns are used, we might observe the many single peaks masking effects when the 
temporal frequency of the test and mask matches, not just one of the common 2 (or 3) 
peak masking positions around 1-2 Hz or 8-12 Hz (or very high temporal frequency, see 
figure 4-7 and 12 in Hess & Snowden, 1992), from current dissertation work (Experiment 
1). This provides a strong insight that there might many and unknown temporal detectors 
whose sensitivity is lesser than the peak sensitivity at 8-12 Hz. We propose that to drive 
them the appropriate mask stimuli which can rise above a certain detection threshold of 
each of these many and less sensitive temporal detectors. 
1.2.2. Temporal Content of Natural Scenes 
Natural scenes are also time varying images (not always static), and several researches 
(Dong & Atick, 1995; Bex, Dakin, & Mareschal, 2005; Dakin, Mareschal, & Bex, 2005; 
Dakin, Apthorp, & Alais, 2010)) have examine statistical regularities of these time 
varying images in order to relate them to the human visual perception. To address this 
issue, the temporal statistics need to be firstly considered, and we can then use visual 
stimuli resembling statistics of natural scenes (i.e., it can be easily generated in Fourier 
domain) to test responses of encoding-mechanisms underlying the performance of visual 
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tasks to naturalistic visual stimuli. Finally, we can predict encoding strategies - i.e., how 
efficiently regularities in statistics of time varying images affect visual perception. 
However, measuring and characterizing the temporal statistics of natural scenes are 
difficult because there is almost always some component of image motion that results 
from self-motion occurred by eye, head, and body movements (i.e., the spatial structure 
of a retinal image typically change over time due to self motion and to motion in the 
environment, Geisler, 2008; Price & Born, 2009). In this view, further special care might 
be needed. 
a. Temporal Frequency (lij) 
Recently, several researchers have examined time-varying natural scenes (i.e., natural 
videos or movies) in order to get the global statistics using the Fourier analysis technique. 
In particular, Dong and Atick (1995) demonstrated that global power spectra across 
natural videos, which is relatively consistent across videos, falls approximately as 'llfa " 
where lis temporal frequency and the exponent a. is approximately 1.0, which is 
corresponding to the 1lfproperty of 'global' power (or amplitude) on spatial frequency in 
static natural scenes (Field, 1987; Tolhurst & Tadmor, 1997; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 
2001). In relation to the l(fproperty that indicates the low temporal frequency energy 
bias (i.e., the magnitude of energy is peak at low temporal frequency), one interesting 
question was raised about how this low temporal frequency energy bias is represented by 
human visual perception. In order to predict plausible answers, Cass et al. (2009) used 
visual stimuli having 1 If dependence in order to test the human visual performance to 
visual stimuli which was manipulated for particular purposes (see further details below 
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section). 
b. Direction of Motion 
Subsequently, this global statistic of time-varying images has advanced by examining the 
local power spectrum at various directions. Specifically, Dakin, Mareschal, and Bex 
(2005) examined the local statistics (i.e., the local motion structure of natural scenes, 
such as power distribution at various motion directions) of time-varying image sequences, 
such as commercial and recorded-naturalistic movies. To do this, the various local 
directions of motion in natural movies were recorded by using a hand-held digital camera 
at walking speed and tracking approximately the head movements of the experimenter. 
The results showed that local directional motion energy at the cardinal directions (i.e., 
horizontal and vertical directions) is relatively higher and broader than oblique directions, 
showing the oblique effect (i.e., it was referred to as the oblique effect for motion (OEM), 
Dakin et aI., 2005). With respect to the static natural scenes, similar results are also 
demonstrated (i.e., Hansen et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004, 2005; 2006). Noticeably, 
dominated downwards motion was obtained because of the downwards motion of the 
ground plane (i.e., generated by ego/self motion), which tends to have more texture and 
higher contrast than the upper visual fields was reported in their movies. Furthermore, in 
order to show that the directional anisotropies didn't result from compression artifacts, an 
analysis of the movie sequences filmed from both a tilted camera yielded results that 
were, when corrected for the 45° physical tilt, identical to those reported above. Thus, it 
is obvious that the anisotropies in local direction statistics that they observed are a 
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confident property of time-varying sequences of natural. Furthermore, the distribution of 
local direction energy on oblique directions tends to be broader, and frequently more 
asymmetric, than on the cardinal directions by fitting local energy profiles with a 
Gaussian model (see Figure 3h in Dakin et aI., 2005). Similarly, these regularities are 
corresponding to the evidence for both a reduction in number of cells that are selective to 
oblique orientation as well as a broadening of their bandwidth (Li et aI., 2003). This 
clearly shows that encoding-mechanisms underlying the human visual system are 
developed to reflect the regularity of the natural environment. 
1.2.3. Human Performance 
a. Perceptual Whitening of Temporal lifSpectra 
In the past few decades, much of well-documented spatial statistics of the static natural 
scenes have suggested that encoding-mechanisms underlying the performance of visual 
tasks is efficiently suited to code the spatial information present in natural images (Field, 
1987; Tolhurst & Tadmor, 1997; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001; Essock et aI., 2003). 
However, comparatively little is known about the temporal processing of the dynamic 
natural images. Several studies have examined how such statistical regularities of the 
dynamic natural scenes can affect the mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the 
human perception (Dong & Atick, 1995; Dakin et aI., 2005; Bex et aI., 2005). It was 
reported that the statistical properties of the dynamic natural scenes would affect the 
mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the human perception. Specifically, the 
natural stimuli are highly dominated by the contrast at the low temporal frequency (i.e., 
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1,ifproperty, Dong & Atick, 1995) and low spatial frequency (i.e., 1,ifproperty, Field, 
1987). How do the mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the human visual 
perception process this low temporal frequency bias (i.e., 1,if amplitude in temporal 
frequency) present in dynamic natural stimuli? 
To answer this question, Cass et al. (2009) measured the perceptual equalization 
point of a series of temporal noise stimuli (temporally broad but spatially narrow-i.e., 
0.5-octave above and below center 1.6 cpd spatial frequency) in which the slope of 
temporal spectra varied from trial to trial and asking them to report wether the trial was 
perceived to be either 'low' (slow) or 'high' (fast) temporal frequency dominant. 
Observers consistently reported that stimuli composed of unbiased temporal spectra (the 
slope of '0') contained a greater proportion of 'fast' (high temporal frequency) compared 
with 'slow' (low temporal frequency) luminance modulation, which indicates the strong 
transient response. Thereby, when observers viewed the stimuli composed of unbiased 
temporal spectra (the slope of '0'), the transient response bias was observed at only the 
proportion of the high (fast) temporal frequencies, not the proportion of the low temporal 
frequencies). Moreover, the slope ranging from between;:::; -0.7 and -1.5 (i.e., mean = -
0.97) were reported to contain an equal (i.e., unbiased) proportion of low and high 
temporal frequency modulation. This latter range of the slope corresponds to the slope of 
the temporal amplitude spectra measured in natural scenes (Dong & Atick, 1995; van 
Hateren & van der Schaaf, 1996). This result provides the first direct demonstration that 
the human perception is not only whiten its temporal input (i.e., 1,ifincluding low 
temporal frequency bias), but it does so via a transient response bias of a magnitude that 
appears to compensate for the low temporal frequency bias present in natural scenes. 
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Specifically, this experiment has investigated how the visual system responds to 
broadband temporal frequencies within a narrow ( I-octave) range of spatial frequencies 
centered around 1.6 cpd (low spatial frequencies). The results showed that the transient 
response bias was only observed around the high (fast) temporal frequencies. In natural 
viewing conditions, it was well-documented that the small fixational eye-movements 
improve discrimination of high (fine spatial scales) spatial frequency stimuli, but not of 
low spatial stimuli (i.e., Rucci, lovin, Poletti, & Santini, 2007; Rucci & Casile, 2005; 
Ahissar & Arieli, 2001), although there are some debates regarding this issue (Martinez-
Conde, Macknik, Troncoso, & Dyar, 2006). The key idea is that the small fixational 
instability generates proportionally more temporal luminance variation at fine spatial 
scales (high spatial frequencies) than at more coarse scales (lower spatial frequencies, see 
figure 1 c in Rucci et aI., 2007). 
Taken together, the two key findings reported by Cass et al. (2009)-i.e., (l) the 
transient response bias only showed the high (fast) temporal frequencies within a narrow 
range of low spatial frequencies, and (2) the small fixational instability (or the low (slow) 
temporal frequency) improves the high (fine) spatial frequencies- would be consider as 
good examples to show that the visual system is efficiently suited to process the dynamic 
(I/f) natural stimuli. Furthermore, these two findings are thought to be related to the 
response properties of the sustained and transient mechanisms. Typically, sustained 
mechanisms are described as being slow acting of low contrast sensitivity, and selectively 
sensitive to high spatial frequencies and the steady-state intensity level. Transient 
mechanisms are described as fast acting of high contrast sensitivity, and selectively 
sensitive to low spatial frequencies and temporal changes. 
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b. Perceptual Whitening of a Directional Anisotropy in Motion 
A considerable proportion of cells in the early cortical stage (V 1) is not only orientation, 
spatial frequency and temporal frequency selective, but also motion direction selective 
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1959; De Valois et ai., 1982; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975; Peterson et ai., 
2004). By recording responses to moving bar stimuli in particular directions from single 
cells in macaque VI in order to make direct comparison with area MT (Albright, 1984), 
one examined the relationship between the optimal direction and the optimal orientation 
for MT cells. The results showed that 61 % of cells had an orientation preference nearly 
perpendicular to the preferred direction of motion, as is the case for all VI cells (i.e., 
another 29% of MT cells had an orientation preference roughly parallel to the preferred 
direction). This response property of VI cells (i.e., the preferred direction and preferred 
orientation, are approximately orthogonal) results in the aperture problem (Pack & Born, 
2001). Because motion-selective cells only encode directions perpendicular to their 
preferred orientation, the local motion arising from over extended contours is ambiguous 
within an aperture. In order to overcome this ambiguity, local motion signals should be 
pooled across space (i.e., Kane, Bex, & Dakin, 2009; Dakin, 2009). In addition, it is 
widely-accepted that there are more VI cells tuned to cardinal than oblique orientations. 
Therefore, it is logically inferred that there are more cells tuned to cardinal than oblique 
motion directions. Furthermore, the aperture problem indicating that the local motion 
signals are pooled across space (Dakin, 2009) is highly suggest that there would exist 
mutual suppression between neighboring motion-selective cells, as is the case for 
orientation-selective cells in VI (i.e., mutual suppression between neighboring 
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orientation-tuned detectors, Essock et aI., 2009). In this view, an influential 
psychophysical study (Kim & Wilson, 1997) addressed the idea of suppressive 
interactions between detector tuned different directions of motion and presenting models. 
Taken together, (1) there would be more cells in V 1 tuned to cardinal directions of motion 
than oblique directions, and (2) there exists suppressive interaction between detectors 
tuned to different directions of motion (Kim & Wilson, 1997). When considering these 
two strong hints, we can not completely exclude the suppressive interaction between 
detectors tuned similar direction of motion which would be a strong hallmark of the gain 
control process with respect to different directions of motion. 
To address this issue, several researchers (e.g., Wilson et aI., 2001; Dakin et aI., 
2005) have tested the perception of motion direction using random-dot kinematograms 
(RDKs) with varied direction variability (systematically varied the noise level) (i.e., 
Dakin et aI., 2005) or translational structure in random dot patterns (Glass pattern, Glass, 
1969) with a fixed noise level (i.e., 30% noise dot randomly oriented, Wilson et aI., 2001). 
In the following section, several interesting studies showed the significant change in 
motion direction perception by conditionally manipulating the noise level which is the 
transition of the oblique effect (Dakin et aI., 2005; Gros et aI., 1998) to the inverse 
oblique effect (Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson et aI., 2001) as directional variability (or noise) 
increased. In this view, the same idea was demonstrated in orientation perception by 
conditionally manipulating the noise level (i.e., Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 
2006; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim et aI., 2010; Kim et aI., 2011). By addition more noise 
(spatial contents), the significant change in orientation perception-i.e., from the oblique 
effect to the horizontal effect are observed. 
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i. Directional Anisotropy in Motion Perception 
The Oblique Effect vs. The Inverse Oblique Effect 
The directional anisotropy in motion perception was systematically investigated by 
measuring direction discrimination thresholds for small dot patterns (i.e., 64 dots) moving 
in various directions. The directional variance in the stimulus (i.e., standard deviation of 
motion directions of small dots which corresponds the noise; high standard deviation 
indicate high noise) was varied (Dakin, Marseshal, & Bex, 2005). Two experiments were 
provided. Experiment 1 used an equivalent noise (EN) model to examine how the human 
visual system pools local elements of direction across space in order to encode global 
direction by measuring the smallest discriminable change in the mean direction for 
stimuli (i.e., small patterns moving with a mean direction of 90° and 45°) as a function of 
the amount of directional variability. It was reported that the direction discrimination 
threshold for a pattern moving in the oblique was significantly higher than the vertical at 
small directional variability, which indicates the 'oblique effect' in motion direction 
perception. Also, by fitting threshold values to the EN model, one is able to infer that a 
precision limitation in local motion processing was 0.5° to 16°, but it then converges (i.e., 
whitens) at large discrimination variability, which was 32° to 90° (higher internal noise). 
Taken together, as the direction variability (noise level are increased) was increased, the 
direction anisotropy in motion perception changed from the oblique effect to the whiten 
oblique effect (i.e., in order to check the threshold increment between two conditions, the 
ratio of the 'threshold value obtained with large direction variability to the threshold 
value obtained with a small direction variability might be necessary, but Dakin et al. 
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(2005) demonstrated the results using thresholds not the ratio of them). Experiment 2 
measured direction discrimination thresholds for a range of reference directions of 
motion in order to more systematically explore the effect of motion direction perception. 
The results showed that a robust oblique effect was obtained at a small direction 
variability condition (i.e., 0.5°), whereas this oblique effect in motion direction 
perception was abolished at a medium direction variability condition (i.e., 32°). 
Taken together, both experiments (Dakin et aI., 2005) demonstrated the robust 
change in directional anisotropy of motion perception, i.e., from the 'oblique effect' with 
a small direction variability to the 'whiten oblique effect' with a large directional 
variability. Similarly, with small directional variability (0.5°-16° direction variability) 
(Dakin et aI., 2005) this significantly superior visual performance for cardinal than 
oblique directions of motion was also observed by Gros, Blake, and Hiris (1998) using a 
small direction variability (i.e., 100, 50, 20% coherence levels, see Figure 5 in Gros et aI., 
1998). However, as the direction variability ofthe stimuli increased, this oblique effect 
diminished, until a direction variability of 32° to 90°, it disappeared (Dakin et aI., 2005), 
and the inverse oblique effect was observed (Wilson et aI., 2001) by measuring detection 
threshold for translational structures in random dot patterns. 
Additionally, Wilson et aI. (2001) also ran control experiments that investigated 
this effect in terms of total dot density and signal dot spacing. The results showed that the 
inverse oblique effect was obtained for densities from 6 to 12% and for signal dot 
spacings from 7 to 14 arc min, although the inverse oblique effect weakened at lower dot 
densities. This indicates that there is a significant relationship between the dot density/dot 
spacing and the motion direction perception (i.e., as the direction variability increased, 
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the significant transition of the oblique effect to the inverse oblique effect motion 
perception). What does the evident change in motion direction perception underlie? In the 
following section, a plausible answer will be described by using the idea of gain control 
process. 
ii. Relation with Anisotropic Gain Control Processing 
It has been demonstrated that dynamic natural scenes typically exhibit a bias in motion 
details favoring horizontal and vertical directions of motion components relative to the 
oblique ones (Dakin et aI., 2005). When viewing a pattern having a large direction 
variability (high noise), direction discrimination performance for oblique directions is 
more precise than for horizontal and vertical directions (the inverse oblique effect for 
motion, Wilson et aI., 2001; Dakin et aI., 2005). When viewing a pattern having a small 
direction variability (low noise), direction discrimination performance for the horizontal 
and vertical directions (up/down, left/right) is more precise than for the oblique directions 
(the oblique effect for motion, Dakin et aI., 2005; Gros et aI., 1998; Ball & Sekuler, 1982), 
and if more directional movement detail (increasing the direction variability of motion 
direction of the individual dots) is added to the stimulus, the anisotropy is the inverse 
oblique effect (Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson et aI., 2001). 
The classical oblique effect obtained static oriented line (Appelle, 1972) has been 
attributed to a neural bias and has been related to a corresponding anisotropy in the 
number of early cortical neurons tuned to different orientation, which indicates more VI 
cells tuned to horizontal and vertical orientations than oblique orientations (Li et aI., 
2003; Mansfield, 1974; Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Orban & Kennedy, 1980; DeValois, 
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Yund & Helper, 1982). In addition, V 1 cells are highly selective for direction of motion 
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1959). Specifically, the preferred direction and preferred orientation are 
approximately orthogonal in macaque V I cells, based on responses to moving bar stimuli 
(Albright, 1984), resulting in the aperture problem. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume 
that there are more VI cells tuned to cardinal directions than oblique ones. Furthermore, 
Kim and Wilson (1997) presented several models consisting of lateral inhibitory 
interaction between detectors tuned to different directions of motion which would be 
considered as a strong signature of part of the gain control process. Based on these two 
crucial insights, it can be logically inferred that the robust change in motion direction 
perception (the oblique effect and the inverse oblique effect for motion perception, Gros 
et aI., 1998; Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson et aI., 2001) might result from the dynamic 
anisotropic ally-weighted gain control pool (i.e., strong at cardinal directions) whose 
effect is pronounced when viewing a pattern having a large direction variability (high 
noise). The additional pattern motions moving various directions create more response 
activities in direction-sensitive channels contributing to the gain control pool which 
results in the inverse oblique effect anisotropy in motion direction perception, whereas 
the response activities in channels is not significant with a pattern moving of one 
direction (a small direction variability) which results in the oblique effect in motion 
direction perception. Interestingly, the crucial finding of the anisotropically-distributed 
motion-direction energy present in dynamic natural scenes (i.e., Dakin et aI., 2005) 
indicates the most physical energy (amplitude or contrast) at the cardinal and least at the 
oblique directions of motion. This is a hypothetical idea based on previous works and to 
check this hypothesis further research is highly encouraged in the future. 
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Based on these three crucial information-i.e., (l) more cells in V 1 are tuned to 
cardinal directions of motion than obliques, (2) suppressive interaction between channels 
tuned to different directions of motion indeed exists (Kim & Wilson, 1997), and (3) 
dynamic natural scenes are biased in cardinal directions of motion (i.e., cardinal> 
oblique direction bias, Dakin et aI., 2005), it can be logically suggested that the 
significant change in motion direction perception might be due to the dynamic 
anisotropic ally-weighted gain control pool which can be thought to a very efficient 
coding strategy of the early visual motion processing that serves to equalize the neural 
representation of dynamic natural scenes with respect to direction of motion. Specifically, 
this dynamic anisotropic gain control processing would equalizes the prevalent motion 
direction energy (i.e., cardinal> oblique motion direction bias, Dakin et aI., 2005) in the 
dynamic natural scenes as increasing suppression at the cardinal directions results in less 
accuracy or sensitive performance at the cardinal directions, showing the inverse oblique 
effect (Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson et aI., 2001). Therefore, the transition of the oblique 
effect to the inverse oblique effect in motion perception would be a good example to 
show that the mechanism of neural encoding underlying the human perception are likely 
to have evolved to reflect the natural environment, and in order to equalize the prevalent 
information (i.e., energy in cardinal directions, Dakin et aI., 2005) within the dynamic 
natural environment - a specific optimizing processing strategy of "whiten" the neural 
response to dynamic natural environments. 
In this view, several researches have provided a potential clue to support this idea. 
In particular, it has been widely demonstrated that the responses of temporal channels 
tuned to flicker details or directions of motion within local (or small) regions of the visual 
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field are pooled by similar orientation, spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and 
direction of motion in order to efficiently encode the presence of a moving oriented 
contour (Bex & Dakin, 2002; Bex, Simmers, & Dakin, 2003; Bex & Dakin, 2004; Kan et 
aI., 2009; Dakin, 2009). This idea was originally from the study of contour integration, 
using the Gestalt law of 'good continuation' that has been used to describe a variety of 
phenomena demonstrating the importance of continuity in human perception (Field, 
Hayes, & Hess, 1993). With respect to spatial dimension, it has been widely 
demonstrated that suppressive interaction between channels is greater among channels 
that are similarly tuned for contrast at spatial frequency and orientation than across 
differently-tuned channels (Foley, 1994; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; Haun & 
Essock, 2010; Kim et aI., 2011). 
This idea could be used to account for the low level local motion processing. 
As Dakin et aI. (2005) suggested, for example, the anisotropy in human motion 
perception is thought to involved two stages. The first stage involves the encoding 
process of the local motion details, such as flickering motion or direction of motion 
which is though to be carried out by cortical cells in VI. The second stage involves 
pooling these local motion detail signals across space to estimate overall or global 
direction. By pooling local motion features across space, the global and meaningful 
motion (e.g., moving objects) present in dynamic natural world would be efficiently 
processed. Similarly, Pack and Born (2001) suggested that a crucial step in the neural 
interpretation of the complex dynamic visual world is the integrating of the various local 
motion signals. As described above, any local motion encoding detectors are selective 
only the component of motion perpendicular to a contour that extends beyond its field of 
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view. This aperture problem is specifically relevant to direction-selective cells in the early 
visual stage, where small receptive fields permit only a limited view of moving object. To 
overcome this limitation, the idea of the pooling has been widely suggested. In this view, 
several psychophysical studies of motion summation in human visual perception also 
showed that the motion of single drifting Gabor patches is integrated by detectors with 
small receptive fields that scale with the target wavelength (from 2 arcmin at high spatial 
frequencies to as large as 7 deg at low frequencies, see Anderson & Burr, 1987). 
Additionally, many psychophysical studies (Dakin, 2009; Verghese & Stone, 1996; Bex, 
Metha, & Makous, 1998; Bex, Dakin, & Simmers, 2003; Wilson & Wilkinson, 1998; 
Wilson, Wilkinson, & Asaad, 1997) have shown that later stages (V2) of visual 
processing involve channels with receptive fields of increasing size that specialize in the 
detection of complex global pattern. 
One crucial finding across these works addressing the motion processing (i.e., 
flicker motion/temporal frequency and direction of motion etc) is pooled (or 
grouped/integrated) by similar local motion details (e.g., similar direction of motion or 
similar flickering rate etc) in order to optimally encode the global motion objects. With 
respect to the pooling, the Gestalt law of good continuation (i.e., Marr, 1982; Field et aI., 
1993; Hess & Dakin, 1997) provides a plausible account. Specifically, this idea has tested 
for moving elementary patterns (e.g., dots or Gabor elements) (Bex, Simmers, & Dakin, 
2003), and the same conclusions are suggested (Bex & Dakin, 2002; 2005). The aperture 
problem)) (Marr, 1982; Pack & Born, 2001; Kane, Bex, & Dakin, 2009; Dakin, 2009; 
II To correctly perceive a realistic object motion in natural environment, the human visual system can not 
simply encode motion signals at different positions on an object contour. Encoding-mechanisms (or cells) 
in early visual system (V 1) is sensitive to visual input in local (or small) part of the visual field, as if each 
cell is looking at the visual field through a small window (or aperture). Within an aperture, the motion 
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Kane, Bex, & Dakin, 2011) might be a good example, which shows this issue of how 
local motion signals are integrated into a coherent global motion interpretation. By 
integrating local information into a global structure, the visual system might efficiently 
encode motion directions (i.e., beyond VI, this pooling processing is based on long-range 
excitatory interactions among neighboring receptive fields with similar orientations, Field 
et aI., 1993). 
From this point of view, the main idea of both the' anisotropic gain control pool' 
and the 'Gestalt law of good continuation' share the same rule, which is, pooling by the 
similar visual properties in order to maximize efficiency. According to the idea of 
orientation-biased gain control pool, by removing redundancy (the prevalent horizontal 
content) through the anisotropic ally-weighted gain control pooling process (strongest at 
the horizontal) at the early orientation processing stage (V 1), the incoming local contrast 
features within a small region of the global visual field can be conditionally pooled. 
These pooled signals can, then, be efficiently transported to their higher visual stages 
(V2). This conditional pooling process can be achieved by mutual suppression between 
channels in which each channel's response is divided by a gain control pooling signal, 
which comes from its neighboring orientations and spatial frequencies (see above 
Equation 2). This is part of a process of gain control that serves to equalize the orientation 
biased natural scenes (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006; Essock 
et aI., 2007; Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim, Haun, & 
Essock, 2011). According to the Gestalt law of good continuation point of view, our 
direction of a contour is ambiguous because the motion component parallel to the contour cannot be 
inferred based on the visual input, but perpendicular to the orientation of the contours. This aperture 
problem implies that motion sensitive cells in primary visual cortex will always respond to a contour that 
crosses their receptive field, independently of its true length and orientation, as long as its direction is 
consistent with the preferred direction of the neuron (Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992; Pack & Born, 200 I). 
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visual system can efficiently process local visual information by grouping similar visual 
features, such as orientation, motion details, spatial scales, or direction of motion, within 
a small region of the global visual field. By removing redundancy through this grouping 
process, we can get a more meaningful perception about objects, contours, or moving 
objects. Since the local visual features in dynamic natural environments can be efficiently 
processed (i.e., local pooling at the early VI stage), the processed visual signals can be 
efficiently transported to later stages (IT: form pathway and MT: motion pathway), in 
which global pooling occurs again to get a more meaningful object or global motion 
structure, such as smiling faces, moving cars, dancing trees, rather than just a piece of 
physical contrast information. 
1.3. Current View 
Images and movies from the natural environments show statistical regularities in the 
presence of contrast at different orientations, spatial frequencies, temporal frequencies, 
and directions of motion. Specifically, the natural stimuli are highly dominated by the 
contrast at the low spatial/and temporal frequency (i.e., 1/j property, Field, 1987; Dong & 
Atick, 1995), and cardinal orientations (i.e., the horizontal content bias, see Hansen & 
Essock, 2004; 2004; 2005) and cardinal directions of motion (Dakin et aI., 2005). How do 
the mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the human visual perception process these 
statistical regularities presented in the natural stimuli? According to the efficient coding 
hypothesis (Barlow, 1961), the encoding-mechanisms underlying the human visual 
perception develop in response to various visual features from the natural stimuli in order 
to remove the redundancy. Based on this hypothesis, several works have extensively 
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investigated how the mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the human visual 
perception represent these statistical regularities in terms of spatial frequency (Field, 
1987; Brady & Field, 1995; Cass, Alais, Spehar, & Bex, 2009), temporal frequency 
(Dong & Atick, 1995), orientation (Essock, 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2006; Essock 
et aI., 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim et aI., 20lO) and local direction of motion (Dakin 
et aI, 2005). One agreement across these studies is that observers constantly 
underestimate the prevalent visual structures, such as low spatial frequencies and low 
temporal frequencies (Cass et aI., 2009), horizontal orientations (Essock et aI., 2009; 
Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006), and cardinal directions of motion (Dakin et aI., 
2005; Wilson, Loffler, Wilkinson, & Thistlethwaite, 2001) in order to compensate for the 
comparatively less prevalent visual structures, such as high spatial frequencies, high 
temporal frequencies, oblique orientations, and oblique directions of motion. From the 
efficient coding hypothesis point of view, it is reasonable to assume that through 
whitening (or equalizing) by underestimating most prevalent visual features, 
comparatively less prevalent (or salient) visual information (i.e., low frequency, cardinal 
orientations, and cardinal directions of motion) can be seen against the visual 
environment relatively more perceptually salient. However, these descriptions didn't 
provide the specific mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the human visual 
perception. Specifically, what occurs to cause the perceptual underestimation to the most 
dominate low spatial/temporal frequency (Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009), and 
cardinal directions of motion (Dakin et aI., 2005). 
With respect to the orientation dimension, we have suggested a plausible model 
(Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; Essock et aI., 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010) 
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which well describes one fundamental question of how efficiently the horizontal content 
biased present in natural scenes (Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006) is processed by 
the mechanism of neural encoding underlying the orientation perception. These issues are 
described in the following. 
1.3.1. Anisotropy in Orientation Perception 
a. The Oblique Effect vs. the Horizontal Effect 
Much of our understanding of orientation processing comes from studies using simple 
grating stimuli that are narrowband in spatial frequency and orientation content and 
present at uniform contrast (Appelle, 1972; Blackmore & Campbell, 1969; Campbell & 
Kulikowski, 1966; Movshon & Blackmore, 1973). The typical finding across these works 
is that visual performance (i.e., sensitivity) is constantly superior to the horizontal and 
vertical orientations relative to the oblique orientations, termed as the oblique effect 
(Applle, 1972). Current understanding of orientation processing, however, comes from 
studies that measure the visual performance for more realistic and complex visual stimuli 
which resemble the statistical regularity of the natural scenes. It is reasonable to assume 
that these stimuli stimulate the encoding-mechanisms underlying the human visual 
perception in a way that is similar to natural stimulation (Bex et aI., 2007; Olshausen & 
Field, 2005) and this assumption is also supported by several neurophysiological studies 
(i.e., Baker & Issa, 2005; Basole et aI., 2003). Thus, we can understand more realistic 
orientation processing which occurs in everyday viewing of the world. In order to 
investigate this, the orientation perception was measured using by conditionally 
manipulating visual stimuli either a narrowband (e.g., simple gratings or lines) or a 
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broadband (e.g., 1 if and naturalistic stimuli) and we found the significant change in 
orientation perception. Specifically, when viewing a naturalistic images, visual 
performance is best for oblique orientation and worse for horizontal than vertical, termed 
as the horizontal effect (Essock et aI., 2003). Whereas when viewing a narrowband 
pattern (e.g., grating stimuli), most observers show an oblique effect, and if more content 
is added to the image, the anisotropy in orientation perception is the horizontal effect 
(Hansen & Essock, 2006). 
b. What Does the Significant Change in Orientation Perception Underlie? 
To understand what exactly underlies the now well-documented significant change in 
orientation perception (i.e., the oblique effect vs. the horizontal effect), we have 
suggested that an anisotropic gain control model (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 
2004) whose effect is pronounced when viewing a pattern of broadband spatial content. 
The additional content creates more response activity in channels which contributes to the 
gain control pool, whereas the response activity in channels is not significant with 
narrowband stimuli (Hansen & Essock, 2006; Essock et aI., 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010; 
Kim et aI., 2010; Kim et aI., 2011). Such anisotropic suppression in the gain control pool 
(F oley, 1994) could be a direct consequence of the corresponding bias of cortical neurons 
(Mansfield, 1974; Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Orban & Kennedy, 1980; DeValois, Yund, 
& Helper, 1982; Li et aI., 2003), which indicates that more neurons are tuned to the 
horizontal than to other orientations and vertical than oblique orientations. In addition, 
the orientation bias of typical natural scenes (Switkes et aI., 1978; Coppola et aI., 1998; 
Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005; 2006) indicates the most amplitude (or contrast) at the 
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horizontal, least at the obliques, and intermediate at the vertical orientations. Based on 
these, we have suggested that the horizontal effect anisotropy is linked to the anisotropic 
contrast gain control pool which is a very efficient coding strategy of the early visual 
processing stage that serves to equalize the neural representation of natural scenes with 
respect to orientation (Essock et aI., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; Essock et aI., 2009). 
In particular, this anisotropic gain control processing equalizes the prevalent content (i.e., 
the horizontal> vertical> oblique orientation bias) in the natural scenes as increasing 
suppression at the horizontal orientation results in less sensitive performance at the 
horizontal orientation, whereas as decreasing suppression at the oblique orientations 
results in enhanced sensitive performance at the obliques. 
Therefore, the horizontal effect is a great example to show that the mechanism of 
neural encoding underlying the human orientation perception are likely to have evolved 
to reflect natural scenes, and in order to equalize the prevalent content within the natural 
scenes - specific optimizing processing strategy to "whiten" the neural response to 
natural scenes via anisotropic contrast gain control pool. By removing redundancy (the 
prevalent horizontal content) through the anisotropically-weighted gain control pooling 
processes (strongest at the horizontal) at the early orientation processing stage (VI), the 
incoming local contrast information within a small region of the global visual field can be 
efficiently pooled. These pooled signals can be, then, efficiently transported to their 
higher visual stages. This conditional pooling process can be achieved by mutual 
suppression between channels, in which each channel's response is divided by a gain 
control pooling signal which comes from its neighboring orientations and spatial 
frequencies. This is part of a process of gain control that serves to equalize the orientation 
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biased natural scenes. From these points of view, the significant change in orientation 
perception would be a great example to show that the encoding-mechanisms underlying 
the visual system or the human visual performance are likely to have evolved to reflect 
natural scenes, and in order to equalize the prevalent content (by removing redundant 
horizontal contents) within the natural scenes - specific optimizing processing strategy to 
"whiten" the neural response to natural scenes via anisotropic ally-weighted gain control 
pool. By doing this process our visual system can take two advantages: (1) the incoming 
input, such as local contrast features within a small region of the visual field, are 
conditionally pooled (i.e., with different weighted-suppression at different orientations) 
and then the processed signals at a given stage can be efficiently transported to the higher 
stages, and (2) the perceptual visibility to the comparatively less dominant oblique 
contents would be enhanced. 
c. Relation with Anisotropy in Direction of Motion 
It has been demonstrated that dynamic natural scenes typically exhibit a bias in motion 
details favoring horizontal and vertical directions of motion components relative to the 
oblique ones (Dakin et aI., 2005). When viewing a pattern having a large direction 
variability (high noise), direction discrimination performance for oblique directions is 
more precise than for horizontal and vertical directions (the inverse oblique effect for 
motion, Wilson et aI., 2001; Dakin et aI., 2005). When viewing a pattern having a small 
direction variability (low noise), direction discrimination performance for the horizontal 
and vertical directions (up/down, left/right) is more precise than for the oblique directions 
(the oblique effect for motion, Dakin et aI., 2005; Gros, Blake, & Hiris, 1998; Ball & 
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Sekuler, 1982), and if more directional movement detail (increasing the direction 
variability of motion direction of the individual dots) is added to the stimulus, the 
anisotropy is the inverse oblique effect (Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson, Lomer, Wilkinson, & 
Thistlethwaite, 2000., 2005). 
The classical oblique effect obtained static oriented line (Appelle, 1972) has been 
attributed to a neural bias and has been related to a corresponding anisotropy in the 
number of early cortical neurons tuned to different orientation, which indicates more VI 
cells tuned to horizontal and vertical orientations than oblique orientations (Li et aI., 
2003; Mansfield, 1974; Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Orban & Kennedy, 1980; DeValois, 
Yund & Helper, 1982). In addition, VI cells are highly selective for direction of motion 
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1959), and particularly most of VI cells had a particular orientation 
preference nearly perpendicular to the preferred direction of motion (Albright, 1984), 
resulting in the aperture problem (i.e., thus, the local motion arising from over extended 
contours is ambiguous within an aperture. In order to overcome this ambiguity, it has 
suggested that local motion signals should be pooled across space, see Kane, Bex, & 
Dakin, 2009; Dakin, 2009; Pack & Born, 2001). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 
there are more V 1 cells tuned to cardinal directions than oblique directions. Furthermore 
several researchers presented several models consisting of lateral inhibitory interaction 
between channels tuned to different pattern motions which would be considered as a part 
of the gain control process (e.g., Kim & Wilson, 1997; Boynton & Foley, 1999; Meese & 
Holmes, 2007). Based on these two crucial information, it can be logically inferred that 
the robust change in motion direction perception (the oblique effect and the inverse 
oblique effect for motion perception, Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson et aI., 2001) might result 
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from the dynamic anisotropically-weighted gain control pool (i.e., strong at cardinal 
directions) whose effect is pronounced when viewing a pattern having a large direction 
variability (high noise). The additional pattern motions moving various directions creates 
more response activity in channels contributing to the gain control pool which results in 
the inverse oblique effect anisotropy in motion direction perception, whereas the response 
activity in channels is not significant with a pattern moving one direction (a small 
direction variability) which results in the oblique effect anisotropy. In addition, the 
anisotropic ally distributed motion direction energy of dynamic natural scenes (Dakin et 
aI., 2005) indicates the most physical energy (amplitude or contrast) at the cardinal and 
least at the oblique directions of motion (i.e., more energy at cardinal directions of motion 
than oblique directions also provide a strong insight that there are possibly more cells 
tuned to cardinal directions of motion than oblique directions of motion at the early visual 
stage). 
Based on these three crucial information-i.e., (l) it can be logically inferred that 
more cells are tuned to cardinal directions of motion, (2) some suppressive interaction 
between channels tuned to different pattern motion indeed exists (Kim & Wilson, 1997; 
Boynton & Foley, 1999; Meese & Holmes, 2007), and (3) dynamic natural scenes are 
biased in cardinal directions of motion (i.e., cardinal> oblique direction bias, Dakin et aI., 
2005), it can be logically suggested that the significant change in motion direction 
perception might be due to the dynamic anisotropically-weighted gain control pool which 
can be thought to a very efficient coding strategy of the early visual motion processing 
stage that serves to equalize the neural representation of dynamic natural scenes with 
respect to direction of motion. To verify this assumption, further physiological researches 
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are highly encouraged. Specifically, this dynamic anisotropic gain control processing 
would equalizes the prevalent motion direction energy (i.e., cardinal> oblique motion 
direction bias, Dakin et aI., 2005) in the dynamic natural scenes as increasing suppression 
at the cardinal orientation results in less accuracy or sensitive performance at the cardinal 
directions, showing the inverse oblique effect (Dakin et aI., 2005; Wilson et aI., 2001). To 
verify this assumption, further psychophysical and physiological researches are highly 
encouraged. 
1.3.2. The Nature of Anisotropic Gain Control Mechanism 
It is clearly that the anisotropic gain control pool efficiently encodes the most prevalent 
image structure with respect to the orientation dimension. In other words, gain control 
mechanism is local (' tuned ') in the orientation dimension that causes the most 
suppression at horizontal and least at obliques. Subsequently, this well-documented 
efficient coding mechanism, which indeed provides the mechanism of neural encoding 
underlying the human orientation perception, has been explored with respect to temporal 
frequency (Kim et aI., 2010) and spatial frequency (Haun & Essock, 2010). However, we 
still didn't seem to know the whole story of this processing. Specifically, whether 
multiple anisotropic gain control mechanisms indeed exist across the different spatio-
temporal surface, if exist whether all mechanisms are tuned to the temporal and spatial 
frequency dimensions, and if does so what about their tuning shape. 
In order to clarify these issues, in this dissertation research we provide two 
masking experiments which would provide plausible answers. Before moving to the main 
experiments, we firstly provide a brief description of prior masking studies (Boynton & 
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Foley, 1999; Meese & Holmes, 2007; Kim et aI., 2010) which show the temporal 
frequency tuning property of the gain control mechanism in order to estimate what is the 
current knowledge with this topic. Finally, we compare the temporal tuning shape (i.e., 
one crucial issue of how systematically the peak masking potion of the target change with 
the mask temporal frequency) with one obtained by prior masking studies (Lehky, 1985; 
Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 
2009). Specifically, one crucial issue of how the peak masking position of the target 
systematically changes with the mask temporal frequency in order to clearly understand 
whether only two (or three, Hess & Snowden, 1992) temporal frequency-tuned 
mechanisms exist underlying the human temporal processing. If they are different, we 
should consider why they should be different. Secondly we provide a brief description of 
our prior masking study which show the spatial tuning property of the anisotropic gain 
control mechanism (Haun & Essock) and a plausible reason why the anisotropic 
suppression (the horizontal effect) is observed at only the particular spatial frequency (i.e., 
around 8 cpd, Haun & Essock, 2010). 
1.3.3. Goal of Present Experiments 
a. Temporal Tuning Property of Gain Control Mechanism (Experiment 1) 
i. Relation to Prior Studies 
The nature of the anisotropy in the gain control pool has been investigated with respect to 
two distinctive temporal properties (i.e., at low-speed (8 cpdll Hz) and high-speed (1 
cpdll6 Hz), Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2010) by measuring broadband masking for both low-
speed and high-speed test gratings at either 1 or 8 cpd. The results showed that the 
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broadband masking are significantly higher when the temporal properties of the mask and 
test stimuli matched, and in this case the broadband masking effect are significantly 
higher for the horizontal test and least for the oblique orientations (the horizontal effect). 
In addition, very little cross-channel suppression on the low-speed test was caused by the 
high-speed mask, and vice versa. These results provide a strong insight that the 
orientation-biased gain control pools are tuned to two distinctive temporal properties-
i.e., the low speed (low spatial/high temporal frequencies) and high-speed (high 
spatial/low temporal frequencies). Similar results are also reported by Boynton and Foley 
(1999) by measuring the TvC function for each test and mask in different spatial and 
temporal combinations (i.e., the orientation and spatial frequency of the test and mask are 
the same, but the mask contrast is only varied). It was reported that when the test and 
mask stimuli have the low spatial and high temporal frequencies (high-speed), the rising 
portion of the TvC function is steeper (high contrast gain) than for the high spatial and 
low temporal frequencies (low-speed). In addition, by measuring a cross-orientation 
masking effect, the similar results was reported that the strongest cross-orientation 
masking effect at suprathreshold was obtained at the high-speed (the low spatial/high 
temporal frequencies), and was also observed across different speed regions with 
different strength (see Figure 3 in Meese & Holmes, 2007). Taken together, one 
agreement across these works (Boynton & Foley, 1999; Meese & Holmes, 2007; Kim et 
aI., 2010) provides a critical hint that the gain control pool is tuned to the different speed, 
and at least two classes of the speed tuned-gain control pools exist at different spatial and 
temporal locations. 
However, the prior studies which show the temporal tuning property of the gain 
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control pool (i.e., Boynton & Foley, 1999; Meese & Holmes, 2007) have been tested with 
only limited stimulus dimensions (i.e., both of these studies used simple stimuli, such as a 
fixed spatial frequency and orientation, that create limited responses from encoding-
mechanisms underlying the human visual system). With more realistic visual stimuli such 
as found in natural environments, on the other hand, these stimuli stimulate the encoding-
mechanisms in a way that is similar to natural stimulation (Bex et aI., 2007; Felsen & 
Dan, 2005; Baker & Issa, 2005; Basole et aI., 2003). By doing this, we can test more 
realistic temporal tuning property of this gain control pool. Experiment 1 systematically 
investigates whether this gain control pool is tuned to different temporal rates using more 
realistic visual stimuli which can create more realistic response patterns from many 
encoding-mechanisms underlying the human early visual stage (Baker & Issa, 2005; 
Basole et aI., 2003). Particularly, a prior study (Kim et aI., 2010) reported that there are at 
least to distinct gain control pools and these pools show the horizontal effect anisotropy. 
However, these results have not been tested with a range of temporal frequencies (only 
two speed were used in our prior study), and comparatively little is known of broadband 
masking in terms of temporal frequency. 
ii. Experiment 1 
In order to clarify this issue, Experiment 1 was conducted. Experiment 1 examines 
whether the anisotropic masking (showing the horizontal effect) which was thought to be 
elicited by the orientation biased gain control pool, Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010) 
for each test at three orientations at each 10 spatio-temporal combinations by a using 
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spatially broadband mask across varied temporal rates of the mask (in order to get 
temporal frequency tuning curves for each test condition). Specifically, each test is a 
single sinusoidal grating at 10 spatial and temporal combinations (i.e., test is narrowband 
in space and time) at one of the three orientations (0°, 45°, and 90°). The mask stimuli are 
oriented IIf broadband patterns at the same orientation as the test, which is modulated in 
time with conditionally chosen single temporal frequencies which judged to be most 
important. The orientation band is 15 ° and includes spatial frequencies from 1 to 16 cpd 
(i.e., the mask is, thus, broadband in space, but narrowband in time). This mask stimulus 
specification is much broader than the mask stimuli that were used by prior studies 
(Boynton & Foley, 1999; Meese & Holmes, 2007), and thus we can test more realistic 
temporal tuning property of the gain control pool. We evaluate (1) whether broadband 
masking, and specifically anisotropic masking, is temporally tuned (i.e., whether the peak 
masking effect would appear at the same temporal frequency as the test stimulus for a 
variety of test temporal rates), and (2) whether this anisotropic broadband masking, and 
the horizontal effect is observed at all of the 10 spatio-temporal combinations of the test 
(i.e., whether the multiple orientation-biased gain control pools showing the horizontal 
effect exist at the 1 0 spatial and temporal combinations). Three temporal frequency tuning 
curves (one at each of three test orientations) at the 10 spatial and temporal combinations 
are. If many orientation-biased gain control pools (driving the horizontal effect) indeed 
exist across different spatio-temporallocations, and all pools are tuned in the temporal 
frequency dimension, then we should be able to observe single peaks in masking when 
the temporal frequency of the test and mask stimuli match. At these many peaks, we 
should be able to observe the significant horizontal effect anisotropy. 
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Finally, in the results section we compare the temporal tuning shape (i.e., one 
crucial issue of how systematically the peak masking potion of the target changes with 
the mask temporal frequency) obtained in the current Experiment 1 with the temporal 
tuning shape obtained by prior masking studies (Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; 
Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009), and if they are 
different, we provide a plausible reason why they should be different. 
b. Spatial Tuning Property of Gain Control Mechanism (Experiment 2) 
i. Relation to Prior Studies 
The spatial frequency tuning property of this anisotropic gain control pool has been 
investigated. Previously, when the observer detected an oriented target, broadband 
contrast increment (i.e., in a I-octave; 8-16 cpd spatial frequency band and a 20° 
orientation band) superimposed on a background of lifisotropic noise (i.e., from 0.2 to 
17cpd and all orientations), thresholds were lowest for obliquely oriented stimuli and 
highest for horizontally oriented stimuli (the horizontal effect, see Figure 4c in Essock et 
aI., 2003). Continuously, we intent to understand what particular spatial frequencies 
within the broadband increment (Essock et aI., 2003) were relied on by observers in 
performing the original task (i.e., determine which spatial frequencies most likely 
contribute to the anisotropic performance). To test this, contrast discrimination threshold 
for each of the five oriented-narrowband-spatial contents (i.e., in a I-octave centered at 
0.65,1.50,3.44,7.90, and 18.25 cpd, and 45° orientation band) was measured with a 
background of lif isotropic broadband noise (i.e., from 0.2 to 25.6 cpd, and all 
orientations) and without the mask (Haun & Essock, 2010). The results show that the 
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discrimination thresholds are lowest for target content around 8 cpd, and that at this 
spatial frequency a horizontal effect is seen that closely resembles the horizontal effect 
anisotropy observed in broadband masking (i.e., Essock et aI., 2009; Kim et aI., 2010). 
The magnitude of the horizontal effect decreased at both lower and higher spatial 
frequencies (see Figure 5(b) in Haun & Essock, 2010). Here, one might raise an 
intriguing question. Why was the horizontal effect anisotropy observed at only the 
particular spatial frequencies (around 8 cpd, Haun & Essock, 201 O)? What aren't the low 
and high spatial frequency horizontal effects observed? 
To answer these questions, it is necessary to understand the nature of the 
anisotropy in suppression at the local level. So far, it is well documented that the 
horizontal effect anisotropy is a perceptual bias in orientation perception, and the 
encoding processing underlying this anisotropy indicates that the suppressive interaction 
between orientation-tuned channels is strongest at horizontal, and least at oblique 
orientations. In the prior two works (Essock et aI., 2003; Haun & Essock, 2010), one 
common factor is that this anisotropic suppression was measured by using particular 1-
octave target contents on broadband background of lifisotropic noise and further detail 
of the stimulus specifications from both works are provided in Table 2. Indeed, these two 
works seems to measure the global anisotropic suppression for a I-octave target pattern 
caused by the broadband noise mask (i.e., this should be global when comparing the 
suppression for a single grating caused by broadband noise mask). In order to clearly 
understand this global nature of this anisotropy in suppression, at the local level 
understanding of the nature of the anisotropic suppression is fundamental. Specifically, 
we need to understand the local level's nature of this anisotropic suppression which can 
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be assessed by measuring the anisotropic suppression for a narrowband target (i.e., a 
single grating) by various spatial frequencies of the mask. By doing this, we can 
understand how systematically this local suppression changes across the different spatial 
frequencies of the mask. Furthermore, it can be checked whether the anisotropic 
suppression is indeed observed at particular target spatial frequency (i.e., around 8 cpd in 
Haun & Essock, 2010) and whether this anisotropic suppression is observed across the 
different target spatial frequencies. Based on this local level's knowledge of the 
anisotropic suppression, we might provide some plausible answer about these questions. 
For this reason, Experiment 2 measure this local anisotropic suppression for very 
narrowband (single grating) targets by various spatial frequencies of the mask stimuli. 
This is indeed distinctive from the prior two works which measured the global 
anisotropic suppression for comparatively broad (I-octave) targets by broadband noise 
masks. Further description of Experiment 2 is addressed in below section. 
With respect to the absence of the low spatial frequency horizontal effect (Haun & 
Essock, 2010), a strong hint, which supports this plausible explanation, has been provided 
by previous studies (Campbell & Robson, 1968; Stromeyer, Klein, Dawson, & Spillmann, 
1982). One study (Campbell & Robson, 1968) showed that adapting to a low spatial 
frequency grating (below 1.5 cpd) caused maximal spatial adaptation at a significantly 
higher spatial frequency, not the same spatial frequency. Based on this result, Campbell 
and Robson (1968) suggested that there might not be adaptable spatial frequency 
channels tuned to below 1.5 cpd. Contrary to this view, Stromeyer et al. (1982) 
demonstrated that the poor sensitivity or adaptation for the low spatial frequency patterns 
(0.12-1 cpd) is enhanced by modulating them in time (e.g., flickering or moving). By 
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modulating low spatial frequency targets in time, one can increase the visibility of these 
low spatial frequency patterns. Further, one can observe that adapting or masking to the 
low spatial frequency gratings can cause maximal threshold elevations at the same low 
spatial frequency. This indicates that there are flicker-sensitive low spatial frequency-
tuned channels and channel's tuning property would be elicited by using appropriate 
stimuli. Based on these two studies, it can be logically inferred that, in order to strongly 
stimulate low spatial frequency-tuned mechanisms, the use of an appropriate pattern is 
crucial. 
ii. Experiment 2 
From these points of view, it can be carefully assumed that, if one uses an appropriate 
pattern which is strong enough to evoke the low spatial frequency tuned detecting-
mechanisms, we should be able to obtain the low spatial frequency horizontal effect 
anisotropy. For instance, by modulating a low spatial frequency target in time, we might 
obtain the low spatial frequency horizontal effect, which was not demonstrated by Haun 
& Essock in 2010. In addition, the detection threshold for a high spatial frequency target 
pattern (18.3 cpd) was pretty high (around -38dB, see Figure 5(a) in Haun & Essock, 
2010). This indicates that the observers might not see the oriented pattern itself well. In 
order to carefully discriminate whether the measured thresholds (Figure 5(b) in Haun & 
Essock, 2010) result from (1) the noise effect (the observers can not see the high spatial 
frequency target well, thus resulting in the higher discrimination thresholds) or (2) the 
pure suppression effect by neighboring orientation-tuned detectors; the follow-up control 
experiment seems to be needed in the following. Specifically, in order to rule out the 
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possibility that is that the observers can not see the high spatial frequency target well (the 
noise effect), one should re-measure the discrimination threshold for the same target 
(around 18.3 cpd) with an increased contrast. By doing this, the visibility ofthis target 
can be enhanced and one can measure the pure suppression effect by neighboring 
orientation-tuned detectors. 
Based on these points of view, Experiment 2 re-evaluates the previous findings 
(Haun & Essock, 2010; Essock et aI., 2003) by using a novel idea that is modulating 
visual stimuli in time (i.e., Sromeyer et aI., 1982). Here, we assume that the static low 
spatial frequency stimuli used in a prior study (Haun & Essock, 2010) would not be 
strong enough to evoke the orientation-biased gain control pool at low spatial frequencies. 
By modulating the low spatial frequency tests in time, we would be able to enhance the 
visibility of the low frequency-tuned detector (test). Also, by using appropriate mask 
stimuli (i.e., spatially narrowband but temporally broadband), one would directly 
suppress the flicker-sensitive low spatial frequency-tuned detecting-mechanism (test), 
and that, at this low spatial frequency, a horizontal effect would be obtained. In order to 
systematically asses this issue, Experiment 2 systematically investigates the issue of how 
the anisotropic (the horizontal effect) masking across the 9 spatio-temporal combinations 
changes as a function of spatial frequency. In order to investigate this, the spatial 
frequency band of the mask stimuli is varied as a parameter. The full spatial frequency 
range of the 1 ifbroadband noise image is the same broadband (4-octave) mask as in 
Experiment 1. The broadband mask was split into five 0.8-octave sub-band which 
centered at approximately 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 cpd. A set of narrow bands of spatial noise (0.8-
octave) and the same broadband (4-octave) mask as in Experiment 1 were used to probe 
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spatial tuning. In addition, one additional low spatial frequency 0.8-octave sub-band, the 
0.8 center spatial frequency was added only for condition 1 and condition 2. The other 
additional high spatial 0.8-octave sub-band, the 22 cpd center spatial frequency was 
added only for condition 6. Each mask pattern was, then, modulated by a 4.5-octave 
broadband temporal noise. We evaluate (1) whether the narrowband masking is spatially 
tuned (i.e., whether the peak masking effect would appear at the same spatial frequency 
of the test and mask stimuli), and (2) whether this anisotropic masking is observed at all 
of the 9 spatial and temporal combinations (i.e., whether the multiple orientation-biased 
gain control pools (showing the horizontal effect) exist across the 9 spatial and temporal 
combinations). Three spatial frequency tuning curves (one at each of three test 
orientations) at the 9 spatio-temporal combinations are measured. Therefore, one can 
indeed verify the hypothesis that anisotropic gain control pools are tuned to the spatial 
frequency dimension and how systematically this anisotropic suppression change across 





All stimuli were displayed on a monochrome (white P104 phosphor) M21LMAX Image 
Systems, Inc. CRT monitor. Mean luminance of the display was 26 cd/m2, resolution was 
set to 800 by 600 pixels, and the refresh rate was 200Hz. A Vision Research Graphics, Inc. 
grayscale expander (Pelli & Zhang, 1991) was used to produce 12.4 bits of grayscale 
resolution. Stimuli were generated on a PC computer using Matlab 7.5.0 (Math Works, 
Inc.) with the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). All 
stimuli were circular, 4° and 384 pixels in diameter viewed at a distance of240 cm in a 
dark room. Stimuli were viewed through a circular surround in front of the monitor (20° 
in diameter), which obscured the monitor bezel and other nearby contours. 
Participants 
There were two observers in each experiment. The author (TK) and one of the two naIve 
observers (RS and El) participated in each experiment. The author (TK) and one naIve 
(RS) observer participated in Experiment 1, and the author (TK) and the other naIve (El) 
observer participated in Experiment 2. All subjects had normal resolution acuity at all 
meridians and wore any necessary optical correction. A vision test was carried out to 
assure that they did not have any residual astigmatism. The age of the participants ranged 
between 22 and 31. Participants in all experiments provided informed consent as 
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approved by the University of Louisville's IRB. All naIve participants were paid $10 per 
session. In order to familiarize the participants with the experiments, practice sessions 
were performed initially. 
Procedure 
Each experiment used a 40-trial two-interval force-choice (2IFe) QUEST procedure 
(Watson & Pelli, 1983) to estimate the 82%-correct contrast threshold for Gaussian-
windowed sinewave grating tests (Gabors). Each trial consisted oftwo stimulus intervals, 
both containing an identical mask. One interval (randomly selected) also contained the 
target presented concurrently with the mask. Both stimulus intervals contained either 
identical noise mask images (i.e., mask condition) or, in the baseline condition, an 
unpattemed mean-luminance background. The two sequential 1000 ms stimulus intervals 
of each trial were separated by a 500 ms lSI (Inter Stimulus Interval). All stimuli for both 
experiments were viewed foveally. The subjects were asked to fixate on a small circular 
centered spot present between trials and during the lSI (a 2-pixel-wide ring with an outer 
diameter of approximately 0.13deg). Participants were instructed to indicate the interval 
containing the test by pressing the' l' or '2' keyboard buttons. Auditory feedback was 
provided following incorrect responses. 
All stimuli for both experiments were oriented, with the orientation specified in 
degrees in common polar coordinates, where 0° is horizontal, 45° is an up-and-to-the 
right oblique, and 90° is vertical. 
2.2 Experiment 1: Temporal Frequency Tuning 
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Overview 
Experiment 1 investigated the anisotropic (horizontal effect) broadband masking for each 
test at three orientations at each of 10 spatial and temporal combinations. For each test 
condition, masking was examined by using a spatially broadband mask across varied 
temporal rates of the mask. We evaluated (1) whether broadband masking is temporally 
tuned (i.e., whether the peak masking effect would appear at the same temporal frequency 
of the test stimulus for a variety of test temporal rates), and (2) whether this broadband 
masking, and specifically anisotropic masking (the horizontal effect) is observed at alII 0 
spatial and temporal combinations of the test (i.e., whether the multiple orientation-biased 
gain control pools showing the horizontal effect exist at the 10 spatial and temporal 
combinations). Three temporal frequency tuning curves (one at each of three test 
orientations) at 10 spatial and temporal combinations were measured (i.e., 3 (temporal 
tuning curves at three test orientations) x 10 (l0 spatio-temporal combinations) = 30 total 
temporal frequency tuning curves). If many orientation-biased gain control pools (driving 
the horizontal effect) indeed exist across different spatio-temporallocation, and all pools 
are tuned in the temporal frequency dimension, then we should be able to observe many 
single peaks in masking when the temporal frequency of the test and mask stimuli match. 
At these many peaks, we should be able to observe the significant horizontal effect 
anisotropy. 
b. Stimuli Generation for Experiment 1 
Test Stimuli 
The tests were Gaussian windowed (l0 full width at half-height) sinewave gratings of 
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either 2,8, or 12 cpd at each of three orientations (0°, 45°, and 90°) (see B, D, and E in 
Figure 6). The tests were also Gabors in time, modulated within a Gaussian envelope 
(see A in Figure 2-1) that had a full width at half-height of 400 ms (cr =170 ms). In order 
to have a reasonable number of test conditions, the spatial and temporal combinations 
judged to be most important were used (see below). A test was modulated by one of the 
six (i.e., 2, 4, 10, 14, 16, or 20 Hz) different temporal frequencies in the following 10 key 
combinations (a total of 10 target conditions, see left panel in Figure 8) were selected. 
Specifically, the 2 cpd test was used at five temporal frequencies (4, 10, 14, 16, or 20 Hz). 
The 8 cpd test was used at three temporal frequencies (2, 4, and 10Hz). The 12 cpd 
target was used at temporal frequencies (2 and 10Hz). Additional control conditions were 
run at 2 cpdl16 Hz and 2 cpd/20 Hz. Note that the test stimuli were spatially and 
temporally narrowband patterns (a single frequency). 
Mask Stimuli 
The masks consisted of oriented lifbroadband spatial noise images centered at the same 
orientation as the test (see 'A' in Figure 8). The spatial frequency band used was four 
octaves, including spatial frequencies from 1 to 16 cpd, and the orientation band was 15°. 
The 384 by 384 pixel images were created via an inverse Fourier transform of lif 
amplitude spectra, with randomized phase coefficients generated on each trial (but the 
same on the two intervals of a single trial), which then were multiplied by a rectangular 
bandpass filter in orientation (see Essock et aI., 2003 or Hansen and Essock, 2003 for 
more details). Contrast of the mask in Experiment 1 was set to the standard deviation of 
normalized pixel luminances, or root-mean-square contrast (RMS), of 0.1 0 (with pixel 
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luminance normalized to range from 0 to 1). The spatially broadband stimulus contrast 
then was temporally modulated by various (temporal) cosine waveforms (see B-1 in 
Figure 7-1) with the same temporal Gaussian envelope (see 'A' in Figure 7-1) as the test. 
Thus, each mask had a temporal frequency of either 1, 2, 4, 10, 14, 16, 20 or 25 Hz. Note 
that the mask stimuli were spatially broadband (i.e., 4-octaves in spatial frequency band 
and 15° in orientation band), but temporally narrowband (a single temporal frequency). 
Mask Contrast 
Broadband images used in Experiment 1 were constructed as numerical matrices with 
means of zero, so they contained both positive and negative deviations from the mean. 
Then, the average standard deviation across a large set of randomly generated matrices 
was measured, and this value was used as a 'normalization constant'. Then, each noise 
image generated during the experiment was divided by this constant, which resulted in a 
matrix with, on average, a standard deviation of 1.0. This matrix was then multiplied by 
the RMS contrast value desired (0.10 in Experiment 1), and the mean luminance value 
was added to the matrix. 
c. Psychophysical Paradigm for Experiment 1 
The masking paradigm, as described above in Section 1.3 .1.a.i, was used through the 
experiments. 
d. Data Analysis for Experiment 1 
In each test condition, contrast thresholds were measured for the test both with and 
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without the mask. A measure of masking (i.e., suppression factor, Petrov, Carandini, & 
McKee, 2005; Essock et aI., 2009) was obtained by dividing the masked threshold by the 
unmasked threshold for each condition. Then, in order to directly compare the magnitude 
of the horizontal effect across spatio-temporal conditions, normalized suppression (i.e., 
each suppression value was divided by the single maximum suppression value for each 
target condition irrespective of orientation) was calculated which is referred to a 
normalized suppression for peak (NSp). The tuning of masking with normalized 
suppression for peak (NSp) values across temporal frequency was assessed by fitting 
curves to the masking functions. A modified Gaussian function (see below Equation 3, 
i.e., Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass, Stuit, & Bex, 2009) with four parameters (i.e., amplitude 
(A), vertically shift constant (C) and bandwidth (W: Full Width at Half Height (FWHH), 
center position/or frequency (xo)) provided a best fit to full data (NSp values), which well 
describes the shape of the temporal frequency tuning curves at the 10 spatial and 
temporal combinations. In symbols, a modified Gaussian function (of x) can be written 
G = C + A· exp[ - (-log(O.5). 4 -( X~xo )'] 
(3) 
where A is the amplitude of modified Gaussian function. C is vertical shift constant, 
which is also termed to an isotropic amplitude component (i.e., Cass, Stuit, & Bex, 2009). 
W is the bandwidth (FWHH). Note that the constant (i.e., -lagrO. 5)-4~-2. 77) is used to 
make the measure of width W be the full width at half height, see Graham, 1989). Xo is 
the position of the center of the peak. The shape of temporal frequency tuning curves 
across the 10 spatial and temporal combinations was compared with respect to the 
amplitude (A) + vertical shift constant (C), bandwidth (W), and center frequency (xo). In 
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each of these models peak magnitude is described by the sum of the amplitude (A) and 
vertical constant (C) parameters. Specifically, the use of a vertical shift constant (C) 
parameter (i.e., termed as the un-tuned suppression in Dakin & Mareschal, 2000; Cass & 
Alias, 2006; Cass, Stuit, & Bex, 2009) provides improved fits. Specifically, this un-tuned 
part of suppression functions have been reported previously with respect to the temporal 
frequency (see Figure 4 in Cass & Alias, 2006), orientation (see Figure 3 and 5 in Cass, 
Stuit, & Bex, 2009;) and spatial frequency (see Figure 12 in Dakin & Mareschal, 2000). 
In order to check whether the anisotropic broadband masking is indeed tuned in temporal 
frequency dimension, the center frequency (xo) parameter was set to vary. If multiple 
temporally-tuned suppressive pools indeed exist across different spatio-temporal target 
locations, this parameter will vary with the target temporal frequency. 
In order to provide a metric of the horizontal effect, an index, Horizontal Effect 
Index (HEI, see Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2010) was created to express the horizontal effect 
in normalized suppression as a proportion of the general amount of suppression (taken as 
suppression at the oblique) in a given condition. Horizontal Effect Index (HEI), which 
was calculated by taking the difference in normalized suppression at the horizontal and 
the oblique orientation and then dividing by the normalized suppression at the oblique 
orientation. In addition, Vertical Effect Index (VEl) was calculated by taking the 
difference in suppression at the vertical and the oblique orientation and then dividing by 
the suppression at the oblique orientation. Also, H-V Effect Index (H-VEl) was 
calculated by taking the difference in suppression at the horizontal and vertical 
orientation and then dividing by the suppression at the oblique orientation. Furthermore, 
in order to compare tuning bandwidth (FWHH) across three test orientations within each 
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spatio-temporal combination and across the spatio-temporal combinations, suppression 
was normalized separately for each orientation (in each test condition) which is referred 
to a normalized suppression for bandwidth (NSb). Then, these values are used to fit a 
Gaussian function again, and from this fitting the bandwidth (FWHH) parameter will be 
used to compare across three test orientations within each spatio-temporal combination 
and across the spatio-temporal combinations in order to estimate the temporal tuning 
width of the temporally-tuned gain control pools across the orientations and across the 
spatio-temporal conditions. 
An 'lsqnonlin' function (Optimization Toolbox in Matlab 7.5.0 from Math Works, 
Inc.) was used to find the best fitting parameters by minimizing the sum of the squares 
residuals (the Sum of Squared Errors, SSE) between the data and the Gaussian function 
fit. Specifically, bestparameters = lsqnonlin (@function, paramest, lowerbound, 
upperbound) starts at the 'paramest' which is a starting position in the parameter space, 
and defines a set of lower and upper bounds on the design variables in 'bestparameters' 
so that the solution is always in the range 'lowerbound' <= 'bestparameters' <= 
'upperbound'. Finally, the function (i.e., @function) calls lsqnonlin in order to find a 
minimum of the sum of squares of the functions described in function (i.e., a Gaussian 
function with four parameters in current work). In addition, this algorithm starts with 
estimated values (i.e., starting points) for each parameter (i.e., amplitude (A), vertical 
shift constant (C), bandwidth (W), and center frequency (xo)). The estimation for starting 
points was made by using a heuristic approach to obtain reasonable starting values. 
Specifically, one can look at tuning curves of the full set of the data in an Excel spread 
sheet, and one can estimate the maximum and minimum values for each parameter, and 
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see how they influence the shape of the tuning curves. 
If the multiple orientation-biased gain control pools (the horizontal effect) indeed 
exist across the spatial and temporal combinations, and all pools are tuned in the temporal 
frequency dimension, then we should observe a single peak of the masking function 
centered at the test's temporal rate. Specifically, if the multiple temporal frequency-tuned 
detecting-mechanisms indeed exist, broadband masking effect would be greatest with the 
test and mask stimuli of the same temporal frequency. By changing the temporal 
frequency of broadband mask stimuli, we can measure how much a test threshold is 
elevated. This is taken as an index of the response of the temporally-tuned detecting-
mechanisms to this stimulus. Therefore, a single peak masking position in a temporal 
frequency tuning curve points out the peak sensitivity of each of the underlying temporal 
frequency detecting-mechanisms. Furthermore, based on prior study (Kim et aI., 2010), 
we showed that the anisotropic (the horizontal effect) broadband masking is tuned in two 
distinctive temporal properties (i.e., at low-speed (gradual) and high-speed (16 Hz 
flickered). This provides a strong insight that the anisotropic broadband masking would 
be tuned in different temporal properties. Within these lines of thought, at these multiple 
peaks in which the masking effect is greatest with the test and mask stimuli of the same 
temporal frequency, we should be able to observe the significant horizontal effect. In 
order to check whether anisotropic suppression (the horizontal effect) is significant, one-
way ANOVA (i.e., one-factor for the orientation in which there are 3 levels (vertical, 45, 
and horizontal)) will be first applied to the full set of the normalized suppression values 
(NSp). When the main effect of orientation is significant, the follow-up statistic, a 
planned contrast comparison, will be performed. Furthermore, in order to show how the 
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temporally-tuned suppression is tightly tuned in temporal frequency dimension, the 
center position (xo) parameter will be provide to compare this with the target temporal 
frequency. 
In addition, in order to investigate how the bandwidth is significantly changed 
across three test orientations within each spatio-temporal combination and across the 10 
spatio-temporal combinations, one-way ANOVA (i.e., one-factor for the bandwidth at 
three orientations in which there are 3 levels) will be first applied to the full set of the 
measured bandwidth values at three orientations from the Gaussian fitting in order to 
check whether the main effect of the bandwidth across the 10 spatio-temporal 
combinations is significant. And the follow-up statistics, a planned contrast comparison 
will be performed to show whether the bandwidth effect at three orientations within each 
spatio-temporal condition is significant. 
2.3 Experiment 2: Spatial Frequency Tuning 
a. Overview 
Experiment 2 systematically investigated the anisotropic (the horizontal effect) masking 
across 9 spatial and temporal combinations as a function of spatial frequency. In order to 
investigate how the tuning along spatial dimension changes across the different target 
spatio-temporal combinations, the spatial frequency band of the mask stimuli is varied as 
a parameter. The same broadband (4-octave) mask as in Experiment 1 was split into five 
O.8-octave sub-bands. The spatial frequency bandwidth of each sub-band centered at 
approximately 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 cpd. Each narrow sub-band of spatial noise (O.8-octave) 
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and the same broadband (4-octave) as in Experiment 1 masks were used to probe spatial 
tuning. In addition, one additional low spatial frequency 0.8-octave sub-band, the 0.8 cpd 
center spatial frequency was added only for condition 1 and condition 2. The other 
additional high spatial frequency 0.8-octave sub-band, the 22 cpd center spatial frequency 
was added only for condition 9. A temporally broadband mask was also used. Each mask 
noise pattern was modulated by a 4.5-octave broadband temporal noise. We evaluated (1) 
whether the masking is spatially tuned (i.e., whether the peak masking effect would 
appear at the same spatial frequency as the test), and (2) whether this masking is 
anisotropic and observed at all of the 9 spatial and temporal combinations (i.e., whether 
the multiple orientation-biased gain control pools (showing the horizontal effect 
anisotropy) exist across the 9 spatial and temporal combinations). Three spatial frequency 
tuning curves (one at each of three test orientations) at the 9 spatio-temporallocations 
were measured (i.e., 3 (spatial frequency tuning curves at three test orientations) x 9 (9 
spatio-temporallocations) = 27 total spatial frequency tuning curves). Therefore, we can 
indeed verify the hypothesis that anisotropic gain control pools are tuned to the spatial 
frequency dimension and how systematically this anisotropic suppression changes across 
the different spatial frequencies. 
b. Stimulus Generation for Experiment 2 
Test Stimuli 
All stimuli settings were identical to those used in Experiment 1, except that they differed 
in the following ways. Five test gratings of either 1, 2, 4, 8, or 12 cpd at each of three 
orientations were used (see A-E in Figure 6). Each was tested at various temporal rates (a 
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Gaussian envelope as in Experiment 1 was used; see Figure 7-1). In order to make a 
reasonable number of test conditions, particular spatial and temporal combinations were 
used here. Each test was modulated by different temporal frequency in the following 9 
key. combinations: at 1 cpd flickered at 1 Hz or 16 Hz; at 2 cpd flickered at 10Hz or 16 
Hz; at 4 cpd flickered at 1 Hz or 10Hz; at 8 cpd flickered at 1 or 16 Hz; at 12 cpd 
flickered at 10Hz was used. 
Mask Stimuli 
The same broadband mask as in Experiment 1 was used (lifbroadband mask stimulus 
was from 1 to 16cpd, and a 15° orientation band) (see A in Figure 8), except that it was 
split into five 0.8-octave sub-bands whose center spatial frequency was approximately 1, 
2,4,8 and 12 cpd (see B-F in Figure 8). Specifically, the spatial frequency range of each 
sub-band was from 1 to 1.74 cpd, from 1.74 cpd to 3.03, from 3.03 to 5.28, from 5.28 cpd 
to 9.19, from 9.19 to 16 cpd. Furthermore, one additional low spatial frequency 0.8-
octave sub-band, the 0.8 cpd center spatial frequency was added only for condition 1 and 
condition 2 (i.e., in order to avoid low spatial frequency artifact, the viewing distance for 
a particular 0.8-octave sub-band (including spatial frequency ranging from 1.15 to 2 cpd), 
and the stimulus size and a target frequency were adjusted in order to keep the properties 
of display constant). The other additional high spatial frequency 0.8-octave sub-band, the 
22 cpd center spatial frequency (including spatial frequency ranging from 16 to 27.86 
cpd) was added only for condition 6. Each test spatial frequency was centered at one of 
the five (or six for condition 6) sub-band masks. Each sub-band had 0.045 RMS contrast 
and a broadband mask was 0.1 RMS. 
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Each mask stimulus was modulated in time with a broadband temporal-noise 
sample, which had a liftemporal amplitude spectrum (i.e., Cass, Alais, Spehar, & Bex, 
2009; Dong & Atick, 1995). Specifically, each temporal-noise sample was generated by 
inverse Fourier transform of constructed 1 if amplitude spectrum, with randomized phase 
coefficients generated on each trial (but the same on the two intervals of a single trial). 
The mask included temporal frequencies from 1 to 22.22 Hz. Then, each temporal-noise 
sample was presented in time modulated by the same temporal Gaussian envelope as the 
test stimulus (see A in Figure 7-1; and the same as that used in Experiment 1). 
Mask contrast 
In order to keep the local contrast of the five (or six) lifO.8-octave sub-bands and the 4-
octave 1 if mask constant, the contrast of each sub-band was calculated in the following 
way. Broadband contrast (BBcontrast) can be expressed as: 
BBcontrast = .J S x NBcontrast 2 
~ BBcontrast 2 = S x NBcontrast 2 
NE 
2 BBcontrast 2 




~ contrast = 
S 
NE BBcontrast ~ contrast = JS 
where S is the number of sub-bands, NBcontrast is the contrast of the sub-bands, and 
BBcontrast is the contrast of the broadband image. Thus, the narrowband contrast 
(NBcontrast) is equal to the broadband contrast divided by the square root of a number of 
sub-bands (S). Consequently, the contrast of each of the five sub-bands will be 0.045 
RMS. If added together the contrast will be the same as the broadband contrast of 0.1 
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RMS. The contrast of broadband mask was already described above in Experiment 1. 
In order to keep the total energy of each temporal-noise sample the same, the total 
energy (Et) of each temporal-noise sample was calculated in the following way. The total 
energy (Et) of each temporal-noise sample can be expressed as: 
where Si is the ith temporal-noise sample, which is generated on each trial (i = 1,2, 3 .... ), 
and CJSi is the standard deviation of each temporal-noise sample. Each temporal-noise 
sample (Si) generated on each trial in Experiment 2 was constructed as a numerical array 
with a mean of zero, so they contain both positive and negative deviation from the mean. 
Then, the standard deviation (CJSi) of each temporal-noise sample was measured, and each 
temporal-noise sample (Si) was divided by this standard deviation (CJSi), which resulted in 
an array with a standard deviation of 1.0. Then, this temporal-noise sample having a 
standard deviation of 1.0 was modulated by a temporal Gaussian envelope (see A in 
Figure 7-1), and then finally multiplied by a constant value (1/--.12) in order to keep the 
total energy of a windowed cosine same as the temporal noise sample. Specifically, the 
energy of a windowed temporal cosine for a target is around 0.35 which is similar to the 
value of the energy of the temporal noise sample for a mask (i.e., the energy of a 
windowed temporal cosine of the target (:::::0.35) is close to the value we get for the 
widowed temporal noise samples (:::::0.39), see Figure 7-2A.Without the multiplied by this 
constant value (11--.12), the total energy of the windowed each temporal-noise sample is 
constantly larger (:::::0.53) which is larger than the energy of a windowed cosine (:::::0.35). 
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c. Psychophysical Paradigm for Experiment 2 
The masking paradigm, as described above in Section 1.3.1.a.i, was used through the 
experiments. 
d. Data Analysis for Experiment 2 
A Gaussian function with four parameters (see above in Section 2.2.d) provided a best fit 
to full data, which describes the shape of the spatial frequency tuning curves across the 9 
spatio-temporallocations. The shape of spatial frequency tuning curves across the spatio-
temporal locations was compared with respect to the magnitude and bandwidth. 
If the multiple orientation-biased gain control pools (the horizontal effect) indeed 
exist across all of the spatio-temporallocations, and all pools are tuned in the spatial 
frequency dimension, then we should able to observe the single peaks masking positions 
when the temporal frequency of the test and mask stimuli match. At these multiple peaks, 
we should be able to observe the significant horizontal effect. In order to check whether 
anisotropic suppression (the horizontal effect) is significant, one-way ANOVA (i.e., one-
factor for the orientation in which there are 3 levels (vertical, 45, and horizontal)) was 
first applied to the full set of the peak normalized suppression values (NSp). When the 
main effect of the orientation was significant, the follow-up statistic, which is a planned 
contrast comparison, was performed. Specifically, we checked whether suppression at the 
horizontal orientation is significantly greater than at other orientations. 
In addition, in order to investigate how the bandwidth is significantly changed 
across three test orientations within each spatio-temporal combination and across the 10 
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spatio-temporal combinations, one-way ANOVA (i.e., one-factor for the bandwidth at 
three orientations in which there are 3 levels) will be first applied to the full set of the 
measured bandwidth values at three orientations from the Gaussian fitting in order to 
check whether the main effect of the bandwidth across the 10 spatio-temporal 
combinations is significant. And the follow-up statistics, a planned contrast comparison 
will be performed to show whether the bandwidth effect at three orientations within each 
spatio-temporal condition is significant. 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Experiment 1 
a. Overview 
Although the existence of the multiple (or many) and narrowly tuned spatial frequency 
(Campbell & Robson, 1968) and orientation detectors (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; 
Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966) is a reasonably well established property of spatial 
processing, it is still not clear whether the same principle holds for temporal processing 
underlying the human vision at the early cortical stage (V 1). In the temporal processing 
point of view, it has widely-documented that there are no multiple and narrowly tuned 
temporal frequency detectors, but probably a few (i.e., 2 or 3) and broadly tuned temporal 
detectors (Robson, 1966; Kelly, 1972; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1979, Lehky, 1985; 
Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 
2009). In spite of the similarity between the psychophysical contrast sensitivity functions 
on these two dimensions (i.e., the smooth transition in spatial and temporal frequency 
sensitivity functions), why did prior studies assume that these two dimensions are entirely 
different? Are there indeed a limited number of the temporal frequency tuned detectors 
underlying the human temporal processing? If there are indeed a few and broadly tuned 
temporal detectors, how could we perceive all of the different temporal information in 
everyday viewing situations? If only a few temporal frequency-tuned detectors at the 
early stage of the human temporal processing exist, it should be logically true that 
detectors tuned to the temporal frequency dimension are much less selective than 
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channels tuned to the spatial-frequency dimension. Is that really true? If it is really true, 
as Graham (1989) was described in a her excellent book, the temporal frequency 
selectivity might be a by-product of the existence of multiple detectors on the spatial 
frequency dimension coupled with some interaction between temporal and spatial 
frequency (i.e., the similar description was also provided by using a sensitivity scaling 
hypothesis, see figurel in Hess & Snowden, 1992). Specifically, the detectors sensitive to 
low spatial frequencies are quite sensitive to high as well as to low temporal frequencies, 
unlike the detectors sensitive to high spatial frequencies are sensitive to low temporal 
frequencies (i.e., the bandpass and lowpass dichotomy, see Robson, 1966). 
In this view, most prior masking studies (i.e., Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 
1992; Snowden & Hess, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Langly 
& Bex, 2007; Cass et aI., 2009) have used very narrowband mask stimuli and have shown 
only two (or three) temporally tuned detectors (i.e., the peak masking effect constantly 
appears at one of the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequencies which are approximately at 
1-2 Hz and 8-12 Hz (or a very high temporal frequency which is termed as a third 
channel, see figure 4-7 and 12 in Hess & Snowden, 1992). Here, one plausible question is, 
what would we be observed the temporal masking function when we use more realistic 
(i.e., 1/j or broadband) patterns as mask stimuli instead of a narrowband mask stimuli? 
Are the same results (i.e., one of the 2 or 3 temporal peak masking effects) observed? In 
this view, several interesting neurophysiological findings (i.e., Basole et aI., 2003; Baker 
& Issa, 2005) provide an interesting prospective of how the organization of spatial 
(including spatial scale and orientation) and temporal information are encoded by the 
primary visual cortex (VI). The common agreement across neurophysiological findings is 
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that any arbitrary combinations of stimulus features within a complex image are 
efficiently represented in small receptive fields of cortex. Further studies using more 
realistic stimuli resembling the statistical properties of natural scenes are highly 
encouraged in order to further investigate this issue. Although the main purpose of 
Experiment 1 is not to answer these questions, we would be able to answer these 
interesting questions at the end. 
Previously, we have suggested that a lower-level suppression exist (Essock et aI., 
2009; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim et aI., 2010; Kim, Haun, & Essock, 2011) that is 
anisotropic and becomes significant when driven by many spatial components (i.e., 
content broadband in spatial frequency and orientation). However, this aniostorpic low-
level suppression is apparently not revealed by a narrowband mask stimulus as in prior 
studies (i.e., Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredricken & Hess, 1998; Cass & 
Alias, 2006). Here, we asses the temporal frequency tuning property of these anisotropic 
pools. In order to test this, Experiment 1 is designed. The main purpose of Experiment 1 
is to investigate the anisotropic (the horizontal effect) masking for each test at three 
orientations at the 10 fixed spatial and temporal combinations. For each test condition, 
masking was examined by using a spatially broadband mask across varied temporal 
frequencies of the 1 ifbroadband mask. Then, we evaluate (1) whether the broadband 
masking is temporally tuned (i.e., whether the peak masking effect would appear at the 
same temporal frequency of the test grating for a variety of test temporal frequencies), 
and (2) whether this broadband masking, and specifically anisotropic masking (the 
horizontal effect) is observed at all of the 10 fixed spatial and temporal combinations of 
the test grating (i.e., whether the multiple anisotropic gain control pools exist across the 
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10 fixed spatial and temporal combinations). Three temporal frequency tuning curves 
(one at each of three test orientations) at the 10 spatio-temporal combinations were 
measured. 
b. Thresholds 
Contrast thresholds in each condition for the two subjects are averaged and are shown 
with mask in Figure lOA and without mask (baseline) in Figure lOB. As to be expected, 
the baseline (no mask) conditions (Figure lOB) show an oblique effect of contrast 
threshold at the higher spatial frequencies (i.e., with 8 cpd and 12 cpd targets, highest 
thresholds are at oblique orientations). The oblique effect is not present at the lower 
spatial frequency (i.e., :2 cpd, equal thresholds across orientations). As can be seen in 
Figure lOA, masked contrast thresholds are seen to be highest when the temporal 
frequency of the test and mask matches. In these conditions, a horizontal effect of 
contrast threshold is shown in approximately all of the conditions except two (i.e., 
condition 1 and condition 5 which show the oblique effect). Furthermore, Condition 8 
(i.e., a 2 cpd/16 Hz test) shows two peak masking effects at 10 Hz and at 16 Hz which is 
the same temporal frequency of the target. Also, Condition 10 (i.e., a 2 cpd/20 Hz test) 
shows two peaks masking effects at 10Hz and at 20 Hz which is the same temporal 
frequency of the target. To show the effect of the lifbroadband masks more directly, 
suppression factor (i.e., Petrov et aI., 2005; Essock et aI., 2009) was calculated by 
dividing the masked threshold by the unmasked threshold for each target condition in 
Figure 11. As can be seen in Figure 11, the broadband masking is constantly the greatest 
when the temporal frequency of the test and mask matches except two conditions (i.e., 
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condition 8 and condition 10). Specifically, condition 8 and conditionl 0 show two peak 
masking effects at 10Hz and at the target's temporal frequency (i.e., for condition 8 at 16 
Hz and for condition 10 at 20 Hz). 
c. Normalized suppression: Temporal frequency tuning 
i. Amplitude (A) with NSp values 
In order to directly compare the magnitude of the horizontal effect across the 10 spatio-
temporal conditions, the tuning of broadband masking with the normalized suppression 
values (NSp) across temporal frequency was assessed by fitting curves to the broadband 
masking functions. As can be seen in Figure 12A, the tuning of broadband masking with 
the normalized suppression (NSp) plotting on a log temporal frequency scale is always 
greatest when the frequency of the test and mask matches except two conditions (i.e., 
condition 8 and condition 10). In these temporally-matched conditions, the broadband 
masking is highly anisotropic (F(2,27) = 23.95, p = 0.00) showing the significant 
horizontal effect pattern in the following. The broadband masking for horizontal targets is 
significantly greater than for oblique targets (t(27) = 6.89, P = O. 00: 0° vs 45°) and than 
for vertical targets (t(27) = 3.99,p = 0.00: 0° vs 90°). This indicates that the anisotropic 
broadband suppression (showing the horizontal effect) is tuned in the temporal frequency 
dimension. Each of the model parameters (i.e., bandwidth (W), amplitude (A), vertical 
shift constant (C) and the center frequency (xo)) are shown in Figure 13. 
Interestingly, in the two target conditions whose temporal frequency is higher than 
14 Hz (i.e., 2 cpdl16 Hz (condition 8) and 2 cpd/20 Hz (condition 10)), a common single 
peak masking effect is observed at 10Hz, not each target's temporal frequency (see 
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Figure 12A). Informatively, the temporal tuning of the broadband masking (Figure 12A) 
is plotted on a logarithmic scale which is typically more compressed at the high temporal 
frequency side of the masking curves than the low temporal frequency side. Thus, even if 
the peak masking effect at high temporal frequency indeed exists, it is easy to neglect the 
peak masking effect at high temporal frequency which is clearly shown in a linear scale 
in the bottom part in Figure 12B. To address this issue, the same data for the condition 8 
and conditionlO whose temporal frequency is higher than 14 Hz (see Figure 12A) are re-
plotted on a linear scale and shown in Figure 12B. As can be seen a bottom in Figure 
12B, when the same data (i.e., these two conditions) are re-plotted on a linear scale, two 
evident peak masking effects are shown at 10 Hz and at each target's temporal frequency. 
With respect to selecting an appropriate scale (i.e., log or linear etc), we need to put a 
more serious attention in order to escape misinterpretation of the given date. 
In addition, in these two conditions plotting on the linear scale shown in the 
bottom part in Figure 12B, the broadband masking effect is significantly higher at 10Hz 
than at each target's temporal frequency (i.e., the masking for a 2 cpd/16 Hz target is 
significantly higher at 10Hz than at 16Hz: t(2) = 9.770, P = 0.010, and the masking effect 
for a 2 cpd/20 Hz target is significantly higher at 10Hz than 20 Hz: t(2) = 8.693, P = 
0.013). The temporally-tuned suppression as reflecting gain control pools whose output 
is combined and weighted to reflect the conventional temporal detector is greater at 10 
Hz than each target's temporal frequency (i.e., each target's temporal frequency is higher 
than 10Hz). This might be due to the maximal sensitivity of the conventional temporal 
channel which is typically appeared at around 8-12 Hz. Although the temporally-tuned 
suppression at 10 Hz is greater than each target's temporal frequency, there still exists the 
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second peak masking effect at each target's frequency. This indicates the existence of the 
high temporal frequency-tuned suppression as reflecting the high temporal frequency-
tuned local gain control pool. However, this second peaking masking effect in the bottom 
part in Figure 12B is disappeared when plotted on a log scale in the top part in Figure 
12B. 
In this view, similar results showing the two single peaks of the masking function 
at 10Hz and each targt:t's temporal frequency (i.e., 28 Hz which is higher than 10-14 Hz) 
can be seen in the data of Fredericksen and Hess (1998). Their masking function (i.e., 
figure 5 in Fredericksen & Hess, 1998) was obtained by measuring masking for a test 
probe (i.e., 1 cpd/28 Hz) by using a noise samples were generated by two dimensional 
box-pass filtering with boxes centered at 1 cpd and at particular temporal frequencies. 
The box-pass was 0.5-octaves wide in spatial frequency (from 0.841 to 1.189) and 4 Hz 
wide in temporal frequency. In addition, when considering the masking function of Hess 
and Snowden (1992) (e.g., their figure 5D), the similar two peak masking effects can be 
also seen at 10Hz and the target's temporal frequency (i.e., 25 Hz which is higher than 
10-14 Hz). This masking function was obtained by measuring threshold for a target (3 
cpd/25 Hz) by using a mask pattern (i.e., sum of 4 sinusoidal gratings: 0.3+ 1 +3+ 15 cpd) 
across varied single temporal frequencies of the mask. Critically, one common factor 
across these two works and the current Experiment 1 is that the temporal tuning of the 
masking functions for a low spatial frequency target (i.e., 1 cpd for Fredericksen & Hess, 
1998; 3 cpd for Hess & Snowden, 1992; 2 cpd for the current Experiment 1) were 
measured by the particular mask stimuli which were not very narrowband (i.e., .not a 
single grating), but with a particular mask containing a range of spatial frequencies (i.e., 
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including a rang of spatial frequencies: 0.5-octaves wide in spatial frequency from 
Fredericksen & Hess, 1998, the sum of 4 gratings from Hess & Snowden, 1992, and 4-
octaves wide in spatial frequency from the current Experiment 1, see Table 1). However, 
when considering a particular prior temporal masking function for a target grating by 
very narrowband masks (i.e., single gratings, see figure 5-7 in Lehky, 1985), the peak 
masking effect always appeared at one of the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequencies, not 
the target's temporal frequency. Based on these findings, it is reasonable to assume that 
the responses generated by a narrowband mask (Lehky, 1985) would not be adequate to 
evoke many (unknown) temporal frequency-tuned detectors whose sensitivity is lesser 
than the well-known and most sensitive conventional temporal detector, but would be 
adequate to evoke only these well-known 2 (or 3) most sensitive temporal frequency-
tuned detectors. (Note that we can not totally exclude a possibility of the existence of the 
multiple temporal detectors underlying the human temporal sensitivity function. In this 
view, a plausible account suggested by Ascher & Grzywacz (2000) will be described in 
General Discussion. In this view, a recent neurophysiological work (i.e., figure 8 in Alitto 
& Usrey, 2004) supports this idea by demonstrating the distribution of the temporal 
frequency for cortical cells.) Therefore, in order to create more realistic response from 
many temporal detectors underlying the human vision at the early stage, the use of more 
realistic pattern, such as naturalistic (1 If) broadband, seems to be fundamental. We 
assume that (1) there are many temporal detectors underlying the human vision at the 
early stage whose detection threshold is differ, and (2) the naturalistic broadband mask 
pattern would rise above a certain threshold of each of the underlying many temporal 
detectors. Thereby, naturalistic broadband pattern is adequate to drive temporally-tuned 
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suppression as reflecting multiple local gain control pools whose output is combined and 
weighted by neighboring temporal detectors (i.e., detectors tuned in the similar temporal 
frequencies ). 
From this point of view, the tuning of the broadband masking for particular 
grating targets shown in Figure 12A could be considered as an index (or measurement) 
which shows the shape ofthe tuning of the temporally-tuned suppression as reflecting the 
multiple local gain control pool whose output is combined and weighted by neighboring 
temporal detectors (i.e., detector tuned in similar temporal frequency). The current 
Experiment 1 (Figure 12A) clearly shows that there are multiple temporally-tuned 
suppressions as reflecting multiple local gain control pools and these pools are only 
revealed with the naturalistic (llj) broadband mask patterns (i.e., the peak masking effect 
is only observed when the temporal frequency ofthe test and mask matches). As 
described above, naturalistic (llj) broadband mask pattern which is adequate to rise 
above a certain detection threshold of each of the underlying many (unknown) temporal 
detectors and thereby many local pools whose output is combined and weighted by 
neighboring detectors (detectors tuned in similar temporal rate) are able to drive, whereas 
narrowband content pass through relatively unaltered with performance reflect the 
weightings that from the conventional temporal channel with maximal sensitivity at 8-12 
Hz. In order to drive multiple temporally-tuned pools, the significant stimulation at the 
spatial pooling stage is crucial. 
This idea can be used to account for the prior masking works using very 
narrowband mask have shown only 2 (or 3) temporally-tuned mechanisms. Specifically, 
when considering a particular prior temporal masking function for a target by very 
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narrowband masks (i.e., single gratings, see Lehky, 1985), the peak masking effect 
always appeared at one of the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequencies, not the target's 
temporal frequency. This temporal tuning of the narrowband masking (e.g., figure 5-7 in 
Lehky, 1985) could be considered as the tuning shape of the conventional temporal 
channel which is pretty distinct from the tuning of the broadband masking in the 
following way. The narrowband (a single grating) mask used in Lehky (1985) can only 
stimulate a few spatial detectors which is not adequate to create combined and weighted 
suppression by neighboring spatial detectors (detectors tuned in similar spatial frequency 
and orientation) at the spatial pooling stage. However, the temporal tuning of the 
broadband masking shown in Figure 12A and 12B would be considered an index of the 
temporally-tuned suppression as reflecting multiple local gain control pools whose output 
is combined and weighted by the neighboring temporal detectors with maximum 
sensitivity around 8-12 Hz. The naturalistic broadband mask contains a wide range of 
spatial frequencies and orientations which can stimulate many spatial detectors and 
thereby the strong suppressive interaction by neighboring spatial detectors tuned to 
similar spatial frequency and orientation, and then these strong suppressive signals in the 
spatial pooling stage are fed into the next temporal pooling stage. In this temporal 
pooling stage, we assume that the multiple temporal frequency tuned detectors whose 
sensitivity is lesser than the maximal sensitive temporal detector appeared around at 8-12 
Hz. If these lesser sensitive (many) temporal detectors are strongly stimulated by a 
particular mask (here naturalistic broadband mask pattern which is able to rise above a 
certain detection threshold of each oflesser sensitive many temporal detectors), temporal 
interaction between detector tuned to similar temporal frequency (i.e., indicating 
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temporally-tuned pool) can be occurred. Figure 12A show the tuning property of the 
temporally-tuned suppression as reflecting multiple local gain control pools. Thus, it can 
reasonable to suggest that in order to drive multiple temporally-tuned suppression, the 
use of the particular mask pattern which rise above a certain detection threshold of each 
of many and lesser sensitive temporal detectors and thereby create the strong suppression 
between temporally tuned the conventional temporal channel is crucial. The narrowband 
content passes through relatively unaltered with performance reflecting the weightings 
that form the conventional temporal channel which is most sensitive temporal channels. 
In order to asses this idea, three control conditions are performed for the 
conditions in which two temporal peaks are observed (Control 8 and Control 10, Figure 
12A and 12B) by using conditionally varied spatial frequency of the mask pattern (see 
Table 3). First, Control 1 measures the temporal frequency tuning for the 2 cpdl16 Hz 
target which is the same as condition 8 (Figure 12B) by using a spatially narrowband 
mask. The mask includes a I-octave wide band in spatial frequency (from to 2 cpd) and 
10 orientation band which are presented at 0.045RMS contrast. Based on Control 1, we 
should be able to verify one crucial assumption that the broadband mask pattern drives 
these local temporally-tuned suppression as reflecting multiple local gain control pools 
whose output is combined and weighted to reflect the conventional temporal channel with 
maximal sensitivity at 8-12 Hz, whereas narrowband content which stimulate a few 
detectors is not adequate to drive these pools. Second, Control 2 measure tuning for the 
same target as Control 8 with the same mask as the Control 1 except the contrast whose 
contrast is 0.1 RMS which is approximately two times higher than the Control 1. Based on 
Control 2, one should be able to check that the contrast information is also one of the 
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crucial factors for contributing the gain control pool. Finally, Control 3 measures the 
tuning for the same target as condition 10 (2 cpd/20 Hz target) with a comparatively 
narrowband (i.e., 2-octave wide in spatial frequency (ranging from 1 to 4 cpd) and 
rorientation band which are presented at 0.18 RMS contrast). Although the mask is 
spatially narrower than the mask used in the condition 10, its contrast is approximately 2 
times higher contrast than the condition 10. Table 3 summarizes the entire mask 
specifications used in Control conditions and the original conditions. 
Figure 14 shows the results of these Control conditions with the results obtained 
in original condition 8 and 10. Normalized suppressions (NSp) for comparing the 
magnitude, and normalized suppressions (NSb) for comparing the bandwidth in each 
condition for the two subjects are averaged and are shown in Figure 14A and 14B 
respectively. Also, the same data (in Figure 14A and 14B) are re-plotted on linear scale 
in Figure 15A and 158. Because the highly compressed scale at the high frequency side, 
the tuning of the masking functions plotted on the linear scale (Figure 15A) are mainly 
used to describe the results of the Control conditions. As can be seen in Figure 15A, 
when the temporal frequency of the target and mask matches, the single peak masking 
effect across each Control condition appears at 10Hz, not each target's temporal 
frequency (16 Hz). When the same data in Figure 14A is re-plotted on the linear scale, 
the two single peak masking effects appear at 10Hz and at each target's temporal 
frequency for both Control condition 2 and 3. However, in Control 1, the single peak 
masking effect only appears at 10 Hz, not the target temporal frequency (16 Hz). These 
Control conditions show that the broadband mask pattern including multiple spatial 
components and the contrast information are crucial keys to drive multiple temporally-
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tuned pools. As can be seen in Figure 14B, the bandwidth estimation little varies across 
Control conditions and across different orientations within each Control condition (i.e., 
see the bandwidth parameters below the tuning curves in Figure 14B). 
How does the peak masking position systematically change with the target frequency? 
(the center frequency (xo)) 
The single peak masking effect constantly appears at the same temporal frequency of the 
test for a variety of test temporal frequencies up to 14 Hz, and but not beyond 14 Hz (see 
Figure 12A). Beyond 14 Hz, the single peak masking effect is observed at 10Hz, not the 
same temporal frequency of the test. Figure 12A shows the tuning of the broadband 
masking which is plotted on the log space. However, when each tuning of the masking 
function is plotted on the linear scale in Figure 12B, the two single peak masking effects 
are observed at 10 Hz and each target's temporal frequency (i.e., condition 8: target 2 
cpd/16 Hz and condition 10: target 2 cpd/20 Hz). In other words, when the target 
temporal frequency is beyond 14 Hz, the two single masking effects are observed-
specifically, the fist peak at 10Hz and the second peak at each target's temporal frequency. 
The masking effect at 10Hz is significantly greater than one at each target's temporal 
frequency. This might be due to the maximum sensitivity of the conventional temporal 
frequency channels which typically appears at 8-12 Hz (i.e., the temporally-tuned 
suppression as reflecting the multiple local gain control pools whose output is combined 
and weighted to reflect to the conventional temporal channel with maximum sensitivity at 
8-12 Hz). In addition, when the temporal frequency of the test and mask matches, the 
masking is highly anisotropic showing the significant horizontal effect anisotropy. The 
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center frequency (xo) model parameter which was estimated by plotting the log scale is 
shown in Figure 13. Again, when plotting on a linear scale for targets up to 14 Hz, the 
multiple peak masking effects are shown when the temporal frequency of the target and 
mask matches. When plotting on a linear scale for targets beyond 14 Hz, two peak 
masking effects appear at 10Hz and at each target's temporal frequency. 
Based on these findings, it is reasonable to suggest that (1) the anisotropic 
(horizontal effect) broadband masking is indeed temporally tuned and (2) this broadband 
masking is indeed anisotropic (i.e., showing the significant horizontal effect). 
Untuned-suppression (vertical shift (C)) 
We fit a Gaussians function on a log scale, centered on the temporal frequency of highest 
suppression and with the asymptote as a third parameter (vertical shift (C)). A non-zero 
asymptote suggests un-tuned suppression (i.e., like un-masked proportion in spatial 
frequency tuning, see in figure 12 in Dakin & Mareschal, 2000, and un-tuned 
proportion/or isotropic masking in orientation tuning, see in figure 3 in Cass, Stuit, Bex, 
& Alais, 2009). As can be seen in Figure 13, non-zero un-tuned suppression (vertical 
shift parameter (C)) across the different spatio-temporal surface is found. Specifically, the 
vertical shift parameter (C) value shown in Figure 13 is the greatest for a target (i.e., a 12 
cpdll 0 Hz target in which average the parameter values across orientations is 
approximately 0.64), and is least for target gratings (i.e., 2 cpdll 0 Hz and 2 cpdll4 Hz 
targets in which average the parameter value across orientations is 0.09). In the current 
Experiment 1, this un-tuned suppression (vertical shift parameter values (C) in Figure 
13) in temporal frequency tuning is highly correlated with the baseline (unmasked) 
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contrast threshold values (i.e., R2 = 0.92). From this high correlation, it is reasonable to 
suggest that this un-tuned suppression is significantly due to the baseline contrast 
threshold values. 
How do the horizontal and vertical biases change across the spatio-temporal conditions? 
To answer this subtle question, each normalized suppression index (HEI, VEl, and H-VEI 
in suppression) was calculated and was shown in Figure 16. With the mask (a right 
column in Figure 16), the HEI values are demonstrated in each target condition, where 
the HEI with normalized suppression values (NSp) can be seen vary between 0.12 and 
0.70 indicating that NSp values at horizontal are 12-70% greater than NSp values at 
oblique. The VEl values are demonstrated in each target condition where the VEl with 
NSp values can be seen vary between -0.01 and 0.36 indicating that NSp values at 
vertical are -1-36% greater than NSp values at oblique. The H-VEI values are 
demonstrated in each target condition where the H-VEl with NSp values can be seen vary 
between 0.06 and 0.39 indicating that NSp values at horizontal are 6-39% greater than 
these values at vertical. In summary, the NSp values at horizontal across the target 
conditions are constantly greater than both vertical and oblique, and the NSp values at 
vertical across the conditions are constantly greater than both vertical and oblique 
orientations. 
With the baseline sensitivity (a left column in Figure 16), the HEI with sensitivity 
values can be also vary between -0.03 and 0.96 indicating that sensitivity values at 
horizontal are -3-96% greater than sensitivity values at oblique. The VEl with sensitivity 
can be seen vary between -0.03 and 0.93 indicating that sensitivity values at vertical are -
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3-93% greater than sensitivity values at oblique. The H-VEl can be also seen vary 
between 0 and 0.16 indicating that sensitivity values at horizontal are 0-16% greater than 
sensitivity values at veliicaI. The difference between horizontal and vertical in sensitivity 
seems to vary little, indicating almost no difference. In summary, the horizontal and 
vertical sensitivity are pretty similar (see H-VEl of a left column in Figure 16), and seem 
to be increasing with increasing spatial frequency. 
Each normalized suppression index value (HEI, VEl, and H-VEI in NSp) seems 
to be related to each corresponding sensitivity index value (HEI, VEl, and H-VEI in 
sensitivity) in order to investigate how the proportional horizontal or vertical biases in 
temporally-tuned suppression (i.e., caused by broadband masks) in each target condition 
are correlated with the proportional horizontal and vertical biases in sensitivity (i.e., 
caused by single gratings) in each target condition. This could be a reasonable way to 
check whether the orientation-biased temporally-tuned suppression (stimulated by 
broadband masks) and sensitivity mechanism (stimulated by single grating) are the same 
mechanism. According to the masking paradigm, masking effect is the greatest with the 
test and mask stimuli of the same spatial frequency (or orientation), but not temporal 
frequency. In temporal masking, prior studies showed that the maximum masking effect 
is not constantly observed when the temporal frequency of the test and mask matches, but 
is constantly observed at one of the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequencies which are 
approximately at 1-2 Hz or 8-12 Hz (or very high temporal frequency which is termed as 
third channel, see Hess & Snowden, 1992). If this conventional notion of temporal 
processing (Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & 
Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009) is indeed true and the proportional horizontal or vertical 
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biases in temporally-tuned suppression (a right column in Figure 16) would be mainly 
due to the horizontal or vertical biases in sensitivity (a left column in Figure 16), we 
should be able to observe the strong correlation between them. However, the correlation 
between these two sets of values is not strong (i.e., NSp vs. sensitivity in HEI: R2 = 0.64, 
NSp vs. sensitivity in VEl: R2 = 0.12, NSp vs. sensitivity in H-VEI: R2 = 0.24). 
Based on this weak correlation, it can be logically inferred that the multiple local 
temporally-tuned suppressions are revealed by the different mechanisms, not the only 
most sensitive conventional temporal mechanisms. Specifically, these multiple 
temporally-tuned suppressions reflect the multiple local ('tuned') gain control pools 
whose output is combined and weighted to reflect the plausibly many and unknown 
temporal channels (i.e., see figure 8B in Alitto & Usrey, 2004) with maximum sensitivity 
around 8-12 Hz. From this point of view, the temporal tuning obtained by the naturalistic 
(1 If) broadband masking function would be considered as an index which shows the 
temporally-tuned pools (i.e., drived by strong mutual suppression between detectors 
tuned similar temporal rates). From this point of view, the temporal tuning function 
obtained by the broadband masking indeed distinct from the prior temporal tuning 
function which was obtained by very narrowband mask pattern in the following. The 
narrowband mask pattern would be thought to be not adequate enough to rise above a 
certain threshold of the underlying many (unknown) temporal detectors whose sensitivity 
is lesser than the maximal sensitivity at around 8-12 Hz, but seems to be adequate to rise 
above a certain threshold of the most sensitive temporal detector at 8-12 Hz. Thus, the 
peak masking effect demonstrated in prior works is constantly observed at around the 
peak sensitivity 8-12 Hz (i.e., see Control condition 1 in Figure 16) and prior masking 
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works (Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alais, 
2006; Cass et aI., 2009). 
Taken together, the narrowband mask is not adequate to stimulate many 
(unknown) temporal detectors whose sensitivity is lesser than the maximal sensitivity at 
around 8-12 Hz, but is adequate to stimulate a few (2 or 3) most sensitive conventional 
temporal detectors (i.e., further details with respect to this view will be described in 
General Discussion). In order to drive the many, unknown and lesser sensitive temporal 
detectors, the use of the particular mask pattern which can rise above a certain detection 
threshold of these lesser sensitive temporal detectors, and thereby create strong mutual 
suppression between temporal detectors tuned in similar temporal frequencies which 
forms a local (' tuned ') pool. We assumed that there are amount of strong suppressive 
interactions between the mask and test temporal frequency-tuned detectors. This 
suppressive interaction (or weight) is the most when the temporal frequency of the mask 
and target matches (see Figure 12A and 12B), whereas the suppressive interaction is 
much less when the temporal frequency of the mask and test are different. Within this line 
of thinking, current work assumes that this idea captures a temporal channel interaction, 
in that suppressive weighting of temporal frequencies neighboring the test is stronger 
than that of temporal detectors with far away temporal frequencies. 
ii. Bandwidth (W) with NSb values 
It is customary to fit Gaussian functions, usually on a log scale (i.e., a log spatial 
frequency: Baker, Thompson, Smyth, & Tholurst, 1998; Dakin & Mareschal, 2000; 
Henriksson, Nurminen, Hyvarinen, & Vanni, 2008; Holub & Morton-Gibson, 1981; 
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Movshon & Tolhurst, 1978c; Tolhurst & Thompson, 1981; a log temporal frequency: 
Robson, 1966; Anderson, Burr, & Morrone, 1991; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Waung & 
Hess, 1995; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass, Alais, Spehar & Bex, 2009). We also found a log 
Gaussian functions to fit quite well (i.e., the Sum of Squared Errors or SSE average 
across 10 conditions = 0.043). 
As can be seen in Figure 17, bandwidths vary little across the 10 spatio-temporal 
conditions (i.e., the main effect ofthe bandwidth is not significant: F(2,27) = 0.026,p = 
0.974) and the bandwidth is not significantly different across three orientations (t(27) = 
0.112, P = O. 912: 90° vs 45°, t(27) = -0.117, P = O. 908: 0° vs 45°, t(27) = -0.229, P = O. 
821: 900 vs 0°). Figure 18 shows the bandwidth estimations and the average of bandwidth 
across conditions is 1.52 octaves. Indeed all data in different conditions are fit fairly well 
(SSE = 0.043) by the single Gaussian function plotted in the graph in Figure 17. Model 
parameters with normalized suppression (NSb) are provided in Figure 19. 
d. Summary 
Suppression of each grating target across the 10 spatio-temporal combinations by a 
naturalistic (llj) broadband mask is shown to be maximal when the temporal frequency 
of the broadband mask and target matches (see Figure 12A, 12B and 15A). In these 
matched conditions across the 10 spatio-temporal combinations, the naturalistic (1lj) 
broadband suppression is highly anisotropic, showing the horizontal effect. We assume 
that a narrowband mask used in prior works would not be adequate enough to stimulate 
many and unknown temporal detectors whose sensitivity is lesser than the maximal 
sensitivity at around 8-12 Hz, but is only adequate enough to stimulate a few (2 or 3) 
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most sensitive conventional temporal detectors at around 1 Hz and 8-12 Hz. We propose 
that to drive these many, unknown, and less sensitive temporal detectors, the use of an 
particular mask pattern, naturalistic (1/j) broadband which would be able to rise above a 
certain detection threshold of each of the underlying these many temporal detectors, and 
thereby would be able to create strong mutual suppression between detectors tuned in 
similar temporal frequencies which forms a local (' tuned ') temporal pool. There exist 
multiple temporally-tuned (' local ') pools across the 10 spatio-temporallocations, and 
each of the pools is highly anisotropic, showing the horizontal effect. In addition, the 
bandwidth of each pool (see Figure 17 and 18) varies little across the 10 spatio-temporal 
conditions and across the different orientations within each target condition which are 
around 1.52 octaves. 
3.2. Experiment 2 
a. Thresholds 
Contrast thresholds in each condition for the two subjects are averaged are shown without 
mask (baseline) in Figure 20A and with mask in Figure 20B. As can be seen in Figure 
20A, the baseline (no mask) conditions show an oblique effect of contrast thresholds at 
the higher spatial frequencies (i.e., 8 cpd and 12 cpd target, highest thresholds are at 
oblique orientations). The oblique effect anisotropy seems to be disappeared at the lower 
spatial frequencies as expected (i.e., 1, 2, and 4 cpd). Figure 20A shows the masking 
effect of each target across the 9 spatio-temporal combinations as a function of center 
spatial frequency at each of the five (or six) O.8-octave sub-bands and a broadband mask 
which are modulated by the temporal noise (i.e., 4.5-octave in temporally). The masked 
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contrast thresholds are seen to be greatest when the spatial frequency of the test and mask 
matches. Broadband masking effects (bb in Figure 20A) seems to be larger than this 
matched condition across the 9 spatio-temporal target conditions. To show the effect of 
the masks more directly, suppression factor was calculated by dividing the masked 
threshold by the unmasked threshold for each of the 9 spatio-temporal test conditions in 
Figure 21. The suppression is the greatest when the spatial frequency of the test and 
mask matches. Figure 22 shows the difference between the suppression obtained by a 
broadband mask (bb) and the suppression obtained by the 0.8-octave narrowband (nb) 
mask. The broadband suppression seems to be larger than suppression obtained by the 
0.8-octave narrowband conditions in which the spatial frequency of the test and mask 
matched except two target conditions (i.e., 8 cpdll6Hz and 12 cpd/ 10Hz). 
b. Normalized suppression: Spatial frequency tuning 
i. Amplitude (A) with NSp values 
In order to directly compare the magnitude of the horizontal effect across the 9 spatio-
temporal target conditions, the tuning of masking with the normalized suppression values 
(NSp) across the spatial frequency was assessed by fitting curves to the masking 
functions. A Gaussian function with four parameters provided a best fit to full normalized 
suppression data (i.e., SSE averaging across the 9 spatio-temporal conditions = 0.026). As 
can be seen in Figure 23, the tuning of masking with the normalized suppression (NSp) 
plotting on the log scale is constantly larger when the spatial frequency of the test and 
mask matches across the all of the 9 spatio-temporal conditions. In these spatial 
frequency matched conditions, the masking effects is highly anisotropic (i.e., the main 
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effect of the orientation: F(2, 24) = 56.733,p = 0.00) and the significant horizontal effect 
pattern are shown in the following. The masking for horizontal targets is significantly 
greater than for oblique targets (t(24) = 10.63, p = 0.00 : 0° vs 45°) and than for vertical 
targets (t(24) = 5.95, P = 0.00 : 0° vs 90°). 
As can be seen within each of the 9 spatio-temporal conditions in Figure 23, the 
masking effect is smooth showing spatial tuning and peaks at the test frequency. This 
strongly indicates that the suppression between channels tuned to different spatial 
frequency is indeed local ('tuned') (i.e., the suppressive interaction seems to be most 
from the neighboring spatial channels tuned to the similar target spatial frequency which 
would be approximately 0.8-octave width spatially). Based on these results, it could be 
suggested that (1) the narrowband masking is spatially tuned (i.e., the peak masking 
effect always appears at the same spatial frequency of the test and mask stimuli) and (2) 
in these conditions, the significant anisotropic masking, anisotropic suppression (the 
horizontal effect), is observed (i.e., when the spatial frequency of the test and mask 
matches, the significant horizontal effect are constantly observed at all of the conditions). 
This result clearly shows that the anisotropic (the horizontal effect) suppression is tuned 
in the spatial frequency dimension. 
Furthermore, when considering the masking effect obtained by the 4-octave 
spatially broadband patterns modulated by a 4.5-octave temporal noise with the 
normalized suppression (NSp), the similar significant horizontal effect anisotropy is also 
obtained (the main effect of orientation: F(2, 24) = 29.489, p = 0.00, and t(24) = 7.52,p = 
0.00 : 0° vs 45° and t(24) = 5.11, p = 0.00 : 0° vs 90°). Interestingly, the masking effect for 
the broadband (4-octaves) pattern with the normalized suppression (NSp) is significantly 
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greater than masking for the narrowband (0.8-octaves) matched condition in which the 
spatial frequency oftht: test and mask matched (i.e., the peak masking in Figure 23) (i.e., 
1(26) = -2.509, p = 0.019) at all target conditions. This indicates that the spatially-tuned 
suppression as reflecting the multiple local ('tuned') gain control pools and the output of 
each of these pools is weighted and combined by response activities in neighboring 
spatio-temporal detectors. Thereby, these pools are only pronounced with spatially and 
temporally broadband mask pattern. This broadband pattern contains a wide range of 
spatial frequencies, orientations, and temporal frequencies which can stimulate many 
spatio-temporal detectors and thereby the strong suppressive interaction would be created. 
These results are indeed distinctive from the prior work (i.e., Haun & Essock, 
2010) which demonstrated that the anisotropic masking (the horizontal effect) is largest at 
the spatial frequency target band around 8 cpd. With respect to the low spatial frequency 
horizontal effect, Experiment 2 showed the horizontal effect anisotropy for 1 cpd target 
flickered at either 1 or 16 Hz by spatially narrow(0.8-octave) and temporally broad (4.5-
octave) mask noise. In this view, previous studies (i.e., Campbell & Robson, 1968; 
Stromeyer et aI., 1982) showed that the modulating low spatial frequency targets in time, 
masking effect to the low spatial frequency targets can cause maximal masking effect at 
the same low spatial frequency, but the masking to the static low spatial frequency target 
can cause maximal masking effect at a significantly higher spatial frequency of the mask, 
not the same spatial frequency. Based on these works, it can be logically inferred that in 
order to strongly stimulate the low spatial frequency-tuned channels, the used of an 
appropriate mask patterns (i.e., temporally modulated) seems to be crucial. This would be 
a main reason why the low spatial frequency horizontal effect was not observed in the 
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prior work (Haun & Essock, 2010). The static mask would not be strong enough to 
stimulate the low spatial frequency orientation-tuned channels, and in this reason the 
strong suppressive interactions between these low spatial frequency-tuned channels 
would not be created, and thereby the anisotropic suppression (the horizontal effect) 
would not be observed in prior work (Haun & Essock, 2010). However, current 
Experiment 2 measured the spatially-tuned suppression of each target by particular mask 
stimuli, such as five (or six) 0.8-octave bands and each of them is modulated by a 4.5-
octave temporal noise, and a 4-octave band modulated by a 4.5-octave temporal noise. 
This indicates that the spatially-tuned suppression (i.e., the multiple peak masking effects 
shown in Figure 23) could be considered as multiple local (' tuned') pools and the output 
of each of these pools is combined and weighted by neighboring detector tuned in similar 
spatial and temporal properties. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that in order to 
stimulate the local (' tuned') low spatial frequency-tuned anisotropic suppression (or 
anisotropic gain control pool), the use of the temporally modulated mask pattern is 
fundamental. Each model parameters are demonstrated in Figure 24. 
Taken together, in order to drive multiple spatially-tuned pools across spatial 
frequencies, the use of particular mask pattern which can rise above a certain detection 
threshold of each of the low spatial frequency- or high spatial frequency-tuned pools is 
crucial. In the current Experiment 2, the use of the temporally broadband mask pattern is 
thought to rise above a certain detection threshold of the many low spatial frequency-
tuned detectors, thus the low spatial frequency-tuned (' local') anisotropic pool (showing 
the horizontal effect) is observed. However, the static mask pattern used in prior work 
(Haun & Essock, 2010) is thought to be not adequate enough to rise above a certain 
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threshold of the many low spatial frequency tuned detectors, and thereby the low spatial 
frequency tuned anisotropic pool (horizontal effect) is not observed. Therefore, in order 
to drive the multiple local (' tuned ') gain control pools across spatial frequencies, the use 
of an appropriate mask pattern which can be able to rise above the certain threshold of 
each of these many detectors and thereby can create strong anisotropic suppression (the 
horizontal effect) between detectors tuned in similar spatial frequencies is essential. 
How does the peak masking position systematically change with the target spatial 
frequency? (center position (xo}) 
As can be seen in Figure 25, the center position of the model parameter (xo) indicating 
the peak masking spatial frequency in the tuning of the masking function is indeed 
matched with the peak masking spatial frequency demonstrated in Figure 23. This 
indicates that the anisotropic suppression (the horizontal effect) is indeed tuned (' local ') 
in spatial frequency dimension. 
Untuned-suppression (vertical shift (C)) 
As can be seen in Figure 24, a non-zero asymptote suggests un-tuned-suppression (i.e., 
like un-masked proportion in spatial frequency tuning, see in figure 12 n Dakin & 
Mareschal, 2000). This non-zero un-tuned suppression (a vertical shift parameter (C) in 
Figure 24) which varies across the different spatio-temporal surface is found. Specifically, 
this parameter values is the greatest for a target (i.e., 12 cpd/1 a Hz in which average 
parameter values across orientation is 0.58) and is least for a target (i.e., 4 cpd/1 Hz in 
which average parameter values is 0.12). In the current Experiment 2, this un-tuned 
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suppression (vertical parameter (C) in Figure 24) in spatial frequency tuning is is highly 
correlated with the baseline (unmasked) contrast threshold values (i.e., R2 = 0.92). This 
high correlation would indicate that this un-tuned suppression is highly due to the 
baseline contrast threshold. 
How do the horizontal and vertical biases change across the spatio-temporallocations? 
With the mask (a right column in Figure 25), the HEI values are demonstrated in each 
target condition, where the HEI with normalized suppression values (i.e., NSp: each 
suppression values was divided by the single maximum suppression values for each 
target condition irrespective of orientation) can be seen vary between 0.31 and 0.87 
indicating that NSp values at horizontal are 31-87% greater than NSp values at obliques. 
The VEl values are demonstrated in each target condition where the VEl with NSp values 
can be seen vary between 0.10 and 0.56 indicating that NSp values at vertical are 10-56% 
greater than NSp values at obliques. The H-VEl are demonstrated in each target condition 
where the H-VEl with NSp values can be seen vary between 0.10 and 0.58 indicating that 
NSp values at horizontal are 10-57% greater than these values at vertical. In summary, 
the NSp values at horizontal across the target conditions are constantly greater than both 
verticals and obliques, and the NSp values at vertical across the conditions are also 
constantly greater than the NSP values at obliques. Interestingly, a maximum NSp value 
across the 9 target spatio-temporal conditions is shown at an 8 cpd/ 1Hz target condition 
(i.e., HEI = 0.87 and VEl = 0.56). Similarly, the strongest horizontal bias at an 8 cpd 
target band (I-octave spatial frequency band and 45° orientation band) was also reported 
(see figure 6 in Haun & Essock, 2010). 
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With the baseline sensitivity (a left column in Figure 25), the HEI with sensitivity 
values can be seen vary between -0.01 and 1.20 indicating that sensitivity values at 
horizontal are -1-120% greater than sensitivity values at obliques (i.e., at a 2 cpd/16 Hz 
target condition, HEI sensitivity values are -0.01 indicating the oblique sensitivity is a 
little better than horizontal, but the value is pretty small). The VEl with sensitivity values 
can be seen vary between -0.04 and 1.02 indicating that sensitivity values at vertical are -
4%-102% greater than sensitivity values at obliques (i.e., at a 2 cpd/1 0 Hz condition, VEl 
sensitivity values are -0.04 indicating the oblique sensitivity is a little better than vertical, 
but this values is still pretty small). The H-VEl can be also seen vary between -0.02 and 
0.18 indicating that sensitivity values at horizontal are -2%-18% greater than sensitivity 
values at verticals, but these values seem to be so small. The horizontal and vertical 
sensitivity seem to be similar. Interestingly, a maximum HEI and VEl value across the 9 
target spatio-temporal conditions is shown at an 8 cpd/1 Hz target condition (i.e., HEI = 
1.20 and VEl = 1.02). Taken together, the sensitivity values at horizontal and vertical are 
pretty similar and seem to be increasing with increasing the spatial frequency of the target. 
Each normalized suppression index is used to relate each corresponding 
sensitivity index value demonstrated in Figure 25 in order to consider whether the 
orientation-biased spatially-tuned suppression (driven by temporally broadband mask) 
and sensitivity mechanisms (stimulated by single grating at different spatio-temporal 
locations) are the same mechanism. The correlation between these two set of values is not 
strong (i.e., NSp vs. sensitivity in HEI: R2 = 0.16, NSp vs. sensitivity in VEl: R2 = 0.34, 
NSp vs. sensitivity in H-VEI: R2 = 0.08). Based on this weak correlation, it can be 
logically inferred that the multiple local spatially-tuned suppressions (i.e., the peak 
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making positions in Figure 23) are drived by the different mechanisms, not the same 
sensitivity mechanism which is not weighted and combined responses by neighboring 
detectors tuned in similar spatial frequencies (i.e., unaltered response). We assume that 
the multiple spatially-tuned suppressions reflect the multiple local ('tuned') gain control 
pools and each ofthe multiple local pools is combined and weighted by responses 
coming from neighboring spatial detectors (tuned in similar spatial frequencies and 
orientations). 
ii. Bandwidth (W) with NSb values 
As can be seen in Figure 26, bandwidth plotting on a log scale varies little across the 9 
spatio-temporal conditions (i.e., the main effect of the bandwidth is not significant: 
F(2,24) = 0.02,p = 0.98) and the bandwidth across three orientations within each of the 9 
spatio-temporal target conditions is not significantly different (t(24) = - o. 163,p = 0.87: 
90° vs 45°, t(24) = 0.022,p = 0.983: 0° vs 45°, t(24) = -0.185,p = 0.855: 900 vs 0°). Figure 
27 shows the bandwidth estimations across the 9 spatio-temporal taraget conditions. The 
average of the bandwidth is l.35 octaves and all data are fit fairly well (i.e., SSE 
averaging across the 9 spatio-temporal conditions = 0.043) by using the single Gaussian 
function. Each model parameters are shown in Figure 28. 
Physiologically, general nature of spatial tuning of cells in the LGN are generally 
very broadly tuned, showing sharp high frequency attenuation but only a very gentle drop 
in sensitivity to low spatial frequencies (Campbell et aI., 1969). By contrast, the majority 
of cortical cells are considerably more narrowly tuned, showing sharp low spatial 
frequency as well as high spatial frequency attenuation. Most cortical cells (i.e., simple 
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and complex cells) thus have a distinct bandpass characteristic (see for example the cells 
shown in figure in De Valois, Albrecht, & Thorell, 1982; see figure 3 in Maffei & 
Fiorentini, 1973). It was reported that the range of bandwidth of cortical cell population is 
very large. Most of the cortical cells have bandwidth between 1.0 and 1.5 octaves, but 
there are a number of very narrowly tuned cortical cells with bandwidths of less than an 
octave and a sizable population of broadly tuned cells with bandwidths as large as 2.0 
octaves. The median bandwidth for simple cells (both foveal and parafoveal) is about 1.4 
octaves which is very close to that predicted from the Blackmore and Campbell (1969). 
Specifically, prior estimations of channel bandwidth from various types of 
psychophysical investigations have varied from less than 0.5 octaves (i.e., Sachs, 
Nachmias, & Robson, 1971) through 1.2 octaves (i.e., Blakemore & Campbell, 1969) and 
1.5 octaves (Wilson, McFarlane, & Phillips, 1983) to 2.0 octaves (i.e., Wilson, 1978). As 
can be seen in Figure 27, the average of the bandwidth for the suppressive pool across 
each target location seems to be equally spaced on an octave scale is 1.35 which are not 
distinctively different form the prior bandwidth estimations. 
c. Summary 
The suppression of each target by a temporally broadband mask is spatially tuned (i.e., 
the peak masking effect always appears at the same spatial frequency as the test), and this 
suppression is generally anisotropic (showing the horizontal effect) which is observed at 
all of the 9 spatio-temporal combinations (i.e., the multiple anisotropic gain control pools 
showing the horizontal effect indeed exist across the 9 spatial and temporal 
combinations). The key is that to drive multiple spatially-tuned suppression as reflecting 
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multiple local ('tuned') gain control pools across the different spatio-temporal 
combinations, the use of an appropriate mask pattern which can drive strong mutual 
suppression between neighboring detectors is crucial. In addition, the bandwidth of each 
pool (see Figure 26 and 27) varies little across the different orientations within each 
target condition which are around 1.35 octaves. 
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4.0 GENRAL DISCUSSION 
The prior masking studies by using very narrowband masks have shown 2 (or 3) temporal 
detectors by measuring the temporal tuning of grating targets at different spatio-temporal 
combinations with and without a very narrowband (i.e., grating) mask across various 
temporal rates of the mask. Then, the ratio of the mask threshold to the unmask threshold 
was plotted as a function of the mask temporal frequency which is referred to as the 
temporal frequency tuning function. This tuning of the masking functions show how the 
narrowband masking effect of each target at the different spatio-temporal combinations 
systematically changes as a function of the temporal frequency of the very narrowband 
mask. When considering the peak masking frequency at which the masking is most 
effective (i.e., indicating the most sensitive temporal frequency in the masking function) 
seems to depend upon the spatial frequency, not the temporal frequency of the target. 
Specifically, the peak masking effect constantly appears at one of the 2 (or 3) common 
temporal frequencies which are approximately at 1-2 Hz, 8-12 Hz, or a high temporal 
frequency (i.e., this is referred to a third channel, see figure 4-7 and 12 in Hess & 
Snowden, 1992), not the same temporal frequency of the target and mask. These 2 (or 3) 
well-known peak masking temporal frequencies in the masking function have been 
considered as the most sensitive temporal detector's temporal frequencies underlying the 
human temporal sensitivity function. Again, one should make sure that the prior masking 
works shown 2 (or 3) temporal detectors (or mechanisms, channels and filter, etc) 
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have been developed by using very narrowband mask pattern (i.e., a single grating which 
has been mainly used to measure the human temporal sensitivity function). 
Interestingly, when considering the human temporal frequency sensitivity 
function (Robson, 1966) one should be able to see that these 2 (or 3) peak masking 
positions (Lehky, 1985) which well match the peak sensitivity positions (Robson, 1966). 
This provides a strong insight that the very narrowband mask stimulus used in prior mask 
works (Lehky, 1985; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009) is only adequate enough to 
rise above a certain detection threshold of the most sensitive temporal frequency tuned 
detectors (i.e., conventional temporal detectors), but is not adequate enough to rise above 
a certain threshold of each of the underlying many and lesser sensitive temporal detectors 
than the conventional temporal ones. Thereby, the peak masking effect constantly 
appears at one of the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequencies indicating the well-document 
2 (or 3) temporal frequency tuned detectors in the following. Briefly, one is transient 
temporal detector (showing the bandpass temporal tuning characteristics) with maximum 
sensitivity around 8-12 Hz which typically prefers the low spatial frequencies. Another is 
the sustained temporal detector (showing the lowpass temporal tuning characteristic) with 
maximum sensitivity around I-2Hz which prefers the high spatial frequencies. The other 
is very high temporal frequency tuned detectors which has been referred to 'third detector 
(or channel)' (i.e., around 20 Hz, see figure 12 in Hess & Snowden, 1992) which prefers 
the very low spatial frequencies. Based on these, it is reasonable to infer that the 
narrowband mask pattern most likely reduce the sensitivity of the 'most' sensitive 
temporal detectors, not many (lesser sensitive) temporal detectors when measuring the 
tuning of each target by a very narrowband (e.g., grating) mask across varied temporal 
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rates of the mask. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that the use of the narrowband mask is not 
adequate to probe many and unknown temporal detectors whose sensitivity is lesser than 
the peak sensitivity at 8-12 Hz, and thereby relatively uncombined and un-weighted 
response activities that form the conventional temporal detector are obtained. Based on 
this line of thinking, the prior works using a very narrowband mask (Lehky, 1985; Cass 
& Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009) have shown the tuning of each grating target and this 
tuning shape in which the peak masking effect constantly appears at one of the 2 (or 3) 
common temporal frequencies. Thereby, this tuning of the narrowband masking function 
could be considered as an index which shows the tuning shape of the most sensitive 2 (or 
3) temporal detectors. However, the peak masking effect did not always appear at one of 
the 2 (or 3) common temporal frequencies from the tuning functions shown in two prior 
works (i.e., Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998) which used a mask 
pattern that included a range of spatial frequencies. When considering the data of the 
several prior masking studies (see figure 5D in Hess & Snowden, 1992, figure 5 in 
Fredericksen & Hess, 1998), the two peak masking effects indeed appear at 10Hz and at 
each target's temporal frequency whose frequency is higher than 10Hz. This provides a 
plausible insight that the use of a particular mask pattern might drive the temporally-
tuned suppression (i.e., the peak masking effect appears at the target temporal frequency 
when using the appropriate mask pattern). As can be seen in Table 1, these two prior 
works (i.e., Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998) used the particular mask 
patterns which included a range of the spatial frequencies. From this view, current 
Experiment 1 showed these multiple temporally-tuned (' local ') pools by using the 
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naturalistic (1/j) broadband mask pattern at superthreshold contrast (Note that both spatial 
components and contrast seem to be crucial factors to drive these multiple temporally-
tuned suppressions as reflecting local (' tuned ') gain control pools as reported above in 
control conditions, see Figure 15A). Specifically, each of these pools indicates local 
('tuned') suppression which can be achieved by strong mutual suppression between 
detectors tuned in similar temporal rates. We assume that the naturalistic broadband 
pattern is adequate enough to rise above a certain detection threshold of each of the 
underlying many, unknown, less sensitive temporal detectors. Thereby, strong local 
('temporally-tuned') suppression which comes from the pooling response to contrast at 
temporal frequencies similar to the target was observed in the current Experiment 1. We 
assume that this local suppression can be achieved by mutual suppression between 
neighboring temporally tuned detectors which form the local (' temporally-tuned') pools 
(see Figure 12A and Figure 12B). 
Interestingly, one plausible hypothesis which assumed the existence of the 
multiple temporal detectors underlying the human temporal sensitivity function was also 
addressed by Ascher and Grzywacz (2000). Specifically, the typical models of detection 
are based on the assumption that detection (masking) occurs when the activity in the 
detectors most sensitive to the stimulus rises above a certain threshold. If (1) this 
assumption and (2) the general assumption addressing a limited number of the temporal 
detectors (i.e., 2 or 3 detectors) underlying the human temporal processing are indeed true, 
then we would expect to see 'discrete jumps' in the temporal tuning of the masking 
function as the function of the mask is shifted from being close to the peak temporal 
frequency of one detector (most sensitive) to the peak temporal frequency of another 
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detector (least sensitive). However, when considering the masking data of the prior 
masking works (i.e., Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 192; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; 
Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009) and the current Exeriment 1 (i.e., Figure 12A), one 
does not observe such discrete jumps, but smooth transitions instead. Based on this, it 
could be reasonably assumed: (1) many temporal detectors would exist underlying the 
human vision at the early vision (V 1) and each of them are tuned in varied temporal rates, 
and (2) each ofthe many temporal detectors might have a different detection criterion. 
We propose that to drive each of these many temporal detectors the use of the particular 
mask stimulus which can rise above a certain detection threshold of each of the many and 
unknown temporal detectors seems to be crucial. The narrowband mask patterns used in 
prior masking might not be adequate enough to drive these many (unknown and less 
sensitive) temporal detectors, but is only adequate enough to drive the most sensitive (a 
few) temporal detectors (i.e., 2 (or 3) conventional temporal detectors). 
This idea can be also supported by considering the current Control conditions 
shown in Figure 15. When considering the current work's Condition 1 (see top in Figure 
15), the bandpass tuning shape with the peak masking effect at 10Hz can be observed in 
Figure ISA and ISB. Again, we didn't see such discrete jumps, but smooth transition 
instead. We assume that this smooth shift in peak masking would reflect shifts between 
the peaks of many temporal detectors which is lesser sensitive than the temporal detector 
at around 10Hz. This result is similar with the prior masking results. Why does the peak 
masking position appear at 10Hz, not target temporal frequency (16 Hz)? To answer this 
question, we need to consider the mask specification used in Control 1. The mask used in 
Control 1 was comparatively narrower spatially and low in contrast (i.e., one-octave 
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spatially ranging from 1 to 2 cpd and single orientation band with 0.045RMS contrast, 
see Table 3) compared to the mask used in the original condition 8 (i.e., 4-octave 
spatially at O.1RMS contrast). We assume that this mask used in Control 1 is not adequate 
to rise above a certain detection threshold of many temporal detectors whose sensitivity is 
lesser than the temporal detector at 10Hz. Thus, the peak masking effect appears at a 
most sensitive common temporal frequency (i.e., around 10Hz), not 16 Hz. 
Next, with the same target used in Control 1 we measured the tuning of the 
masking function by the same mask as Control 1, but higher in contrast (i.e., 0.1 RMS 
contrast). The results (see middle row in Figure 15A) is very interesting in that the two 
single peak masking effects appear at 10 Hz and at16 Hz which is the target's temporal 
frequency. However, the second peak masking effect at 16 Hz in the tuning function is 
disappeared when the same data is re-plotted on a log scale in Figure 15B. Because of 
the property of the log scales (i.e., highly compressed scale at the high frequency side), 
the second peak masking effect at 16 Hz would be disappeared. Several prior masking 
studies (see figure 5D in Hess & Snowden, 1992, figure 5 in Fredericksen & Hess, 1998) 
have also demonstrated similar results. (Note that the tuning functions were plotted on a 
log scale. If these tuning are re-plotted on a linear scale, we would be able to see the two 
clear peak masking effects.) Based on this result of Control 2, it could be true that the 
contrast information is also crucial factor to drive these less sensitive temporal detectors 
(see also Control 3). Figure 15A show how the peak masking effect systematically 
changes with the spatial broadness of the mask and also contrast. These two factors 
would be considered as the crucial information to drive these less sensitive temporal 
detectors. 
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Based on these, it can be logically inferred that the tuning of the mask function for 
a single grating target by very narrowband mask stimuli across varied temporal frequency 
of the mask should be considered as an index which shows the tuning shape of the 
conventional temporal channel which is relatively un-combined and un-weighted 
(unaltered) suppression that form the conventional temporal detector. Whereas the tuning 
of the broadband masking function shown in Figure 12A can be considered an index 
which shows the temporally-tuned suppression as reflecting multiple local ('tuned') gain 
control pools whose output is combined and weighted (altered) by neighboring temporal 
detectors (temporal detectors tuned to similar temporal rates) . This suggested that the 
naturalistic broadband mask pattern used in current Experiment 1 would be a good 
stimulus which can rise above a certain detection thresholds of each of many and less 
sensitive temporal detectors underlying the human temporal sensitivity function. Thereby 
temporally-tuned suppression which reflects local ('tuned') gain control pools whose 
output is combined and weighted by neighboring temporal detectors is only observed 
when the particular, naturalistic mask pattern are used. It is reasonable to assume that 
there are possibly many temporal detectors and each temporal detector's detection 
threshold would be different and to drive the peak sensitivity of each of them the use of 
appropriate mask which can rise above a certain detection threshold of each of many 
temporal detectors is fundamental. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that the prior 
notion addressing human temporal processing (i.e., 2 (or 3) temporally-tuned channels) 
would not be the whole story. 
a. Why do the narrowband mask stimuli lead 2 (or 3) common peak masking effects? 
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One plausible answer would be obtained by recent several neurophysiological studies. 
According to these neurophysiological studies (Shoham et aI., 1997; DeAngelis et aI., 
1999; Sun et aI., 2007), the narrowband mask stimuli are only adequate enough to 
stimulate a limited number of the most sensitive (a few) temporal detectors (i.e., 
sustained (lowpass) vs transient (bandpass) which are the well-known conventional 
temporal detectors). Based on this, it is reasonable to infer that the response signals 
caused by narrowband mask would not be strong enough to rise above a certain detection 
threshold of each of many and unknown temporal detectors which form the temporally 
tuned-suppression (or pool), but is adequate to rise a few most sensitive (conventional) 
temporal detectors. Thereby, strong mutual suppression was not pronounced, and the 
peak making positions of the temporal masking functions constantly appear at the most 
sensitive temporal detector's frequencies which are either 1-2 Hz or 8-12 Hz (or a very 
high temporal frequency detector, termed as a third channel, Hess & Snowden, 1992). 
These temporal frequency tuned detectors would be considered as the well-known 
lowpass (sustained) and bandpass (transient) temporal detectors. 
From this neurophysiological insight, it is reasonable to suggest in the following. 
When the narrowband mask stimuli are used to probe the temporal frequency tuned 
detectors, the peak masking position is always toward to one of the 2 (or 3) temporal 
frequency categories in the following (i.e., the narrowband mask seems to only stimulate 
a few most sensitive temporal detectors underlying the human temporal sensitivity 
function which match the peak sensitivity of each of the underlying 2 (or 3) temporal 
detectors). One is the bandpass detector (transient) with a peak sensitivity around 8-12 Hz 
and the other is the lowpass mechanism detector (sustained) with peak sensitivity around 
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1-2 Hz). Thereby, it is reasonable to suggest that a general notion of the human temporal 
processing employed by the narrowband mask stimuli would not be a whole story. 
b. Does the naturalistic broadband mask create realistic response activities in detectors? 
According to a recent neurophysiological finding (Baker & Issa, 2005), more realistic and 
complex motion stimuli generate more realistic cortical response properties of separable 
tuning properties of orientation, spatial frequency and temporal frequency. This finding is 
thought to be a plausible when considering the tangential organization of the primary 
visual cortex in which the visual information about the orientation, spatial frequency, 
temporal frequency and drift direction of image components is thought to be encoded by 
overlapping group of encoding-mechanisms within each hypercolumn (i.e., Bonhoeffer & 
Grinvald, 1991; Hubel & Wiesel, 1977; Hubener et aI., 1997; Issa et aI., 2000; Shmuel & 
Grinvald, 1996; Weliky et aI., 1996). The realistic and complex dynamic visual stimuli 
would evoke the realistic response activities from numerous encoding-mechanisms at the 
early cortical stage which lead the separable response properties of orientation, spatial 
frequency, and temporal frequency dimensions. 
Based on these findings, it is reasonable to suggest that the naturalistic and 
complex stimuli would generate realistic response activities from many encoding-
mechanisms underlying the human vision at the early cortical stage (V 1) which lead the 
separable tuning response properties of the spatial (including spatial frequency and 
orientation) and temporal dimensions. As can be seen in Figure 12, when naturalistic 
(llj) broadband pattern is used to stimulate each detecting-mechanism across the different 
spatio-temporallocations, the realistic multiple temporally-tuned suppressions as 
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reflecting multiple local gain control pools whose output is combined and weighted by 
neighboring temporally-tuned detectors are observed. We assume that there would be 
many temporally-tuned detectors (see figure 8B in Alitto & Usrey, 2004). In order to 
drive these many temporally-tuned detector, the use of a naturalistic mask pattern which 
can rise above a certain detection threshold of each of many and unknown temporal 
detector seems to be crucial. 
c. What does the temporally-tuned suppression indicate? Do the suppression and 
sensitivity mechanisms differ? 
The temporally-tuned suppression shown in Figure 12 reflects multiple local gain control 
pools whose output is combined and pooled by neighboring temporal detectors (i.e., 
detectors tuned in similar temporal frequency). This nonlinear pooling process can be 
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achieved by mutual suppression between detectors tuned in similar spatial and temporal 
properties, which is indeed distinct from the temporal tuning of the masking function 
demonstrated in prior work. This prior temporal tuning of the masking function is mainly 
obtained by very narrowband mask stimuli which would not be adequate enough to rise 
above a certain detection threshold of each of the underlying many and unknown 
temporal detectors, but would be adequate to rise above a certain threshold of the most 
sensitive (conventional) temporal detectors (i.e., 2 or 3) which is relatively unaltered 
output (i.e., un-combined and un-weighted output by neighboring temporal detectors). As 
described above in Results section, the suppression measured with the naturalistic (llj) 
broadband mask pattern seem to differ from the sensitivity measured without mask 
pattern when considering the correlation between these two sets of the values in Figure 
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16. Specifically, the correlation is pretty weak (i.e., NSp vs. sensitivity in HEI: R2 = 0.64, 
NSp vs. sensitivity in VEl: R2 = 0.12, NSp vs. sensitivity in H-VEI: R2 = 0.24). This 
weak correlation between them indicates that the suppression and sensitivity mechanisms 
would be driven by different mechanisms. 
d. Do many and less sensitive temporal detectors have different detection thresholds? 
Based on the results in Experiment I, it is reasonable to suggest that there are possibly 
many temporally-tuned detectors as suggested in spatial frequency dimension. 
Informatively, several detection models are based on the assumption that detection occurs 
when the activity in the detectors most sensitive to the stimulus rise above a certain 
threshold. If each of the underlying many temporal detectors has different detection 
threshold criterion, we should use different mask stimuli which can drive each of many 
and less sensitive temporal detectors. Thus, to drive these multiple lesser sensitive 
temporal detectors, the use the particular stimuli which can rise above a certain threshold 
of these many and lesser sensitive temporal detectors seem to be crucial. As demonstrated 
in Experiment 1, the naturalistic (1/j) broadband masking pattern would be a good stimuli 
which can rise above a certain detection threshold of each of many temporally-tuned 
detectors, and thereby the temporally-tuned (' local ') suppressions which can be formed 
by strong mutual suppression between similar detectors. That would be a good reason 
why the prior masking works used in very narrowband masks are failed to show these 
multiple temporally-tuned suppressions. These narrowband mask pattern is not adequate 
enough to create strong mutual suppression between similar detectors (i.e., tuned in 
similar temporal rates), and thereby the peak masking effects constantly appears at one of 
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the most sensitive temporal frequencies which are around 1 Hz and 8-12 Hz. 
e. Two pooling stages of the spatial and temporal signals lie in cascade 
This idea is provided based on the results from prior masking works which have been 
employed based on the very narrowband mask pattern (i.e., Lehky, 1985; Cass & Alias, 
2006) and three Control conditions in Experiment 1 which conditionally varied the spatial 
broadness of the mask pattern. 
Multiple local ('tuned') gain control pools across the spatio-temporal surface are 
tuned in temporal frequency (Experiment 1) and spatial frequency (Experiment 2) 
dimensions, and all of these pools show the significant horizontal effect. This indicates 
that each detecting mechanism across the spatio-temporallocations has its own pool 
which includes two pooling stage of the spatial and temporal signals which lies in 
cascade fashion (i.e., the spatial pooling stage precedes the temporal pooling stage). In 
the first spatial pooling stage, each spatial detector across the different spatio-temporal 
surface has its own pool whose output is combined and weighted by neighboring spatial 
detectors (i.e., tuned in similar spatial frequency and orientations) which reflects the 
many spatially tuned detectors with maximum sensitivity around 4 cpd. In the second 
temporal pooling stage, the processed signals at the prior spatial pooling stage are fed 
into the next temporal pooling stage in which each temporally tuned detector has its own 
pool whose output is combined and weighted by neighboring temporal detectors (tuned in 
similar temporal rates). Critically, in order to drive these multiple local spatially- and 
temporally-tuned anisotropic suppressions (showing the horizontal effect), the use of the 
particular mask stimulus (i.e., naturalistic (llj) and complex) which can rise above a 
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certain detection threshold of each of the many temporal detectors is essential. 
Specifically, prior masking studies using very narrowband masks have shown only 2 (or 
3) temporally-tuned channels (Lehky, 1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & 
Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et aI., 2009). This very narrowband mask stimuli 
might pass through relatively unaltered with performance reflecting the weightings that 
form the conventional spatial channel (i.e., this narrowband pattern stimulates a few 
spatial detectors which is not adequate enough to create pooled activity from the similar 
spatial detectors). Then, these un-weighted and un-altered signals indicating a weak 
stimulation at the spatial pooling stage (which is not adequate to drive many temporally-
tuned pools) is fed into the next temporal pooling stage. Thus, the only 2 (or 3) peak 
masking positions indicating the peak sensitivity of each of the conventional temporal 
detectors are observed at 1-2 Hz or 8-12 Hz (or very high temporal frequency around 20 
Hz, see Hess & Snowden). Control conditions in Experiment 1 also addressed this issue 
(see Figure 15). 
In summary, two plausible accounts can be logically deduced. First, each 
detecting-mechanism across the spatio-temporal surface has its own anisotropic gain 
control pool which consists of two separate spatial and temporal pooling stages which 
lies in cascade. The spatio-temporal signals are initially encoded by the spatial pooling 
stage (in which static spatial visual information are mainly encoded) and then the 
processing signals at this spatial stage are fed into the next temporal pooling stage (in 
which dynamic temporal information are mainly encoded). Thus, in order to drive the 
multiple temporally tuned detectors, the significant stimulation at the prior spatial pooling 
stage is crucial and this can be obtained by the broadband spatial pattern. 
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Note that this idea is only acceptable only if it is true that spatial and temporal signals are 
separately processed in these two pooling detectors. 
f. Two pooling stages of spatial and temporal signals are overlapped 
The other possible idea is that the spatial and temporal pooling stages are overlapped as 
resembling the spatial and temporal encoding processes by overlapping group of 
encoding-mechanisms within each hypercolumn at the cortical stage (i.e., Bonhoeffer & 
Grinvald, 1991; Hubel & Wiesel, 1977; Hubener et aI., 1997; Issa et aI., 2000; Shmuel & 
Grinvald, 1996; Weliky et aI., 1996). In this view, a recent neurophysiological work 
(Baker & Issa, 2005) provides a plausible insight in the following. They proposed that to 
create more realistic response activities from many (population) encoding-mechanisms at 
the early cortical stage (V 1), the use of the realistic and complex visual stimuli is highly 
required. Specifically, this work demonstrated that the distributed pattern activity in the 
cortex generated in response to complex motion images can be characterized by three 
maps of separable tuning properties: orientation, spatial frequency, and temporal 
frequency tuning. 
According to this neurophysiological insight, it can be logically inferred that the 
spatial and temporal pooling stages would be overlapped as resembling the spatial and 
temporal encoding processes by overlapping group of encoding-mechanisms within each 
hypercolumn at the early cortical stage (V 1). This overlapping process of spatial 
(including orientation and spatial frequency) and temporal pooling would be used to 
account for the mechanisms of neural encoding underlying the visual performance if in 
the following two assumptions are true. One is that there are many temporal detectors, 
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each of them is tuned in different temporal frequency (see figure 8B in Alitto & Usrey, 
2004), and there exists mutual suppression between detectors tuned in similar temporal 
frequency. Second is that each of the many temporal detectors has different detection 
criterion, and thereby to stimulate these many temporal detectors the use of the 
appropriate visual stimuli is crucial. Note that several detection models are based on 
assumption that the detection occurs when the activity in the detector most sensitive to 
the stimulus rises above a certain threshold. Naturalistic (Ilj) broadband patterns used in 
Experiment 1 and complex motion stimuli (Baker & Issa, 2005) are thought to be an 
appropriate visual stimuli which would be adequate enough to rise above a certain 
detection criterion of the many spatio-temporally tuned encoding-mechanisms at the early 
cortical stage (VI), and thereby the strong spatially- or temporally-tuned suppression as 
reflecting multiple local (' tuned ') gain control pools whose output is altered by the 
response signals ofthe neighboring spatio-temporally tuned encoding-mechanisms. 
Taken together, it can be logically assumed that, in order to develop more realistic 
model of the human spatial and temporal processing, the use of the realistic (or 
naturalistic (1lj)) broadband mask stimulus is essential. Specifically, the naturalistic (1lj) 
broadband pattern which can be seen in everyday (naturalistic) viewing situations would 
create more realistic response activities from numerous detecting-mechanisms at the early 
cortical stage (V 1) which would be adequate enough to drive the pooled activities which 
can be achieved by mutual suppression between similar spatio-temporal detectors. 
However, the narrowband grating stimulus would create a few and most sensitive 
temporal detectors' responses which are not adequate enough to lead the separable tuning 
properties (Baker & Issa, 2005), and thereby the only most sensitive 2 (or 3) temporal 
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detectors are observed in prior masking studies (e.g., Lehky, 1985; Anderson & Burr, 
1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et 
aI., 2009) and Control conditions (i.e., Figure 14 and 15) in the current Experiment 1. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
A local (' tuned ') gain control pool reflects local suppression, which can be achieved by 
mutual suppression between neighboring (similar) spatio-temporal detectors. Specifically, 
this suppression is anisotropic, being relatively greater at horizontal than oblique 
orientations. There exist multiple pools across the different spatio-temporallocations, 
and all of these pools are stronger at horizontal (showing the horizontal effect). All of 
these pools are tuned in the temporal frequency (Experiment 1) and spatial frequency 
(Experiment 2) dimensions. The pools have the same standard Gaussian shape (however, 
some pools have an asymmetric shape) and size in both temporal (i.e., 1.52 octaves in 
Figure 17 and 18) and spatial (i.e., 1.35 octaves in Figure 26 and 27) dimensions. 
Critically, current results showed that multiple temporally-tuned pools are revealed with a 
naturalistic (llj) broadband mask (i.e., Figure 15), whereas prior studies using very 
narrowband masks have shown only 2 (or 3) temporally-tuned detectors (e.g., Lehky, 
1985; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Fredericksen & Hess, 1998; Cass & Alias, 2006; Cass et 
aI., 2009). We propose that to drive these pools, the use of an appropriate broadband 
mask which can rise above a certain detection threshold of each of the underlying many, 
unknown, and lesser sensitive temporal detectors is crucial, and thereby can create strong 
mutual suppression between detectors tuned to similar temporal rates which form local 
(' tuned ') pools. 
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Table 1: Summary of the mask stimuli used in prior temporal masking studies 
Test Mask 
Spatial Temporal Spatial Temporal 
Lehky (1985) Single Single Single gratings Single frequency frequency frequency 
Anderson & Burr Single Single Unfiltered one dimensional 
vertical noise (not clearly Single frequency (1985) frequency frequency described in text) 
Hess & Snowden Single Single Sum of 4 gratings Single frequency (1992) fre-'luency frequency (i.e., 0.3 + I + 3 + IS cpd) 
Snowden & Hess Single Single Sum of 4 gratings Single frequency (1992) frequency frequency (i.e., 0.3 + 1 + 3+ IS cpd) 
Fredericksen & Single Single 0.5-octave wide in spatial 4 Hz wide in temporal 
Hess (1998) frequency frequency frequency frequency 
Cass & Alias Single Single (2006) frequency frequency Single grating Single frequency 
Cass, Alias, Single Single 0.5-octave above and below Spehar & Bex Single frequency 
(2009) frequency frequency centered at 2.4 cpd 
Note that these works showed the temporal frequency tuning of single grating targets at 
different spatio-temporal combinations by using the masking paradigm which is the same 
paradigm used in the current Experiment 1. 
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Table 2: Mask specifications used in prior works 
Test Mask 
Essock et aI., (2003) A I-octave (8-16 cpd) spatial A 1 ifbroadband noise 
frequency band & a 20° orientation including spatial frequency 
band ranging from 0.2-17 cpd & 
all orientations 
Haun & Essock A I-octave centered at 0.65, 1.50, A lifbroadband noise 
(2010) 3.44, 7.90, and 18.25 cpd, & 45° including spatial frequency 
orientation band ranging from 0.2-25.6 cpd & 
all orientations 
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Table 3: Summary for the mask stimuli used in Control conditions for Experiment 1 
Spatial frequency Orientation band Contrast 
Control 1 I-octave (1-2 cpd) 1° 0.045 RMS 
Control 2 I-octave (1-2 cpd) 1° 0.1 RMS 
condition 8 4-octaves (1-16 cpd) 15° 0.1 RMS 
Control 3 2-octaves (1-4 cpd) 7° 0.18 RMS 
condition 10 4-octaves (1-16 cpd) 15° 0.1 RMS 
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Figure 1. Example stimuli to show the high spatial frequency bias (a) Gaussian white 
noise (lifo), (b) l /j- l noise, and (c) l lf-2 noise (images from Chandler & Field, 2007) 
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Figure 2. Anisotropic contrast gain control pool: (a) For a given region within a scene, 
(b) structure (contrast at different spatial scales and orientation) is extracted by oriented 
filters of different size. (c) Output of similar filters is pooled, and (d) combined divisively 
with a filter 's output. Final output determines perceptual salience. Specifically, the 
inhibitory pooling signal (Lo· w . I) to the denominator in Equation 2 is biased in 
orientation dimension which is greatest at horizontal, intermediate at vertical, and least at 
oblique orientations (Horizontal > Vertical > Oblique orientation bias) present in natural 
scenes. This "un-does" the natural bias and whiten the orientation-biased natural scenes 
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Figure 3. Encoding mechanisms underlying the human vision at the early stage (VI) 
respond to contrast structures in natural scenes at a wide range of spatial frequencies, 
temporal frequencies and orientation in a particular manner that is efficient (Barlow, 
1961). Thereby, it is worthy to know the statistical properties of natural scenes, and then 
we can relate these statistical properties to the encoding processes underlying the visual 
system by measuring the visual performance (e.g., sensitivity etc) for particular stimuli 
resembling the statistical properties present in natural scenes. (a) Orientation is one of the 
fundamental dimensions in natural scene perception and is being explored in detail in our 
lab. Much of our understand of orientation processing comes from studies by measuring 
the behavioral performance for simple gratings, whereas current understanding of 
orientation processing comes from the studies by measuring the behavioral performance 
for visual stimuli resembling the statistical regularities of natural scenes. Critically, the 
significant change in orientation perception- i.e., from the oblique effect (Appelle, 1972) 
to the horizontal effect (Essock et aI. , 2003)-was obtained as adding more content to the 
narrowband stimulus (Hansen & Essock, 2004). ( c) The significant change in the 
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orientation perception results from the anisotropic gain control mechanisms (strongest at 
horizontal), whose effect is pronounced when viewing a pattern of broadband spatial 
content resulting in the horizontal effect. The additional content creates more response 
activities in channels contributing to gain control pools whereas the response activity in 
channels is not significant with narrowband stimuli, resulting in the oblique effect 
(Hansen & Essock, 2006; Essock et aI. , 2009; Haun & Essock, 2010; Kim et aI. , 2010). 
Specifically, we have suggested that the horizontal effect is linked to the anisotropic gain 
, 
control pool that causes most suppression at horizontal, least at obliques, and 
intermediate at vertical orientations. Through this orientation-biased pooling process, the 
horizontal content bias present in typical natural scenes are equalized. Freom this point of 
view, the horizontal effect could be a great perceptual hallmark which shows that the 
encoding mechanisms underlying the visual systems are likely to have evolved to reflect 
natural scenes, and in order to equalize the prevalent content bias present in natural 
scenes- specific optimizing processing strategy to 'whiten' the neural response to natural 
scenes via anisotropic gain control pool (c). Such anisotropic suppression in the gain 
control mechanism could be direct (b) consequence of corresponding bias of cortical cells 
(Li et aI. , 2003), indicating more cells tuned to cardinal than other oblique orientations. In 
addition, (a) the orientation bias of typical natural scenes (Hansen & Essock, 2004; 2005 ; 
2006) indicates the most content at the horizontal, least content at the obliques and 


















Figure 4. Hypothetical sensitivity of sustained and transient mechanisms. Left panel 
shows sensitivity for sustained (dashed lines) and transient systems (solid lines) as a 
function of spatial frequency. Right panel represents sensitivity as a function of temporal 
frequency (from Green, 1984). 
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30 
i EMPORAL FREQUENCY (c}'cltsJs;zcolld ) 
Figure 5. Temporal contrast sensitivity functions for different spatial frequencies . The 
test was a sinusoidal grating with spatial frequency of 0 0.5 cpd, . 4, 1'116, .. 22 cpd. 
Points are averages of four adjustments thresholds. The curves (including dashed 
sections) differ only in vertical position. Spatial and temporal sensitivity seems to be 
separable at high temporal (i.e. , > 10Hz) and spatial frequencies (i.e., , 1'116, .. 22 cpd), 
but at low spatial frequencies (0 0.5 cpd) sensitivity at low temporal frequencies (i.e. , 
<10Hz) seems to be reduced (from Robson, 1966). Specifically, the tuning of a low 
spatial frequency target (0 0.5 cpd) is overlapped with the tuning of high spatial 
frequency targets (1'116, .. 22 cpd) at low temporal frequency regions. 
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Figure 6. Illustration ofthe test targets used in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Test 
stimuli were cosine grating, either 1, 2, 4, 8, or 12 cpd from left to right column (A-E), 
Gaussian windowed to a 1 ° full-width at half-height at one of the three orientations (90°, 
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Figure 7.1. Illustration of the temporal profiles used in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 
A temporal Gaussian envelope (A) used to modulate the contrast of the test and mask 
stimuli is lOOOms in duration, with 400ms at half-height of the Gaussian. This temporal 
envelope is used to be multiplied by cosine temporal waveforms resulting in the Gabors 
shown (B-1) for Experiment 1 and a broadband temporal-noise sample (J) with 
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Figure 7.2. Total energy (or contrast/power) and DC components of2000 temporal-noise 
samples used in Experiment 2 were plotted ' A' and 'B', respectively. The total energy of 
each temporal-noise sample can be calculated by the standard deviation of each temporal-
noise sample. The DC value of each temporal-noise sample can be calculated by the 
average of each temporal-noise sample. In order to demonstrate that the total energy of 
each temporal-noise sample is constant (~ 0.39) , one randomly takes the 2000 temporal-
noise samples, and then calculates the standard deviation (corresponding to the total 
energy) and the average (corresponding to the DC value) of each temporal-noise sample 




Figure 8. Illustration of the mask stimuli used in Experiment 1 (A) and Experiment 2 (A-
F). Mask stimuli with lifspatial and randomized phase at one of the three orientations 
from top to bottom row (90°, 45°, and 0°). The spatial frequency band is varied at A-F, 
and the orientation band is fixed as 15°. (A) A broadband mask, the spatial frequency 
band used is four octaves, ranging form 1 to 16cpd. B-F) The broadband mask (A) split 
into five 0.8-octave sub-bands. From left to right column (B-F), each 0.8-octave sub-
band's center spatial frequency is 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 cpd (22 cpd center frequency band 
only used in condition 6 at Experiment 2 which was not shown here because of not 
enough resolution) respectively. 
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Figure 9. Experimental conditions in Experiment 1 (A) and Experiment 2 (8). In 
Experiment 1, each target across the 10 spatial and temporal combinations denoted by 
open circles was used. Threshold of each target at different locations was measured 
without and with spatially broadband mask across varied temporal frequency of the mask. 
In Experiment 2, each target across the 9 spatio-temporal combinations denoted by open 
circles was used. Threshold for each target was measured without and with temporally 
broadband mask across varied spatial frequency of the mask. 
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Figure 10. Contrast thresholds for each grating target at each of three test orientations 
(vertical, 45° and horizontal) across the 10 spatial and temporal combinations with the 
temporally varied naturalistic (llj) broadband mask stimuli (A) and without the mask 
(baseline) (8). For each test condition, masking was measured by using a spatially 
broadband masking across varied temporal rates of the mask. The 'average' of two 
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Figure 11 Suppression factor (the ration between masked and unmasked thresholds) of 
each target across three orientations (vertical, 45° and horizontal) and across the 10 spatio-
temporal combinations is shown for mean thresholds (in Figure 10). The standard errors 
were calculated in terms of Gaussian error propagation (Lo, 2005) and the mean of these 
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Figure 12A. Normalized suppression (NSp: each suppression value was divided by the 
single maximum suppression value in that condition) for comparing magnitude of the 
horizontal effect anisotropy in temporal frequency tuning curves across 10 spatio-temporal 
locations. Each tuning curve in each condition is plotted on log scale. The Gaussian 
function (smooth curve) provides a Best-fit (open circles, SSE average across conditions = 
0.043) describing temporal frequency tuning curves. Test orientation: Horizontal (red 
circles), oblique (green circles), and vertical (blue circles). The peak masking effect of the 
masking function appears at the same temporal frequency of the test up to 14 Hz. Beyond 
14 Hz, the peak masking effect appears at 10Hz, not the target temporal frequency when 
plotting on log scale. 
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Figure 12B Plotting on different scales for condition 8 and 10. The same data for 
condition 8 and lOis re-plotted on log scales in top, and the linear scale in bottom. As can 
be seen a top in Figure 12B, the log scale is a little compressed at the high temporal 
frequency sides of the masking function, and thereby the peak masking effect at each 
target's temporal frequency (beyond 14 Hz) appears at 10Hz. The use of an appropriate 
scale seems to be crucial in order to escape misinterpretation of the given data. 
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Figure 13. Gaussian curve fitting parameter values for each condition for the curves shown in Figure 12A. The tuning of masking 
~ with normalized suppression (NSp) values across the temporal frequency of the mask across 10 spatio-temporal conditions (Figure 
12A) was assessed by fitting Gaussian functions with four parameters (i.e., bandwidth (W: Full width at Half Height (FWHH)), 
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condition 10) are shown. Normalized suppression (NSp) for comparing magnitude of the 
horizontal effect in temporal tuning curves is shown with Gaussian curve fitting 
parameter values in Figure 14A. Normalized suppression (NSb: each suppression value 
is divided separately for each orientation in each condition) for comparing bandwidth are 
shown with parameter values in Figure 14B. 
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Figure 15. The tuning of masking with normalized suppression (NSp) values for 
comparing magnitude shown in Figure 14A is re-plotted on a linear scale in (A) and a 
log scale in (B). As can be seen in Figure 15A, the log scale is a little compressed at the 
high frequency side of the mask function, and thereby the peak masking effect at high 
temporal frequency (the peak masking at 16 Hz) shown in Control 2 and Control 3, and 
condition 8 and condition 10 in (A) is easily disappeared in (B) in which the same data 
are re-plotting on log scale. 
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Figure 16. HEI, VEl, & H-VEI index across the 10 spatio-temporallocations with the 
baseline sensitivity (a left column) and with normalized suppression values (NSp) (a right 
column). A gray scale is used to indicate the magnitude of each index values across the 
10 spatio-temporallocations. 
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Figure 17. Normalized suppression (NSb: each suppression value is divided separately for 
each orientation in each condition) for comparing bandwith in temporal frequency tuning 
curves across 10 spatio-temporallocations. Each tuning curve in each condition is plotted 
on the log scale. Best-fit Gaussian function shown (SSE average across conditions = 0.043). 
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Figure 18. Bandwidth estimations across different orientations and conditions. The 
bandwidth estimation of the Full Width at Half Height (FWHH in octaves) of the 
temporal frequency tuning functions across the 10 spatio-temporal target locations which 
is shown in Figure 17 are plotted. As can be seen, the bandwidth varies little across 
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Figure 19. Gaussian curve fitting parameters for bandwidth shown in Figure 18 are provided. 
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Figure 20. Contrast thresholds for each grating target at each of three test orientations 
(vertical, 45° and horizontal) across the 9 spatial and temporal combinations without the 
mask (baseline) (A) and with spatially varied mask stimuli (B). To understand how the 
tuning along spatial dimension changes across the different target spatio-temporal 
combinations, the spatial frequency band of the mask stimuli is varied as a parameter. 
The broadband mask (4-octave) mask as used in Experiment 1 was split into five 0.8-
octave sub-bands. The spatial frequency bandwidth of each sub-band centered at 
approximately 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 cpd. Each sub-band of spatial noise (0.8-octave) and the 
broadband (4-octave) masks were used to probe spatial tuning for each target across 
different spatio-temporal surface. Additionally, one additional low spatial frequency sub-
band, the 0.8 cpd center spatial frequency was added only for conditions 1 and 2. The 
other additional high spatial frequency sub-band, the 22 cpd center spatial frequency was 
added only for condition 9. Each mask noise pattern was modulated by a broadband 
temporal noise (4.5-octave). The average oftwo subjects is shown. Error bars are ± 
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Figure 21. Suppression factor (the ration between masked and unmasked thresholds) of 
each target across three orientations (vertical, 45° and horizontal) and across the 9 spatio-
temporal combinations is shown for mean thresholds (in Figure 20). As can be seen here, 
suppression is greatest when the mask matches target's spatial frequency. The standard 
errors were calculated in terms of Gaussian error propagation (Lo, 2005) and the mean of 
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Figure 22. Difference between a broadband (bb) and a O.8-octave band (nb: whose 
spatial frequency is centered at the target spatial frequency) masking across three 
orientation and across the 9 spatio-temporal combinations in suppression (shown in 
Figure 21). As can be seen, suppression obtained by naturalistic (1lj) broadband mask is 
greatest for all of the conditions except two target conditions (i.e., 8 cpd/16 Hz and 12 
cpdllO Hz) in which no difference between them are shown. 
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Figure 23. Normalized suppression (NSp) for comparing magnitude of the horizontal 
effect anisotropy in spatial frequency tuning curves across 9 spatio-temporallocations. 
Each spatial tuning curve in each condition in each orientation is plotted on log scale. 
Best-fit Gaussian function shown (SSE averaging across conditions = 0.026). Test 
orientation: Horizontal (red circles), oblique (green circles), and vertical (blue circles). 
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Figure 24. Gaussian curve fitting parameter values shown in Figure 23. The tuning of masking with normalized 
suppression (NSp) values across the spatial frequency ofthe mask across 10 spatio-temporal conditions (Figure 12A) 
was assessed by fitting Gaussian function with four parameters (i.e., bandwidth (W: Full width at Half Height 
(FWHH)), amplitude (A), vertical shift constant (C), and center position (xo)) to the masking functions. A set of 
parameter values in each orientation within in each target condition are provided. 
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Figure 25. HEI, VEl, & H-VEI index across the 9 spatio-temporallocations with the 
baseline sensitivity (a left column) and with normalized suppression values (NSp) (a right 
column). A gray scale is used to indicate the magnitude of each index value across the 9 
spatio-temporallocations. 
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Figure 26. Normalized suppression (NSb: each suppression value is divided separately 
for each orientation in each condition) for comparing bandwith in temporal frequency 
tuning curves across 9 spatio-temporallocations. Each tuning curve in each condition is 
plotted on the log scale. Best-fit Gaussian function shown (SSE averaging across 
conditions = 0.026). Test orientation: Horizontal (red circles), oblique (green circles), and 
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Figure 27 Bandwidth estimations across orientations and conditions. The bandwidth 
estimation of the Full Width at Half Height (FWHH in octave) of the spatial frequency 
tuning functions across the 9 spatio-temporal target locations shown in Figure 26 are 
plotted. As we can be seen, the bandwidth estimation little varies and the average 
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